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E D I T O R ’ S N O T E

Gotcha.
Here it is.

One of the things you tend to get used to when you work for a publish-
ing company are letters and emails from folks who suggest that you’re
under the influence of some crippling bias or another. One month

someone is sure you have it in for Company A, or even worse that you’re on
Company B’s payroll, and the following month (after you cover Company A’s
latest product) someone else is certain that you’re rabidly anti-Company B. 

The first couple of times one reads such criticisms it’s easy to get a little defen-
sive, but after a while it’s just sort of amusing. I mean, I’m not going to try and
tell you that magazine editors don’t have the same kinds of personal biases you
have, because of course we do. I also know that true objectivity is next to impossi-
ble; no matter how hard one works to present a balanced case for anything, some
little bit of bias is sure to sneak in, even if it’s some tiny subconscious thing, like
the order in which you mention the products in a roundup or which example you
lead with when discussing a product category. And that’s before we even start
exploring audience perception and interpretation.

But the good news for those of you who suspect CPU of harboring anti-
/pro-Red or anti-/pro-Green sentiments is that at the end of the day, our
motivation for being here and producing this magazine is the same as yours for
reading it: We want to find out what’s best. Like you, we want strong, stable
PCs that get the job done and then some, and although we enjoy tinkering
and upgrading, we don’t much care for standing in the Returns line or packing
stuff back up in Fed Ex boxes (or UPS if that’s your thing—we like UPS, too,
honest!) and hassling with RMAs.

It has been suggested on one or two occasions that we at CPU have an anti-
Windows bias. Of course, we’ve been accused of being in Microsoft’s pocket
just as many times, but for now I’d like to address the first view. We do not
have a problem with Windows per se, and we’re certainly not anti-Vista. (The
Saint may be but we can’t stop him, we can only hope to
contain him.) In fact, I must confess that part of me is a
little giddy at the prospect of installing a new OS and
poking around in it for weeks. But we expect an awful lot
from this release, and we think you should, too. After all,
for many if not most of you it will be the foundation of
everything you do with your PCs for years to come.

That’s why next issue we’ll devote a raft of pages
to reviewing, installing, tweaking, and testing Vista
until our questions about the next Windows all are
answered. We hope you’ll join us and let us know
what you think, too. Until then, take care, and drink
lots of cold, refreshing Pepsi!

Chris Trumble, Publication Editor, CPU
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Compiled by Steve Smith

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e

Endorsed By Orcs?
With TV commercials using the “Office Space” cast and a special “South Park”
episode featuring the game, World Of Warcraft was its own kind of blockbuster
media property this past Christmas. And now the hardware rushes in to ride
WoW’s coattails. WidowPC (www.widowpc.com) released a $1,495 WoW Online
Gaming PC that the company says is optimized for squeezing the best network
response out of online gameplay. Actually, the model is a modest design with an
AMD64 CPU, GeForce 7600 GS GPU (upgrades are available), and a Killer NIC
high-performance network card. WidowPC says it offers the affordable machine in
response to user requests and the interest of its own WoW-playing staff. ▲

With more than 7 million players, World Of Warcraft
has now spawned specialty PCs optimized for
MMORPG gaming.

All This 
& SATA, Too
Because it’s just so much easier for sys-
tem builders like us to handle SATA,
we would love to see more hardware
migrate to the interface. Samsung pre-
mieres its $89.99 next-gen SuperWrite-
Master SH-S183L DVD burner that
writes DVD±Rs at 18X and includes
LightScribe technology for etching
labels directly onto compatible platters.
The dual-layer burner claims to be the
first 18X drive that uses a SATA inter-
face, and it writes dual-layer discs at 8X
speeds and DVD-RAM at 12X. Also,
its weight-balance system technology is
designed to minimize disc clatter at
high spin speeds. ▲

Samsung brings SATA speed and convenience
to a high-performance DVD burner and etcher.

Tosh Gets Game
Everyone wants to get into the high-end gaming space, including the usually but-
toned-down and businesslike Toshiba. Its P100-ST9742 has the latest Core 2 Duo
CPU, a 17-inch widescreen, an Nvidia GeForce Go 7900 GTX GPU with 512MB
of memory, 2GB of system RAM, and a Harmon Kardon sound system. There’s
even a DVI-D connector for outputting in HD. At 7.1 pounds and $2,899, this 

little monster is actually less of a lap-crusher and pickpocket than some of the gam-
ing notebooks we’ve seen lately. Despite gaming creds, a Tosh just isn’t a Tosh
without world-class security, so the P100 also gets a fingerprint reader—because
you don’t want unauthorized slashers accessing your saved Oblivion games. ▲

The 7.1-pound, $2,899
Toshiba Satellite notebook
for gaming is leaner and a
bit more economical than
many gaming notebooks.

6 February 2007 / www.computerpoweruser.com
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e

Radio Free IP
Why pay for has-been shock jocks and aging rocker DJs on
satellite radio when you can access literally thousands of stations
over IP just as easily? The Phoenix IP Radio ($249; www.wifi-
radio.biz) puts a decades-old hardware face on new age Internet
radio. The 802.11b/g device streams online stations, playlists, and even RSS
feeds from a Wi-Fi hotspot or your home router. The Phoenix IP Radio weighs
2 pounds and includes rechargeable batteries for total portability. The eight
preset keys can tune into most of the major audio formats at very high sample
rates. And, of course, what would a radio be without a clock and alarm so you
can rock the neighbors at 6 a.m. at the Ramada Inn? ▲

Internet radio gets a familiar face with this
wireless IP radio streamer.

Even James Bond 
Never Had One Of These

Gone are the days when super-secret spies whipped out microfilm cam-
eras to record stolen documents before the guards came. The Planon
DocuPen RC800 ($299.99; www.planon.com) is a pocket-sized, 24-bit
color scanner that spies and business travelers can swipe across hun-
dreds of documents. You can expand the 8MB of onboard flash mem-
ory to hold hundreds of pages until you offload them to a PC, and the
rechargeable battery powers up when you connect to a USB port. ▲

Don’t Flick Your Wii

Anyone lucky enough to nab a Nintendo Wii knows how much fun it can be to use the motion-
sensitive controller to box, golf, strike tennis balls, or just point Link through the brilliant world

of Zelda. But it seems that some players are losing their
grip on the slick controllers and sending them crashing
into TV sets or the heads of nearby pets and family.
Some players even managed to break the wrist strap
Nintendo designed to prevent this very issue. Just before

Christmas, however, Nintendo launched a wrist strap replacement program at Nintendo.com.
The company will mail Wii-sters a sturdier replacement strap free. Wiii! ▲

Memory At Gigahertz Speed

For overclockers who just can’t get enough tweaking overhead, Kingston has
always been ready to oblige with ever faster memory modules. The lat-
est DDR2 HyperX PC2-9200 and PC-9600 sticks give you
1.15GHz and 1.2GHz, respectively. Kingston says the
512MB/1GB parts have been fully production-tested and
proved reliable on several of the most popular high-end
motherboards. Prices start at $137 for 512MB, but a 2GB
9600 kit will add $525 to your system costs. Gentlemen,
start your BIOS and reach for your wallets. ▲

Planon’s new DocuPen puts full-color scanning in your shirt pocket.

User-submitted images at
WiiHaveAProblem.com suggest
that Wii controllers are flying into
TV sets from overeager play.

The latest Kingston
HyperX modules bring your

memory speeds up to 1.2GHz.
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Watching The Chips Fall
Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

*Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units

Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest OEM prices 
available through Pricegrabber.com

CPU Released Original Last month’s Current
price price price

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 4200+ energy efficient 5/16/2006 $417** $187 $177 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 4400+ energy efficient 5/16/2006 $514** $234 $274 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 4600+ energy efficient 5/16/2006 $601** $249 $239 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 4600+ AM2 only 5/31/2005 $803** $249 $266 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 4800+ energy efficient 5/16/2006 $671** $344 $349 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 5000+ AM2 only 5/23/2006 $696** $320 $325 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 5200+ AM2 only 9/6/2006 $827** $419 $355 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-62 5/23/2006 $1,031** $664 $664 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-70 11/30/2006 $599/pair N/A $599/pair

AMD Athlon 64 FX-72 11/30/2006 $799/pair N/A $799/pair

AMD Athlon 64 FX-74 11/30/2006 $999/pair N/A $999/pair

Intel Pentium Processor Extreme Edition 955 3.46GHz dual-core 12/27/2005 $999** $868 $875 

Intel Pentium Processor Extreme Edition 965 3.73GHz dual-core 3/22/2006 $999** $975 $975 

Intel Pentium 4 651 3.4GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 65nm 12/27/2005 $273** $209 $209 

Intel Pentium 4 661 3.6GHz 2MB cache 800MHz FSB 65nm 12/27/2005 $401** $196 $196 

Intel Pentium D 920 2.8GHz dual-core 2MB 800MHz FSB 65nm 12/27/2005 $241** $140 $149 

Intel Pentium D 930 3GHz dual-core 2MB 800MHz FSB 65nm 12/27/2005 $316** $154 $146 

Intel Pentium D 940 3.2GHz dual-core 2MB 800MHz FSB 65nm 12/27/2005 $423** $192 $184 

Intel Pentium D 960 3.6GHz dual-core 2MB 800MHz FSB 65nm 5/1/2006 $530** $334 $331 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6300 1.86GHz 2MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $183** $182 $170 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 2.13GHz 2MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $224** $219 $217 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $316** $313 $309 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 2.66GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $530** $489 $495 

Intel Core 2 Duo X6800 2.93GHz 4MB cache 1,066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $999** $910 $910 

Intel Core 2 Extreme quad-core 11/14/2006 $999* N/A $999*

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • C h i p  W a t c h
Compiled by Dean Takahashi

Say Goodbye To Wires On Consumer Electronics Gear

What can you do with a lot of wireless capacity over a short range? Get rid of a bunch of cables. WiQuest
has launched a new chipset (called the WQST100/101) that implements its WiDV wireless video tech-
nology for transferring high-definition video from one device to another in the same room. Matthew
Shoemake, CEO of WiQuest in Allen, Texas, says that the company’s use of a WiMedia UWB layer lets
the chip transfer data at a rate of 1Gbps via a wireless connection for a few meters. That’s fast enough to
replace high-speed video cables between devices such as
HDTVs and video game consoles, and it’s also fast enough to
replace USB cables between computers and several accessories.
According to Shoemake, the WQST100/101 chips are available
in moderate quantities for about $30 each. ▲

More Efficient Solar Cells On The Horizon

A breakthrough in solar cell technology could make solar energy much more cost-competitive
with traditional sources of electricity. The U.S. Department of Energy announced that a pro-
ject it funded has created a solar cell with 40.7% efficiency. (Most solar cells currently in use
are about 12 to 18% efficient.) Boeing-Spectrolab used a silicon wafer to create this new, effi-
cient solar cell, which means that the cell can capture sunlight and convert about 40.7% of the
energy to electric power. The new cell is based on a structure dubbed a multijunction solar cell
that can capture more sunlight by using multiple layers, each of which captures a part of the
sunlight passing through the solar cell. With the new solar cells, the DoE says that installing
solar cells on rooftops could fall from about $6 a watt to $3 a watt, or 8 to 10 cents per kilo-
watt hour. Boeing-Spectrolab hasn’t announced when it will ship the new solar cells. ▲

GPS Chips To
Make Their 
Way Into More
Navigation Devices

In the next three years, GPS
chips are expected to make their
way into sub-$100 navigation
devices, says Kanwar Chadha,
vice president of marketing at
GPS chipmaker Sirf Technol-
ogy in San Jose, Calif. Cur-
rently, popular multifunction
GPS devices can cost as much
as $1,000. But GPS chips, such
as the SirfstarIII family, are get-
ting smaller and more efficient,
which will help GPS companies
integrate them into more
devices such as multifunction
cell phones. Chadha expects
that GPS chips in cell phones
will let users use search engines
to locate the nearest restaurant
or gas station, and companies
such as Google could send users
different ads based on where
they are. He also believes that
users will be able to point their
cell at a building to find out
what kind of business is at the
address with new SirfstarIII-
enabled GPS devices. ▲

8 February 2007 / www.computerpoweruser.com



W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • I n t e r n e t
Compiled by Blaine Flamig

SS ii tt ee   SS ee ee ii nn gg
EarthShots 
We could babble on all day about how fantastically engaging the award-winning photos at
EarthShots.org are, but the photos don’t need us to brag them up. They speak quite grace-
fully for themselves. As for the site’s Photo Of The Day Contest, EarthShots.org’s dedicated
owners describe it as “celebrating the beauty and diversity of our planet.” Each day, judges
select one winning photograph from those visitors submit. And what stellar photographs they
are. Stunningly framed, eye-jarringly colorful, and visually moving, there are obviously some
very talented people walking around with cameras at the ready. Contest winners get their
winning shots plastered front and center on EarthShots.org, along with some details about
how and why the photo came about. Win the contest three times and you get $50. ▲

Adventures With Dwight 
After a certain ex-CPU editor hipped us to Ricky Gervais’ English-flavored, cringe-painfully funny “The Office” years ago, we were skeptical
that Steve Carell and company could do an American version justice when NBC began
airing the show in 2005. Today, we’re not only believers, we’re addicts. As the faithful
know, Michael is loony nuts, but his intentions are good. Dwight, though? He’s deli-
ciously evil. By the looks of the “Adventures With Dwight” page at NBC.com, however,
Dwight has evidently had more on his sinister mind than solving conspiracy theories and
plotting Jim’s demise—well, at least little bobblehead Dwight, whose fans have been
using to tell their own travel stories on the site. Bobblehead Dwight’s many journeys have
found him abandoning his sweet Trans Am for a 2007 Civic SI and joining forces with
fellow mastermind, Albert Einstein. Only Dwight’s blog at blog.nbc.com/DwightsBlog
may possibly top the Schrute-man’s travails. ▲

Attack Of 
The Wii 
Hype Machine 
Back in December, those deviously
good Nintendo Wii TV ads play-
ing nonstop had visions of Wii
parties and some good ole family
time around the video console
popping up in our heads. All of
this made us curious if we were the
only ones falling under the Wii’s spell. Apparently not. Already there’s a Top 100
Wii Websites list (www.wiitop100.com), with such entries as Wiicolors.com, Wii-
volution.com, and the currently top-rated NWiiZone.com. Additionally, Nintendo
reported in late November 2006 that U.S. customers had already devoured more
than 600,000 units in just eight days. To top matters off, Reggie Fils-Aime, Nin-
tendo of America president, got off this jab at Sony, “We’ve shipped retailers several
times the amount of hardware the other company was able to deliver for its launch
around the same time, and we still sold out.” Nice. As we were going to press,
though, the console was just going on sale in the crucial Japanese market. ▲

Group Paying 
With Buxfer
Who hasn’t sat around a restaurant table with
a group of buddies after enjoying a fine meal
only to have the good vibes comes crash-
ing down as you try to split the bill? Well, 
Amit Manjhi, Shashank Pandit, and Ashwin
Bharambe have a solution. Years ago, as grad
students at Carnegie Mellon University, the
trio addressed the bill-splitting dilemma in
the form of Buxfer (“bucks transfer”; www
.buxfer.com), which mixes elements of social
networking with the ability to track debts that
a group of friends, colleagues, etc. share col-
lectively. The premise is that as the group
pays bills and others debts, members track
online who’s actually paid up, who hasn’t
ponied up yet, and more. Pick up a lunch
check for five, for example, and you have
credit toward future bills. Still in the works is
the ability to pay bills online from the site. ▲
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Compiled by Steve Smith

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • S o f t w a r e

BitTorrent 
Swamps uTorrent
BitTorrent is building its empire by partnering with both
major media and the upstart indie development commu-
nity. On the one hand, the company just cut deals with
major film and TV studios to distribute their wares legit-
imately online. On the other hand, in a surprise move in
December 2006, the company purchased uTorrent, one
of the most popular of the many independently devel-
oped clients using BT’s original technology. BitTorrent
founder Bram Cohen praised uTorrent developer Ludvig
Strigeus for crafting a highly efficient version of his own
client and plans to use the design for embedding the file
distribution protocol in smaller devices. Meanwhile, back
on the uTorrent member forums, many indie loyalists screamed with worry that
Cohen and his new Hollywood buddies would “ruin” their favorite client. ▲

Too Suite A Deal?
Free firewalls and antispyware tools are commonplace
come-ons for premium service, but CyberDefender-
Free 2.0 is the first “kinda”-free security suite we’ve
seen. It includes tools that claim to guard against
spies and viruses, spam, phishing, and hijacked
searches. Is there a catch? Well, yes. CyberDefender-
Free 2.0 also includes banner ads and a P2P network. (Users do, however,
have the option to have CyberDefender remove these ads for an $11 fee,
which still makes it the cheapest security suite we’ve seen.) We got a series of
fast-changing banner ads on the client we downloaded, and the EULA
explained that our PC would be part of CyberDefender’s earlyNetwork of
connected PCs that monitor and warn about online attacks. It looks like a P2P scheme that communicates threats and passes
along updates across the collection of connected clients. Nothing is free. ▲

Sports Without Boredom
Impatient with all of those warm-up swings and relentless soccer passes between scoring? Cyber-
Link’s MagicSports 3 ($49.95; www.cyberlink.com) says it can extract only the interesting parts
from sports programming you record to your PC. Using visual analysis techniques, it identifies
home runs, strikes, goals, and even those breathless rules violations for easy replay later. For base-
ball fans, MagicSports even rates the recorded highlights and lets you skip
to the next or last pitches in a game. You need a TV tuner and either
Windows Media Center PC Edition or CyberLink’s own PowerCinema
software. Of course, with shorter game day viewing times, there will be less
time for beer and chips and more opportunities to finally get that lawn
mowed. OK, maybe CyberLink didn’t think this one through. ▲

After courting Hollywood studios, BitTorrent dips back
into the indie world by purchasing uTorrent.

CyberDefenderFree 
2.0 promises full PC 

protection, but you’ll be
seeing a lot of flashing

banner ads—if you 
don’t pay $11.

CyberLink says its 
visual analysis 

technology extracts 
the exciting highlights

from recorded TV files.
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • S o f t w a r e

BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new lease on life. 
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpufeb07/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Motherboard Date Available URL

Abit Fatal1ty AN9 32X 10/23/2006 www.abit-usa.com/downloads/downloads.php?file=ftp://ftp-usa.abit.com.tw/pub/download/bios/an9/an913.zip

Asus P5LD2-VM 11/24/2006 dlsvr01.asus.com/pub/ASUS/mb/socket775/P5LD2-VM/P5LD2VM1102.zip

Gigabyte GA-M61VME-S2 12/01/2006 america.giga-byte.com/FileList/BIOS/motherboard_bios_ga-m61vme-s2_f5.exe

MSI K9N6SGM-V/K9N6PGM-FI/
K96PGM-F 10/27/2006 download.msi.com.tw/support/bos_exe/mbd_bios/7309v14.zip

Shuttle SD37P2 10/20/2006 ftp://ftp.shuttle.com/BIOS/sd37p2/sd37s025.bin

Tyan Thunder i7525 11/17/2006 ftp://ftp.tyan.com/bios/s2676_206.zip

Tyan Tomcat K8E 11/15/2006 ftp://ftp.tyan.com/bios/S2865_304.zip

SS oo ff tt ww aa rr ee
SS hh oo rr tt ss

Compiled by Steve Smith

And A Happy Office New Year

Although all eyes may have been on the release of Vista,
Microsoft slipped into the New Year software mix some-
thing that may have a more direct and profound effect on the way we work than a mere
operating system. Office 2007 is much more than a tweak. Microsoft has replaced the
static toolbar interface with a dynamic, context-sensitive Ribbon of interactive menus
and boxes. We’ll get used to it over time—we guess—but after a month of using a late
beta of Office 2007 on our Vista test machine, we’re still looking for the text wrap toggle.
On the other hand, Excel spreadsheets can now handle 1 million rows, Outlook gets
much faster integrated search, and Word now saves docs by default in more flexible,
XML-like code. Yeah, but where the heck is every editor’s best friend—Word Count? ▲

The 11th Zipper

It may make you feel old knowing that the venerable WinZip com-
pression program is in its 11th version ($29.95 Standard; $49.95
Pro). Users can now preview image thumbnails without extracting
them from zipped packages. WinZip has tweaked the compressions
algorithms, and now users can open BZ2 and RAR formats. And
Pro users get a more powerful Job Wizard for archiving and distrib-
uting ZIPs in companies. ▲

Opera Mini

Version 3.0 of the Opera Mini (free; www.operamini.com) mobile
browser has several new features: An integrated RSS reader polls your
feeds whenever you connect so the latest headlines are immediately
available. A photo-sharing feature makes it easier to take and upload
a cell phone cam picture to your blog. And a new “content folding”
feature collapses long menus and content items from larger Web sites
so you can selectively expand only what you want to see. ▲

The newest
mobile Web
browser now lets
you take and
share mobile
phone images 
to your blog.

Forget Vista, we’ll all be talking about
the new Ribbon menu structure in Office
2007 this year.

The ubiquitous compression agent, WinZip, turns 11 and now
lets us preview image files.
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What New Media Are We Using? 
“Emerging media” are emerging awfully fast,
according to ROI Research. The company
found that users who already use email
and one other new media platform (for
example, RSS or text messaging) are
adopting the latest communications plat-
forms at a high rate. 

Source: ROI Research/Bluestreak

Raw Data
Percentage of users in several European
Union countries who accessed the Internet
at least once a week.

Source: Eurostat
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Shipping With Vista
WW hen I write about my company, I

often get flackmail from readers
accusing me of using my column to pro-
mote my business. I’ve always found this
an odd accusation because it implies that
some folks want me to write about sub-
jects that I’m not intimately familiar
with instead of ones I’m actually an
expert on, and that they’re afraid that
they can’t identify bias for themselves
and therefore want me to protect them
from it. This is one of those columns, so
I’m giving those readers who prefer to
read “uninformed” content that contains
no possible taint of bias the opportunity
to duck out now. For those of
you who read past this para-
graph, I’m going to give you
an inside tour of what it’s like
living in my world.

In 1998, I started an online
game publishing company
called WildTangent. I raised
venture capital during the crazy
dot-com boom days, survived
the dot-com meltdown, the
great Microsoft Java eradica-
tion, the spyware witch hunts,
and went on to build a pretty
successful online game publish-
ing business that, according to
comScore Media Metrix, is the
fifth-largest online game net-
work on the Internet, coming
in ahead of RealArcade and
just after AOL. I have about
100 employees located mostly in
Redmond, Wash., right next to
Microsoft’s Xbox campus. 

Although I run a Web site called
WildGames that carries all the most pop-
ular casual downloadable games in the
market, much of our business comes from
running gaming portals for our corporate
customers. WildTangent operates the
casual game publishing infrastructure for
Dell Games, HP Games, Toshiba Games,
and Gateway Games. This includes a
Vista-compatible game console applica-
tion that ships with over 25 million

consumer PCs and manages game down-
loads, installation, organization, and so
on—basically it’s like iTunes for gaming.
We came by these relationships in part
because Microsoft’s promotion of the
Xbox has had a devastating impact on the
PC game market that PC OEMs rely on
to drive demand for new PCs. We supply
hundreds of leading “casual” games to
the OEMs who want to create and sup-
port a market for PC gaming by using
their desktops to create a channel for
downloadable content. 

I mention all of this because we are one
of many partners the OEMs have who

supply software and services preinstalled
on new PCs. Most leading OEMs also
carry music, photo, video, security, and
DVD ripping/burning software, as well as
search and connectivity services. The
OEMs also ship software preinstalled that
Microsoft may not want you to have,
such as Sun Java, Macromedia Flash,
Firefox, or alternative media applications.
One of the most important reasons the
OEMs carry alternative software and ser-
vices is to resist Microsoft’s total domina-
tion of the Desktop. When Sun resisted
Microsoft’s efforts to subsume control of

the Java language, Microsoft used the
legal dispute as an excuse to send legal
notices to PC OEMs demanding that
they remove all MSJVM-based games
from PC distribution, while simul-
taneously offering them an alternative 
suite of games from the Microsoft
GameZone. The OEMs responded by
shipping the SUN JVM, and we had to
spend months porting dozens of games to
Sun’s Java implementation. 

Without the additional revenue
streams PC OEMs generate from selling
software and services on the Desktop,
many would go out of business. Most of

the profits associated with the
PC software business go to
Microsoft. New OS releases are
major battlefronts between the
OEMs, the channel, and
Microsoft for control of those
revenues because with each
new OS release Microsoft
invents new ways of discreetly
sucking more revenue sources
away from the channel and the
OEM. Vista is the latest such
assault on the market.
Microsoft uses these profits to
control the OEMs by turning
around and offering to spend
“marketing funds” with them
if they replace competing prod-
ucts and services from their
Desktops with ones offered by
Microsoft. Vista is laced from

end to end with “marketing touch points”
designed by Microsoft to divert con-
sumers to Microsoft-controlled stores, ser-
vices, and products. 

One of the most current and alarming
manifestations of this trend is Microsoft’s
Windows Live OneCare product, a direct
attempt to wipe Symantec and McAfee
out of business by displacing their OEM
relationships. Companies like Symantec
and McAfee have always served to balance
Microsoft’s perpetual inability to secure its
own OS products—Vista’s vaunted securi-
ty was successfully cracked before the OS

The Saint

Although power users tend to find lots of preinstalled software and
Desktop icons annoying, they are very important financially to OEMs.
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was even released, after all. The idea that a
Microsoft-provided security service will some-
how address the problem is stunningly absurd,
and the fact that nobody else in the media is
flat-out laughing at Microsoft sends a chill of
horror up my spine. This installment of
George Ou’s “Real World IT” (blogs.zdnet
.com/Ou/?p=343) is a typical blog from a cred-
ible-sounding source. I agree with his assess-
ment that these security products are slow,
bloated, and intrusive, but it doesn’t follow
that replacing them with Vista’s CPU- and
RAM-hogging intrusiveness or Microsoft’s
slow, bloated, and intrusive OneCare product
is any sort of improvement. At least with the
other guys I know somebody other than
Microsoft is policing Microsoft. I find it pretty
hard to listen to security “experts” who don’t
recognize that having one unsupervised guard
with the keys to the vault is a pretty glaring
security flaw, no matter how solid the vault is.

We spent all summer at WildTangent test-
ing over 300 video games on Vista for the
OEMs, and what we learned was that Vista is
a security mess. It’s easily breeched and intru-
sively restrictive in ways that will force con-
sumers to bypass security measures in order to
use their own computers for common tasks. In
March 2006, my chief architect Mike Sandige
and I sponsored a session (www.gdctv.net
/basic/index.htm#wildtangent) at the annual
Game Developers Conference to try to pre-
pare the PC game development community
for the obstacles its members would face mak-
ing Vista games. Microsoft was in heavy atten-
dance, as you can see from the video, and at
one point I asked them why I was giving the
presentation instead of them. 

One of the things consumers don’t realize is
that when Microsoft makes a new OS, it stalls
software innovation and product development
across the market as developers’ resources are
devoted to chasing elusive compatibility with
the new OS. When a new OS is coming, you
can’t finish and ship your product for it until
Microsoft announces a final build. Until they
do, you’re always chasing their bugs in build
after build of the broken OS versions they
release to developers. Of course, this doesn’t
stop when Microsoft releases the OS; the 

company then invents logo programs filled
with arbitrary, self-serving “requirements” that
developers have to meet to be considered
Vista-worthy. The Games for Windows pro-
gram, for example, requires games to support
widescreen video, 64-bit versions of Windows,
and the Xbox 360 controller for the PC, and
further stipulates that they must be launchable
from within Windows Media Center and sup-
port Vista’s Games Explorer and Parental
Controls features. Sounds consumer-friendly
enough, right? But does anybody ask why
these particular requirements are important to
developers or consumers?  

Parental Controls in the final release of Vista
is badly broken, so in order to be blessed with a
Games for Windows logo, you have to let Vista
delete your game if the feature is turned on.
And why would I ever want to launch a game
that I’m going to play with a mouse and key-
board from Media Center with a remote con-
trol? Why does the developer have to support
Media Center? Microsoft couldn’t make appli-
cation links work from Media Center on its
own? Also, most PC users who own gamepads
have PlayStation-configuration gamepads; how
does breaking the installed base of PC game-
pads help the PC game market?

Some years ago, one of our customers
called me in a panic because they had received
a new build of Windows XP that broke their
music service, and their music service pro-
vider couldn’t figure out how to fix it. I said
I’d take a look at it and determined that the
problem was that Microsoft had patched the
OS to prevent competing music players from
auto-launching when a music CD was insert-
ed in the PC. A little “accident” that got
included in a “security patch” probably aimed
at RealNetworks spilled over to affect other
music players. I had a “fix” in the form of an
OS patch written and sent the code over to
the music company. What’s interesting about
Vista “security” is that it isn’t very good at
protecting consumers from malware (even
Microsoft acknowledges this by having a
OneCare service!), but it’s very good at pre-
venting anybody from fixing those little “acci-
dents” going forward. Vista has many great
security features . . . for Microsoft. ▲

One of the most 

current and alarming

manifestations of this

trend is Microsoft’s

Windows Live

OneCare product,

a direct attempt to

wipe Symantec and

McAfee out of 

business by 

displacing their OEM 

relationships.

Send your feedback to TheSaint@cpumag.com

Alex St. John was one of the
founding creators of Microsoft’s

DirectX technology. He is the
subject of the book “Renegades

of the Empire” about the 
creation of DirectX and

Chromeffects, an early effort by
Microsoft to create a multi-

media browser. Today Alex is
President and CEO of

WildTangent Inc., a technology
company devoted to delivering
CD-ROM-quality entertain-

ment content over the Web.
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These Gizmos Don’t Sing It, They Bring It

Y ou’re in no danger. The extreme carnival ride and

4D movie theater may trick you into believing so,

but it’s all digital smoke and mirrors. Even your ride home

is safer than the popemobile. What good is Dream

Hardware if you’re not around to enjoy it?

by Marty Sems 

SSeennssiioo  IImmmmeerrssiiuumm  

Total immersion theater—the next best thing to being there.
Sensio’s Immersium (www.sensio.tv) combines 3D movie
projection, force feedback seats, and special effects to create a
“4D” cinema experience. You have to wear special glasses and
stick to a short list of specially encoded movies, but you’ll get
over it when Elvira, Mistress of the Dark, bowls you over in
“Encounter in the Third Dimension.” The heart of the
Immersium is a Sensio Pro 3D HD processor backed up by a
digital video server. Twin 1080p DLP projectors blast the
screen with 12,000 combined lumens. A full-blown
Immersium 100 with 96 seats starts at $835,000. Anything
more realistic would have to include a pheromone generator
for the scent of Angelina Jolie’s neck. Or Brad Pitt’s breath. 

VVoollvvoo  IInntteeggrraatteedd  SSaaffeettyy  TTrruucckk

There’s just something primordially comforting about snug-
gling up inside a nice, warm Volvo. The Integrated Safety
Truck (www.volvo.com/trucks) will reward your trust by
enveloping you in the most protective cocoon on offer from
the automotive industry. You’ll feel a deep sense of peace
because Volvo has mated technology and design to create the
“safest truck in the world.” Sensors, such as radar and night
vision, alert you to potential dangers. The Truck can also take
action under threatening conditions, such as braking and
steering before an imminent collision. Of course, accidents
can happen despite all precautions, so the Truck can call
emergency services and guide them to you. Described by
Volvo as a “rolling laboratory unit,” the Integrated Safety
Truck won’t be reproduced. Volvo declined to put a price on
it, too. Even a heavy truck has to have some secrets. 

PPrriimmaall  RRiiddeess  RRoobbooccooaasstteerr

OK, Mechwarrior, picture this: You’ve lost the battle. You’ve
ejected. And the enemy leader has just picked up your
defenseless body in one of his Atlas’ mammoth paws, and he’s
shaking you around like a bottle of salad dressing. Theme
park ride firm Primal Rides (www.primalrides.com) plunks
seats on an enormous industrial robot arm from KUKA
Robotics to create the Robocoaster. And in case being bodily
tossed to and fro isn’t fun enough (see the video at www.pri
malrides.com/Movies/Human.wmv; the capital letters are
important), Primal Rides can create themed “Fight Or
Flight” environments around one or more robot arms.
Suddenly you’re piloting your own ‘Mech, fighting an under-
sea kraken in a submarine, you name it. Lasers flash. Smoke
roils. Surround sound pounds. All you have to do is lay down
your $588,000 and shake the robotic hand of destiny.  ▲
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OCZ 700W GameXStream
power supply. I installed Win-
dows XP Pro SP2, DirectX 9.0c,
and drivers for ATI and Nvidia
(both drivers were current as of
December 1, 2006), then tested
with Quake 4, Prey, Elder Scrolls
IV: Oblivion, and 3DMark06. 

In particular, I used Hard-
wareOC’s Quake 4 Benchmark
v1.4 and Prey Benchmark v1.1,
testing both without filtering
and with 4XAA and 8XAF to
reflect a typical amount of filter-
ing. From this, I found that the
relative performance between
cards stayed consistent regardless
of whether I used any filtering.
For Oblivion, I selected three
segments of gameplay—a very
brightly lit city garden, a forest at
night with many trees, and a
dimly lit underground tunnel—
and used FRAPS to obtain aver-
age frame rate scores. To keep
scores relevant to an average
user, I tested at 1,280 x 1,024, a
resolution common to 15- and 17-inch
LCDs from the late AGP period. 

Before I Dig In
There’s more to these cards than frame

rates, of course. All of the cards offer dual
monitor outputs and include a DVI-to-
VGA adapter, and those who desire to
become more productive while also boost-
ing their game play may find this feature
alone worth the upgrade, regardless of
whether the card is the “fastest.” Every
one of these cards has an S-Video output,
so anyone wanting to blow up their video
onto larger screens, particularly from a
TV tuner, can do so.

That said, some of the results were sur-
prising. I expected a pretty even showing
between ATI and Nvidia, but the general

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

N ot everybody got a shiny, new, PCI
Express-based gaming system for

Christmas. Or even for the Christmas
before that. In fact, I’d bet that there are
untold thousands of you out there still
chugging along happily with your AGP-
based systems.

No? Not so happy anymore? The latest
games looking a little bit overwhelmed on
that old hardware? You can probably still
get a lot of life and performance out of
your CPU and memory sockets, but what
about the graphics slot? After all, isn’t all
the good stuff made for PCI-E now?

Pretty much. You’re not going to see a
GeForce 8800 on AGP anytime soon (OK,
ever). But up until the past several months,
manufacturers were decent about making
sure that all but the high-end graphics cards
were available for both slot types. Still, I
have a hard time visualizing anyone willing
to spend $300 or more on a graphics card
who would also put that kind of invest-
ment into AGP.

Below that price, though, there’s still a
sizable opportunity for those looking to
upgrade from, say, integrated graphics or a
low-end card, particularly those based on
AGP 4X or lower. (There are even Radeon
X1950 Pros for AGP boards that, unfortu-
nately, didn’t make it into this roundup.)
Naturally, you need a motherboard able to
support 8X cards, but if you have that and
$100 to $250 to spend, I suspect you’ll be
happy with the cards I examined.

How I Tested
I excavated an Asus P4C800-E Deluxe

(Intel 875P chipset) and a Socket 478,
3.4GHz Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition
to serve as my test rig’s backbone. (The
board required a BIOS update in order to
work stably with the CPU.) I added a 2GB
kit of Corsair CMX1024-3500LLPRO, a
120GB Maxtor parallel ATA hard drive,
and (time-warping forward just a tad) an

tendency was for Nvidia-based cards to
deliver more bang at any given price. 

One final note of caution: These cards
require external power. AGP systems are
more liable to have fewer available power
connectors, so save yourself an extra order
and see if you need a power splitter before
installing the new card.

ATI Cards

Gigabyte Radeon 9600 Pro
Gigabyte’s Radeon 9600 Pro was the

only sub-$100 card I tested and also the
only ATI model predating the X1K series.
I primarily included Gigabyte’s Radeon
9600 Pro to illustrate the leap in perfor-
mance you get by spending an extra $50
to $75 to move up a GPU generation.

Radeon X1650Pro IceQ 512MB
$175
HIS
www.HISdigital.com
● ● ●

Radeon 9600 Pro
$75
Gigabyte
www.gigabyte-usa.com
● ● ●

Bus Stop
Is There Any Life Left In AGP?
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Otherwise, save your lunch money and
buy one of the newer generations of cards.

HIS Radeon X1650Pro IceQ (512MB)
Still a relatively unknown brand in the

United States, HIS delivers a solid prod-
uct that might reach a little further than I
let it, owing to the 512MB of onboard
DDR2 memory. HIS clocks the X1650
Pro GPU and memory at 600MHz and
800MHz, respectively, with fair results
given the price. The card’s IceQ cooling
technology is a full-length shroud design
that fills the slot space adjacent to the
AGP card. HIS advertises its X1650 Pro
produces less than 20dB fan noise, and
although I think that might be a pinch
optimistic, it’s really quiet.  But the real 
question, especially after considering the 
performance scores, is whether an active
heatsink is even needed. Perhaps active
cooling is cheaper to produce than a large,
styled copper or aluminum heatsink, even
after figuring the splashing of UV reactiv-
ity HIS pours on. 

Along with the VGA, dual-link DVI,
and video outputs, you also get a software
package that includes full versions of Dun-
geon Siege, CyberLink’s Power Director 5
SE Plus, and several other game demos and
utilities. All told, the HIS card offers some
good technology (especially if you’re play-
ing Oblivion) at a moderate price and is
definitely worth a look.

Sapphire Radeon X1650 PRO
The Sapphire X1650 PRO sweeps the

ATI field for this roundup. HIS’ X1650
Pro may have eked out a slight victory in
Oblivion, and Sapphire’s card jostled
shoulders with VisionTek’s XGE parts,
but Sapphire clearly owns HIS in most
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Not surprisingly, this four-pipe card was
the lowest performer on the charts. This
performance does, however, give a good
idea of an older generation’s abilities and
shows how much better the X1600-series
cards are. Video during testing looked jer-
ky; the Radeon 9600 Pro’s run through
Quake was almost too slow to test. Per-
formance was much more acceptable at
1,024 x 768 (24fps average), even though
most gamers now grumble at such modest
resolutions. Still, Gigabyte did include
256MB of DDR. 

As with the other cards I tested, you
still get VGA, DVI, and TV-out ports.
The card design isn’t terribly sexy, and I
have a hard time visualizing today’s buy-
ers bothering with the bundled overclock-
ing tools. The flip side is that you get no
noise output and relatively little heat, plus
the card is still a good upgrade for those
wanting more performance than legacy
integrated graphics. So if your budget is
light, Gigabyte has a decent option here.

tests and is priced roughly $100 less than
VisionTek. Outfitted with 256MB of
GDDR3 memory clocked at an effective
speed of 1.38GHz and a GPU core clock
of 590MHz, Sapphire, as always, delivers
an attractive card. The compact active
cooling unit vents to the rear, which is
good because it keeps the card thin but
not good because it means the card relies
on some other fan to get rid of its heat. 

Performance is solid across the board
with the X1650 PRO. If you happen to
dig deep into Sapphire’s product materi-
al, you’ll discover that the X1650 PRO is
HDCP-ready. This reflects ATI’s misad-
vertising campaign from a few months
ago. The GPU is HDCP-ready; the card
itself is not. A full version of The Da
Vinci Code game is included in addition
to the standard assortment of cables and
adapters. Between overall value and visu-
al appeal, the Sapphire card was my fav-
orite among the reviewed ATI models
and the only one capable of spanking its
direct counterparts in the Nvidia lineup.

VisionTek Radeon X1600XT XGE (256MB)

You know, if I didn’t know better, I’d
swear that the 256MB VisionTek Radeon
X1600XT XGE (Xtreme Gamer Edition)
was a carbon copy of the Sapphire card.
Look at those benchmark numbers. The
specs are identical: 256MB of GDDR3,
590MHz core clock, 1,380MHz memory
clock, 128-bit memory interface, and so
on. But Sapphire uses an X1650 PRO
GPU, and VisionTek takes the X1600XT.
Given that the X1600 essentially dropped
off ATI’s radar and clock speed is the only
thing separating the two chips, I’m guess-
ing that VisionTek just overclocked some
older stock, stuck on the XGE moniker,

Radeon X1650 PRO
$149
Sapphire
www.sapphiretech.com
● ● ● ●

Radeon X1600XT XGE (256MB)
$235
VisionTek
www.visiontek.com
● ● ● ●

Radeon X1600XT
XGE (512MB)
$275
VisionTek
www.visiontek.com
● ● ● 
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If the speed isn’t underwhelm-
ing enough, the card is rather
bland, made to be buried deep in
the case and never seen again.
With so many other manufacturers
pulling decent scores from the 7600 chip,
Asus’ shortfall is baffling. The software
bundle here is purely worthy of your gar-
bage can. Sure, the card supports dual
monitors, has an HDTV-capable analog
output, and does a decent job with movie
playback, but you can find these basic
functions for less money.

BFG Technologies GeForce 7800 GS OC
BFG’s 7800 GS OC aspires to be 

the top dog of the AGP world, and it’s
an impressive beast. With 256MB of
GDDR3 running at 1,250MHz and a
core clock set to 400MHz rather than the
standard 375MHz, this is a surprisingly
heavy card stretching almost the length of
the motherboard. The heatsink fan is
LED-lit, though, and that makes every-
thing better. The fan growls menacingly
at startup but pulls back into a quieter
but still audible purr during normal oper-
ation; it becomes noticeable
again under load. BFG didn’t
ace any of my tests, but it did
post good marks across the
board. I noticed that the 7800
GS OC ran warmer than any
other card I examined, so keep
an eye on your system temps. 

The unit’s sparse extras
include VGA, DVI, and S-
Video outputs, a 4-wire Molex
power splitter, and a DVI-to-
VGA adapter. But just looking
at the box and card, I’d say that
this is a fair value. Then consid-
er BFG’s lifetime warranty and
very good 24/7 
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swapped out the VGA port for a second
DVI (both support dual-link for 2,560 x
1,600 resolution), and marked up the
price accordingly. 

VisionTek says its cooling fan whispers
at under 27dB, and that sounds about
right. You also get an S-Video-to-compo-
nent (HDTV) adapter and Brothers In
Arms: Earned In Blood. If you must have
twin dual-link displays, the X1600XT
XGE may be your choice. Otherwise, save
your $85 and take Sapphire.

VisionTek Radeon X1600XT XGE (512MB)

Here you see it plain as day: If you’re
going to be using the types of resolutions
and filtering that I’ve employed—and
given that you don’t want to drop under
30fps for actual gaming—there’s no bene-
fit to going with a 512MB card on today’s
titles. There’s a very slight performance
increase over the 256MB VisionTek card,
but the gain is negligible, especially con-
sidering the $40 price increase. There’s no
additional cabling, software, or anything
else. As far as I can tell, unless you have
applications that take advantage of the
extra memory, there’s no reason to buy
this card.

Nvidia Cards

Asus GeForce N7600GS/HTD/256M
I had a very hard time remembering

the last occasion on which an Asus prod-
uct had such a pedestrian showing. The
N7600GS/HTD/256M came in last of all
the modern-gen cards I tested (and sec-
ond only to the Gigabyte 9600 Pro for
overall laggardly performance). Not be-
lieving my eyes, I double-checked all set-
tings and drivers and ran the tests three
times before checking out forum reviews
and confirming that I wasn’t crazy. 

support (which I can vouch for firsthand),
and this card is one of my  top picks.

Evga e-GeForce 7600 GS
At least the e-GeForce 7600 GS is an

honest card. It makes no pretenses with
flashy heatsinks or striking PCB colors.
The 256MB, DDR2-toting unit prices
near the bottom of the pack and performs
there, too. Its performance wasn’t surpris-
ingly low like the Asus card, but it was in-
line with its $150 street price. (Although I
did see an interesting pop in Quake 4 at
1,280 x 1,024 with no filtering.) That said,
if you have $150 to spend on improved
performance and expanded functionality,
Gigabyte’s 7600 GS makes more sense in
the Nvidia range, and Sapphire takes the
overall prize for the $150 range. 

Evga’s package does include trial ver-
sions of both Ulead Photo Explorer 8 and
DVD MovieFactory Disk Creator, plus
you get the usual power splitter and video

e-GeForce 7600 GS
$150
Evga
www.evga.com
● ● ●
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GeForce 7800 GS OC 
$250
BFG Technologies
www.bfgtech.com
● ● ● ● 

GeForce N7600GS/HTD/256M
$145
Asus
usa.asus.com 
● ● ● 
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cooled card I tested in this roundup.
Gigabyte’s large, triangular heatsink gets
very hot during use—I learned this the
hard way; having an efficient, 120mm
exhaust fan in the vicinity is probably
advisable. Still, I like quiet, and I like
the environmentally friendly message
Gigabyte sends by having this card meet
RoHS standards. (See www.rohs.gov.uk
if you’re curious.) But what I really like
is that Gigabyte pulls off both points
while pulling in very solid test numbers.

Gigabyte doesn’t quite tackle Sapphire,
but the race is close and could swing in
the 7600 GS’ favor if you’re into passive
cooling. Gigabyte bundles a full version
of PowerDVD 6, which makes good sense
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pigtails. This is a decent midrange card,
especially if you can find one around
$130 or less. 

Evga e-GeForce 7800 GS CO Edition
Unlike the lower-end 7600 GS card,

Evga’s 7800 GS is made to impress,
even though this particular model (256-
A8-N506-AX) sits squarely in the mid-
dle of Evga’s range of 7800 GS-based
cards. The 7800 GS CO Edition sports
256MB of GDDR3 memory clocked at
650MHz (1.3GHz effective) and, with a
430MHz GPU clock, performed at the
top in all but a couple of my tests. 

Evga designed the fan and heatsink
as-sembly with flare. Although the card
tended to be a little noisy under load, I
found it was only warm to the touch,
even after extended periods of bench-
marking. Once again, Evga stays consis-
tent. The 7800 GS CO was the top-
performing card in this roundup but
obviously the most expensive, too. Evga
also includes SnapStream’s Beyond
Media and Ulead’s DVD Movie-
Factory 3, but only in trial versions,
which seems disappointing at this price.
I’ll re-ward this card for its exceptional
performance but warn you to contem-
plate the prospect of dropping $300 for
an aging technology format.

Gigabyte GeForce 7600 GS
The Gigabyte GeForce 7600 GS is a

good performing midrange option with
256MB of DDR3 memory. This is far
and away the best silent, passively

given the HDTV and PureVideo abilities
of this product.

MSI GeForce NX7600GS-TD256
With 256MB of DDR2, the MSI

NX7600-TD256 GS looks to be pretty
standard issue. The price falls right in
with other 7600 GS models. And like
Gigabyte, MSI is RoHS-compliant. The
differentiator is MSI’s D.O.T. (Dynam-
ic Overclocking Technology), a func-
tion borrowed from its motherboard
line that applies a 2 to 10% overclock
to the GPU as load on the card dictates.
In reality, D.O.T. ties clock rate to
temperature. Not only did it seem inac-
curate to apply this in a benchmarking

e-GeForce 7800 GS CO Edition
$295
Evga
www.evga.com
● ● ● ●

By The Numbers CPU Score Price Memory Core Clock

Gigabyte Radeon 9600 Pro 2.5 $75 256MB 400MHz

HIS Radeon X1650 Pro 3 $175 512MB 600MHz

Sapphire Radeon X1650Pro 4 $149 256MB 590MHz

VisionTek Radeon X1600XT XGE 3.5 $235 256MB 590MHz

VisionTek Radeon X1600XT XGE 3 $275 512MB 590MHz

Asus GeForce N7600GS 2.5 $145 256MB 400MHz

BFG GeForce 7800 GS OC 3 $250 256MB 400MHz

Evga e-GeForce 7600 GS 3 $150 256MB 400MHz

Evga e-GeForce 7800 GS CO 4 $295 256MB 430MHz

Gigabyte GeForce 7600 GS 3.5 $140 256MB 400MHz

MSI GeForce NX7600 GS 3.5 $150 256MB 400MHz

XFX GeForce 7600GT 4 $185 256MB 560MHz
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GeForce 7600 GS
$140
Gigabyte
www.gigabyte-usa.com
● ● ● ●
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use. For $10 and all other functionality
being the same, I’d probably pick MSI
over Gigabyte just on aesthetics.

XFX GeForce 7600GT
At first glance, the XFX 7600GT

seems spendy for a 7600-series card.
However, a closer look shows that the
256MB RAM is DDR3. The card is
cool-looking without being gaudy. You
get two dual-link DVI ports, and the
benchmark numbers look like some-
thing you’d pull out of a 7800 card, not
a 7600. Close examination of the model
number (PV-T73A-UDF7) reveals that
this gem is clocked at 560MHz/1.4GHz
(GPU/memory). This card performed
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environment but also enabling D.O.T.
for MSI would have left me bound to
similarly test other overclocking utilities
on all of the other cards, and that’s not
what I designed this roundup to accom-
plish. So I ran the card with no over-
clocking, which is why MSI’s results are
virtually identical to those from
Gigabyte. 

Otherwise, what you otherwise get
here is a sexy copper heatsink fan with
matching RAM heatspreaders on MSI’s
trademark red PCB. Its GPU fan is re-
markably quiet except under heavy load.
The software package includes TOCA
Race Driver 3 and MSI’s usual overkill
of software titles you’ll probably never

well in all of my tests, often exceptional-
ly so. Higher clock rates, the right com-
ponents, and solid design all pay off
here. Fan noise was about the same as
many of the other cards and became
noticeable when the GPU was pushed
into a sweat. There are extra software
and games in the package. What you
pay for is top speed for the dollar, and
on this score XFX is my clear pick in the
Nvidia column. ▲

by Billy Ristle

GeForce 
NX7600GS-TD256
$150
MSI
www.msicomputer.com
● ● ● ●

GeForce 7600GT
$185
XFX
www.xfxforce.com
● ● ● ●

Memory DVI/VGA TV-out Prey Quake 3DMark06 Oblivion 1,280 x 1,024

clock 1,280 x 1,024 1,280 x 1,024 1,280 x 1,024 1,280 x 1,024 1,280 x 1,024 City Night Tunnel
No Filter 4XAA/8XAF No Filter 4XAA/8XAF No Filter No Filter No Filter No Filter

400MHz Both S-Video 20.2 7.4 8.7 4.2 434 11.6 5.4 14.8

800MHz Both S-Video 33.3 18.4 23.9 12.4 1456 27.3 21.1 39.4

690MHz Both S-Video 42.5 26.9 28.1 20.3 1835 26.9 17.1 31.7

690MHz Dual DVI S-Video 41.4 27.5 28.2 20.4 1845 25.7 17 30.8

690MHz Dual DVI S-Video 41.5 28.0 28.3 20.4 1858 26.4 16.9 31.2

250MHz Both S-Video 28.3 11.9 26.3 9.6 1261 17.2 14 25.3

625MHz Both S-Video 64.4 35.8 32.1 26.2 2446 27.5 20.5 37.5

400MHz Both S-Video 35.5 16.7 33 13.3 1538 19.8 15.5 27.4

650MHz Both S-Video 67.5 41.5 31.8 27.5 2631 28.2 22.7 42.4

400MHz Both S-Video 38.7 20.9 30.2 15.3 1652 20.1 17 28.6

400MHz Both S-Video 38.7 19.0 33.7 15.4 1657 20.3 17.6 28.4

700MHz Dual DVI S-Video 59 37.5 34.8 24.3 2513 28.3 23.7 38.4
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quality proved peerless with all files
(music videos, a movie, and several TV
shows) I purchased from iTunes,
although the Archos and Creative play-
ers’ 4.3-inch displays are a definite draw
for anyone who places screen size ahead
of pure quality. Photo quality is also
very good, but I was vexed by the inabil-
ity to zoom into a picture and check the
finer details.

Apple’s fifth-gen player’s Click Wheel
remains the envy of every other PMP,
even though it feels a little oversensitive
at its default settings. This player has
many additional features, including a
stopwatch, calendar, contacts, and
games (both built-in and $4.99 a pop
through iTunes). Not least of all, iTunes
7, while far from fulfilling everything on
our feature wish list, is a great tool for
obtaining and organizing your music,
and I have yet to find a better down-
load service.

Now, let’s get to the shortcomings.
The 5G iPod, like its predecessors, does
not contain an FM tuner. I understand
that this is likely a strategic omission.
Why give owners more opportunities
not to use iTunes? But although this
may be good for Apple, it restricts our
listening options to downloaded and/or
imported content. What if you want to
tune into a TV channel at the gym or
catch a traffic update on the morning
commute? Apple also dismisses other
standard items in this price range: a
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S o Santa stiffed you on your PS3
request this year but left you with a

little post-holiday spending money.
Why not take your Christmas loot and
pick up a PMP? I grabbed 10 players
from across a spectrum of sizes and
capabilities and ran them until I’d seen
enough 3-inch music videos and TV
shows to last a lifetime.

I scrutinized these PMPs on the fol-
lowing four fronts: audio quality, video
and picture quality, usability, and overall
functionality. For audio, I chose a range
of songs encoded as 320Kbps MP3s that
would stretch fidelity on all sides, such as
the Eagles’ “Hotel California.” For video,
I was less specific about my clips because
the players varied so widely in their for-
mat support; I didn’t want to turn this
into a battle of codec quality. Still, in the
end, I cycled enough material through
each player that I felt I truly understood
its potential. Lastly, my test file set con-
tained a dozen photos with high color
range and detail with some dark areas 
for inspection. 

Apple iPod (80GB)
The 80GB iPod deserves to be king

of the PMP world, but it still lacks some
of the little extras that most of its com-
petitors offer. First, Apple delivers the
best sound quality of any player I re-
viewed here. Even though it has the
loudest volume, I heard no discernable
distortion at the loudest setting. Video

voice recorder, custom equalizer set-
tings, and a removable battery. Yes, over
3,000 third-party accessories support the
iPod, and simplicity in design is a vir-
tue; but Apple could stand to loosen up
just a bit. 

This stinginess also applies to video
format support beyond Apple’s H.264,
MOV, and MPEG-4 file formats. (In
fact, the MPEG-4 TV recordings I made
with the Archos PMP wouldn’t display
on the iPod.) Got DivX, WMV, MPEG-
2, or other popular file types? Prepare for
a battle to port them over. Also, the iPod
has several special features for audio books
(resume, bookmarking, and playback
speed, for instance) that only apply if the
files are in Audible format. Chalk up one
more not-so-subtle revenue engine in
Apple’s column. 

We’ve already read the scores of articles
about the iPod’s style and convenience, so
it’s pointless to repeat it all here. But
when it comes to music and video, this
iPod is unquestionably the best player on
the market if you’re willing to live on
planet Apple and abide by its rules. Other
players may rival or even surpass the video
iPod on points, but for the truly agnostic,
nothing provides a better end-to-end
PMP experience. 

Masters 
Of The

Mobile Media
Universe
This Year’s PMP Class Impresses
With Bountiful Features

iPod (80GB)
$349.99
Apple
www.apple.com
● ● ● ●
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analog source (via S-
Video or composite
inputs) as well as control
the device that you are
recording from via a
universal IR remote con-
trol. I was a little skepti-
cal about the control, as
it bounces IR signals
beamed from the dock-
ing station’s emitter off
a back wall and into a
set-top’s receiver, but I
was shocked to see it
work flawlessly.

I programmed the
PMP to record a variety
of TV shows and then
compared the videos on
both the 604 and a PC.
The video quality was
slightly below the level of a DVD but 
still very good. But the payoff in having
instant recording portability is an undeni-
ably good feature.

My only serious complaints about this
player are the lack of an FM tuner and
the proprietary USB connection. I was
mildly annoyed by how the 604’s photo
thumbnail browser flattens all folders into
one; finding any given picture in thumb-
nail mode becomes increasingly difficult
as you fill the drive with photos. Also,
Archos omits decoders for MPEG-2,
H.264, and VOB (optional plug-ins can

fix this, though) and doesn’t
support DivX at all.

All that said, the Archos
604 is a very impressive PMP,
loaded with most everything a
discriminating media con-
noisseur could want.

CreativeZen V Plus
The Creative Zen V Plus is

a remarkably compact, high-
quality PMP virtually burst-
ing with features. The player
weighs in at a measly 1.5

ounces and only measures 1.71 x 2.65 x
0.625 inches (HxWxD) but still has a bril-
liant, 1.5-inch square OLED screen and
nearly all the functionality of larger Zen
family members. Navigation is surprisingly
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Archos 604
The Archos 604 is a top-of-the-line

player highlighted by a 30GB hard drive
and 4.3-inch 16:9 screen. This display
size is one of the largest I’ve seen, yet the
604’s design is slimmer and lighter than
other widescreen models. The 604’s inte-
grated speaker, kickstand, and removable
battery are also noteworthy.

This player tested very well in almost
every category. Viewing angles are excel-
lent, and the 16 million-color screen’s
quality for displaying photos and videos
was among the highest of all I examined.
The viewer even has 32 levels of zoom
to let you focus on exactly the details
you want. Sound quality is very good,
but the output levels are not as high as
most large players. I found the menus
and buttons very intuitive and espec-
ially liked the larger icons and simple
navigation keys. The 604 even displays
10-second, thumbnail-sized clips as you
browse through the video collection
menu. The bookmarking and resume
functions worked as I expected. Voice
recording levels seem a little weak but
are still quite clear.

One of the most impressive things
about the 604 is that with some optional
equipment it becomes a near-DVD-qual-
ity video recorder. I tested it with Archos’
optional DVR Station ($99.99). Using
this lets you record from almost any

easy via text menus using
a multifunction joystick.
The V Plus connects to a
PC using a standard
mini USB and shows 
up as a portable media
device. You can sync 
files through Creative’s
Media Explorer or with
Windows Media Player. 

The overall video
quality is sub-par for
this roundup but still
decent if you consider
the tiny 128 x 128 reso-
lution and don’t mind a
fair number of dropped
frames. However, the
OLED screen was clear
at practically any dis-
tance or viewing angle.

The Zen V Plus offers fair photo quality,
but images are a little fuzzy in the details
and lossy in dark areas. The player does
support zooming and worked with any
JPEG I loaded on it, regardless of size.

Audio quality is impressive from solid
bass to ringing highs, and the maximum
volume is on par with more expensive play-
ers. Other notable features include FM
radio with recording, on-device playlist cre-
ation, line-in recording, and voice record-
ing, which a dedicated button activates. 

Aside from the video playback con-
cerns, the only thing that I didn’t like
about this little gem was that its resume
function upon powering up lost my place
in a track. The bookmarking function
also lost my place in a playlist or album
(see Vision W description below). As an
avid audio book and feature-length video
fan, these two shortcomings particularly
bothered me. 

Otherwise, this is a great high-capacity
player for its size and price, with a large
amount of memory, feature depth, and,
truth be told, by far the highest spousal
approval rating of all the players featured
in this roundup.

Creative Zen Vision W 
The Creative Zen Vision W is one of

the larger next-generation PMPs on the
market but uses every bit of its size to
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604
$349.99
Archos
www.archos.com
● ● ● ●

Zen V Plus
$179.99
Creative
www.creative.com
● ● ● ●
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you can hop over to another playlist, play
something, pause, and return to the book-
mark. The bookmark does start out in the
same place in the marked song but loses
the context of the first playlist, stopping at
the song’s end. I also found it odd that the
Vision W offers FM radio and surprisingly
clear voice recording but lacks the ability
to record from radio.

The Vision W is an extremely satisfy-
ing player. It’s priced lower than the
80GB iPod and has a larger display and
far more features. If you can’t stomach
iTunes and want a more open platform
(PlaysForSure), the Vision W is the best
bang for your buck.

Microsoft Zune
If someone had sim-

ply put this player in my
hands and said, “Hey,
check this out and tell
me what you think,” my
response would have
been, “This is a pretty
sweet player—almost as
good as an iPod.” Then I
would have turned it
over, seen the Zune sym-
bol, and said incredu-
lously, “This is Zune?
That’s it? But . . . it’s
just a regular PMP.”
True enough, Microsoft
has made a great PMP,
but it fell short of my
inflated expectations. 

Installation went
smoothly on a Windows
XP machine, but I had a
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impress. The unit’s menu system is a
breeze to navigate with a four-way pad
and smattering of dedicated function but-
tons. Although some may prefer an icon-
based UI, I felt Creative’s text menus
were quite intuitive. When you connect
your PC to the player via the included
standard mini USB cable, Windows rec-
ognizes it as an MTP device, so you can
access it much like a removable drive or
sync media to it through WMP or Crea-
tive’s bundled Media Explorer tool. Both
programs automatically transcode and
downsize videos to more appropriate for-
mats for the player.

The 480 x 272, 4.3-inch widescreen
and built-in speaker make viewing videos
both enjoyable and convenient. The Vi-
sion W showed some blockiness in dark
areas of videos, but I only noticed because
I was looking for weaknesses. Its viewing
angles are outstanding, showing very little
color skewing even at extreme angles. Di-
gital images displayed showed similar qua-
lity and, between large thumbnails and
superior navigation speed, provided prob-
ably the best photo-viewing experience in
this roundup. 

Another hot Vision W feature is the
built-in CF card slot. This made the player
an excellent companion for my CF-based
Canon Rebel camera. I used the Vision W
to preview pictures on a larger screen than
the camera’s LCD and as an extra 30GB of
storage when my camera’s card filled up.

Even though this player offers good
resume functionality, its bookmarking was
quite frustrating. Starting in one playlist,
for example, you can play to the middle of
a song, pause, and set a bookmark. Then,

few concerns. Accepting all defaults agrees
to allow Microsoft to monitor your Zune
usage. When did Microsoft switch from
opt-in to opt-out? And the installer gave
me the option of using an existing Xbox
Live Gamertag for my Zune Tag but
returned my Gamertag as invalid when I
attempted to use it. 

I did find some interesting features that
were unique to the Zune. The ability to
share files with other Zunes via Wi-Fi was
the most significant. Unfortunately, being
the first kid on the block with a Zune and
only possessing one, I couldn’t test this.
(A wireless site scan failed to see the
Zune, however.) 

When you unplug the headphones,
playback automatically pauses—a clever
feature for when you finally snap and toss
away Microsoft’s inferior-quality earbuds.
Audio quality on my reference headphones
was very good and may have been just as
good as the iPod if Microsoft had imple-
mented more EQ options. The best EQ
mode I could find was “Acoustic,” and
there’s no custom equalizer. Video and
picture quality on the 3-inch screen had
strong color and contrast, but the amount
of obvious compression banding in solid-
colored areas, such as white skies or black
backgrounds, was surprising—I never

noticed this on the iPod.
Zune’s interface is

very straightforward, but
I occasionally wished for
more icons and less text.
The wheel is not a click
wheel like the iPod’s: It’s
only a four-way pad, and
I frequently found my-
self accidentally pressing
the center Select button
when trying to navigate
with the wheel. Zune
has good resume func-
tionality but no book-
making. The FM tuner
has excellent reception,
and I appreciated the
fingerprint-thwarting
matte finish of the black
model I tested. 

Microsoft’s Zune is 
a good addition to the

Zen Vision W
$299.99
Creative
www.creative.com
● ● ● ●

Zune
$249.99
Microsoft
www.zune.net
● ● ● ●
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conversations, snatch up a Cube2 and
squint away.

mobiBLU US2
The US2 is another miniplayer from

mobiBlu that holds its own without being
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PMP market, but the Zune service,
although decent, still has a long way
to go before it rivals iTunes on ease
of use and breadth. The player only
falls into the middle of the PMP
pack instead of taking a commanding
lead. This is no iPod killer. If Zune’s
popularity hinges on downsampled
wireless song sharing, an FM tuner,
and a slightly larger display, Ap-
ple has nothing to worry about.

mobiBLU Cube2 (2GB)
The aptly-named mobiBLU Cube2

is a 1-inch cube, making it the small-
est video player on the market. You’re
thinking, “How could I watch video on
something that small?” The answer:
painfully, at least for longer videos. For
family video clips and such, the 120 x 120
resolution is plenty passable. Like the V
Plus, the Cube2’s viewing angle is extraor-
dinary thanks to its OLED. The head-
phone jack is also your port for battery
charging and data transfers via a propri-
etary USB adapter. You need special soft-
ware to compress video down to cube-size
and into mobiBLU’s MSV format.
Widescreen zealots, bring your Prozac.

This PMP is at its best when it func-
tions as a simple MP3 player. The sub-
stantial bass in this overgrown sugar
cube is impressive, even if the Cube2
falls off slightly on the mids and highs.
The Cube2 has accurate track resuming
(although no bookmarking), even when
you venture off into other areas of the
player. You can access files by directory
or metadata tags (artist, genre, etc.).
This microplayer also includes an FM
radio and recorder, voice recorder, and a
pair of lanyard earbuds that stay handy
without getting in the way.

The UI isn’t very intuitive, but the
manual helps considerably. Also, FM
recordings were quite good, but voice
recording showed such low sensitivity
that even recorded close-range shouting
was hard to hear. (Of course, the lack of
a discernable microphone hole could ex-
plain these difficulties.) Also, maximum
output levels are comparatively under-
powered. Still, if you want a respectable
2GB player that’s sure to ignite party

a chick magnet like the Cube2. This
unit weighs only 1 ounce and mea-
sures just over a quarter-inch thick.
Navigation on the US2’s 1.06-inch
OLED screen is identical to the
Cube2, except the US2 uses a five-
way touchpad that requires more
pressure than you’d expect—enough
that you initially wonder if you’re
going to crack the flimsy-feeling plas-
tic enclosure. 

My tests showed this to be quite a
solid audio player with iPod-class

bass, even if it runs thin through treble
ranges. The video/photo player’s func-
tions mirror the Cube2, meaning they’re
more for show than prolonged entertain-
ment. Even though the display is bigger,
the puny resolution stays unchanged.
That said, voice recording is much better
than the Cube2, plus you get FM re-
cording, good resume functionality, and
dual headphone outputs—a unique
attribute in this roundup. The US2 also
features the same “necklace” style of ear-
buds, but they’re adapted for the US2’s
twin output connectors.

The chief downfall of this player is its
navigation. mobiBLU’s UI is forgivable in
the tiny Cube2 but not here in this larger
format. However, the US2 will get you
into a PMP for less than $100 and still
allow you to show off video clips while
enjoying your music.

RCA Lyra X3030
The RCA Lyra X3030 is jam-packed

with features but feels and looks much
cheaper than its $400 price tag. The play-
er pops out of the box ready for video
recording and sports an SD slot, voice
recording, TV out, and kickstand, along
with its playback capabilities.

Audio quality and volume level fall
short of the other big players, even though
the X3030’s volume goes up to 32 (mak-
ing Spinal Tap’s 11 look downright inferi-
or). Video and picture quality was also dis-
appointing. With a larger 3.6-inch screen,
the X3030’s pixel grid is plainly apparent. 

Moreover, the interface is inconsistent
and occasionally counterintuitive. A cir-
cular, four-way, multifunction pad han-
dles most of the navigation, and a center

Cube2 (2GB)
$119.99
mobiBLU
www.mobibluamerica.com.
● ● ●

US2
$99.99
mobiBLU
www.mobibluamerica.com
● ● ●
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The e270 offers ex-
cellent audio perfor-
mance that’s at least
equal to other high-end
players. This is also
true of its voice record-
ing capability, which
proved very clear even
when recorded at a dis-
tance. You can quickly
activate this function
using a Record button

on the player’s left edge. 
Even though I could copy audio tracks

to the e270 through My Computer and a
baffling proprietary USB cable, SanDisk
requires its own user-friendly Sansa Me-
dia Converter to transcode and import
photos and videos. FM recording and
track resume chime in, too.

But where this device falls
short is in video playback and
photo display. Videos look great
straight-on, but the vertical
viewing angle is atrocious, and
the frame rate can’t be more
than 10 to 15fps. This was a big
disappointment in an otherwise
well-designed PMP. Also, the
e270’s widescreen display only
works well for pictures if you
remember to re-orient them
before copying to the player;
SanDisk fails to implement ro-
tation or zoom features, which
should have been a no-brainer
with the e270’s controls. 

In most regards, the e270 is
a great MP3 player that could
have been a great PMP if only
SanDisk had invested a little

more thought in the design.

Toshiba
Gigabeat
MES30VW

The Toshiba
Gigabeat is the
only player in-
cluded in this
roundup that
features the

Windows Mobile-
based Portable Media Center
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button confirms selections. The center
button also behaves like a scroll wheel,
but only sporadically. Consequently, it
takes a long time to get a feel for naviga-
tion on this device, which feels cheap and
flimsy compared against the likes of the
604 or Zen Vision W. 

Although the Lyra X3030 is the only
out-of-the-box video recording system in
this roundup, it still appears to be a cou-
ple of generations behind its competition,
and overpriced as a result. 

SanDisk Sansa e270
The 6GB SanDisk Sansa e270 is the

largest-capacity flash player in this roundup
and even boasts a microSD expansion slot.
This player’s construction is obviously made
to impress, with a heavier build that, like
Apple’s iPod nano, feels reassuringly solid.
The e270 also features one of the coolest
portable player navigation systems I’ve ever
seen. Clear, obvious icons accompanied by
text compose the menus, all controlled with
a blue-lit, textured wheel that rotates within

a four-way pad and rings a central
Enter button.

interface, which remains one of my
favorites for this device type. This plus
Toshiba’s cross-style navigation buttons
make finding your media quick and pain-
less. With video content, for instance, you
can sort by name, date, or source and see
additional metadata about each file. When
playing a previously viewed clip, the
Gigabeat always gives you the choice either
to resume or play from the beginning.
Toshiba uses WMP for file transfers and
video conversion to WMV, but it still
allows for file access via My Computer.
Additionally, this is the only player to cur-
rently support the Vongo movie subscrip-
tion service (www.vongo.com). You can
even connect it to the Xbox 360.

This player is commonly compared
with the iPod, and quite deservedly so.

Lyra X3030
$399.99
RCA
www.rca.com
● ●

Sansa e270
$219.99
SanDisk
www.sandisk.com
● ● ●
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Price
Capacity
Hard drive/Flash

Audio formats

Picture formats

Video formats

Video recording format

Display
Display size (inches)
Display resolution

Photo zoom
Photo rotate

Battery life, audio (hours)
Battery life, video (hours)
Removable battery
Built-in speaker

PC connection
FM tuner
FM recording
Voice recording
Audio bookmarking
PlaysForSure
Lock mechanisim
Wireless

Dimensions 
(HxWxD, inches)
Weight (ounces)

Apple video Ipod

$349.99 
80GB
Hard drive

AAC, Protected AAC, MP3,
MP3 VBR, Audible, Apple
Lossless, AIFF, WAV 

JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIFF,
PSD (Mac only), PNG
H.264, MPEG-4, MOV

N/A

QVGA LCD
2.5
320 x 240

No
No

20
6.5
No
No

Custom
No
No
No
Audible only
No
Slide
No

4.1 x 2.4 x 0.55

5.5

Archos 604

$349.99 
30GB
Hard drive

MP3, WMA, Protected 
WMA, WAV (Optional
AAC, AC3)

JPEG, BMP, PNG

MPEG-4, WMV (optional
H.264, MPEG-2)
MPEG-4, AVI*

TFT LCD
4.3 (widescreen)
480 x 272

32 levels
Yes

16
5
Yes
Yes

Custom
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Button
No

3 x 5.1 x 0.65

9.05

Just The Specs, Ma’am
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Toshiba includes an FM receiver, and,
like most players that don’t contain
“pod” somewhere in the name, the Giga-
beat falls in the PlaysForSure DRM
camp. It’s the only player here to match
the iPod in volume output and audio
quality. However, Toshiba’s video does
not have the pop and brightness that the
iPod boasts—video clarity drops off in
darker regions—and the Gigabeat’s view-
ing angles aren’t as forgiving. As with the
iPod, I observed no dropped frames or
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other playback anomalies. To Toshiba’s
credit, this unit sports not only a stan-
dard mini USB port but also a propri-
etary connector for future accessories and
docking. The company even added a sep-
arate connector for DC that allows you
to use the player while it’s charging. 

I didn’t care for the raised function
buttons on the side that detract from this
PMP’s sleek aesthetic, and the lack of a
good resume function for audio tracks
rankles. It would have also been nice to
see voice recording support.

The Gigabeat is not quite the iPod
killer that some claim but remains an
excellent alternative to Apple’s addictive
platform. ▲

by Billy Ristle

Gigabeat MES30VW
$299.99
Toshiba
www.giga-style.com
● ● ● ●

*Optional DVR Station required ($99.99)

Toshiba Gigabeat
MES30VW
$249.99 
30GB
Hard drive

MP3, WMA Lossless,
WMA DRM, WAV

JPG

WMV

N/A

QVGA TFT
2.4 (widescreen)
320 x 240

2 levels
No

12
2.5
No
No

Mini USB
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Slide
No

3.93 x 2.36 x 0.58

4.84

SanDisk Sansa
e270
$219.99 
6GB
Flash

MP3, WMA

JPG

Transcoded video
format
N/A

TFT
1.8 (widescreen)
n/a

No
No

20
N/A
No
No

Custom
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Slide
No

3.5 x 1.73 x 0.51

2.64

RCA Lyra X3030

$399 
30GB
Hard drive

MP3, WMA, WMA 
DRM, WAV, Audible

JPEG, BMP, TIFF, GIF

AVI, WMV, XviD, MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX 4.0/5.0
MPEG-4

TFT
3.6
320 x 240

4 levels
Yes

7
4
Yes
Yes

Mini USB
No
No
Yes
Audible only
Yes
Slide
No

3.1 x 5 x 0.8

8

mobiBLU US2

$99.99 
1GB
Flash

MP3, WMA, WMA
DRM, OGG

JPG, MSJ

MSV

N/A

OLED
1.06
120 x 120

No
No

14
6
No
No

Custom
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Slide
No

3.26 x 1.61 x 0.27

1.05

mobiBLU Cube2

$119.99 
2GB
Flash

MP3, WMA, WMA
DRM, OGG

JPG, MSJ

MSV

N/A

OLED
0.75
120 x 120

No
No

10
5
No
No

Custom
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Button
No

1 x 1 x 1

0.63

Microsoft
Zune
$249.99 
30GB
Hard drive

MP3, WMA, 
WAV, AAC

JPG

WMV

N/A

QVGA
3 (widescreen)
320 x 240 

No
No

14
4
No
No

Custom
Yes
No
No
No
No
Slide
802.11b/g

4.4 x 2.4 x 0.6

5.6

Creative Zen 
Vision W
$299.99 
30GB
Hard drive

MP3, WMA, 
WAV

JPG

WMV9, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4-
SP, MJPEG, DivX 4.x/ 5.x, XviD-SP

N/A

WQVGA TFT LCD
4.3 (widescreen)
480 x 272 

2 levels
Yes

13
4.5
No
Yes

Mini USB
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Slide
No

2.95 x 5.27 x 0.87

9.73

Creative Zen 
V Plus 
$179.99 
4GB
Flash

MP3, WMA, IMA
ADPCM, WMA
DRM
JPG

Transcoded video
format
N/A

OLED
1.5
128 x 128

2 levels
No

15
Not published
Yes
No

Mini USB
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Slide
No

2.65 x 1.71 x 0.625 

1.53
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MSI mPC 51PV

S mall form factor systems have
increased in popularity ever since

Shuttle introduced the SV24 to the DIY
community back in 2001. And from that
point forward, Shuttle has maintained a
leadership position in the SFF market.
But as you’re well aware, many other
players are now vying for a piece of the
SFF pie. MSI in particular has been gen-
erating some buzz with its well-designed
mPC line of SFF systems.

The latest addition to its lineup, the
mPC 51PV, is not targeted at hardcore
enthusiasts, as its lack of overclocking tools
and limited drive bays show. However, its
features, slick aesthetic, and uncharacteris-
tically easy assembly are sure to please the
myriad users looking to build a mainstream
PC. Built around Nvidia’s nForce C51PV-
based motherboard, the MPC 51PV also

includes a GeForce 6150 IGP. Its enclosure
accommodates an optical drive, one hard
drive, and two DIMMs. For future expan-
sion, MSI included a PCI Express x16 and
legacy PCI slot. 

But if you’re interested in adding a
PCI-E graphics card, note that there are
no spare power leads coming from the
mPC 51PV’s 260W PSU beyond those
for the drives. You’ll need some splitters if
the discrete graphics card you want to add

C oolIT Systems’ Freezone is an inno-
vative CPU cooler that combines

the power of six TECs (thermoelectric
couplers) with a self-contained, water-
cooling unit to achieve lower tempera-
tures than are possible with any basic
water or air cooler. It works by actively
chilling the liquid circulating through its
integrated “chiller” assembly, instead of
relying solely on a fan/radiator assembly
to remove heat. In addition to this, the
Freezone’s Thermal Control Module con-
stantly regulates the temperature of the
coolant running through the unit. This
combination of multiple TECs and the
TCM ensures that the coolant remains
chilled and that the processor’s tempera-
ture stays relatively low under heavy load.
Freezone also features a 9.2cm fan, but
it’s used to expel warm air produced by
the “hot” sides of the TECs as much as
it’s used to help cool the small amount of
liquid circulating through the Freezone.

I was pleasantly surprised by how easy
it was to install the Freezone. The unit is
compatible with Intel Socket 478 and
775 and AMD Socket 754, 939, and
AM2 processors. AMD owners only need
to remove the stock plastic bracket on
their motherboard and replace it with the
Freezone’s custom mounting hardware.
Intel owners, however, will have to
remove the motherboard from their sys-
tems to install the Freezone. Then, affix
the Freezone’s waterblock to the processor

and the unit’s main body to the chassis’
rear 92mm or 120mm fan opening.

Once installed, the Freezone definitely
did its job well. With its fan in high-speed
mode, it kept an idling Athlon 64 X2
5000+ about 19 degrees Celsius cooler.
With the processor under load, the
Freezone kept the CPU about 18 C cool-
er than the stock heatsink did. But at
approximately $300, this kind of perfor-
mance comes at a price.

by Marco Chiappetta

requires supplemental power. The mPC
51PV features a handy 7-in-1 card reader,
Gigabit Ethernet, 802.11b/g, FireWire,
and a tool-less design that made assem-
bling the system a snap.

With 1GB of Corsair RAM and an
Athlon 64 X2 5000+ installed, the unit
put up benchmark scores rivaling any
full-sized motherboard. Its 3DMark06
CPU score of 1934 was only slightly
below that of an Asus M2N32-SLI, and
its multithreaded LAME MT MP3
encoding and Cinebench scores of 50 and
38 seconds, respectively, were also in line
with a full-sized motherboard. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Specs: AMD Socket AM2; Chipset: Nvidia C51PV (GeForce 6150), MCP51 (nForce 430);
Memory slots: Dual-channel DDR2-800/667/533 Support (2GB Max.); Graphics:
Integrated GeForce 6150; Audio: Realtek 8-channel HD; 7-in-1 Card Reader; 802.11b/g

Specs: CPU Fluid Heat Exchanger; Fan noise: 26 to 37dBA; Lifespan: 50,000 hours
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Freezone CPU Cooler
$299
CoolIT Systems
www.coolitsystems.com
● ● ● ●

mPC 51PV
$240
MSI
www.msicomputer.com
● ● ● ●
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Processor Temperatures
Idle Load

AMD stock heatsink 41 56
Freezone CPU cooler 22 38

Temperatures in degrees Celsius

CoolIT Systems Freezone CPU Cooler
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review kit, AMD opted to build and send
a full system. The test PC sported 4GB 
of Corsair Dominator TWIN2X2048-
8500C5D DDR-2 memory, two 150GB
Western Digital Raptors in RAID 0, and
a 1,000W PC Power & Cooling Turbo-
Cool 1KW-SR power supply.

Because of the prebuilt AMD system,
my 3D benchmarks provide a little less
than an apples-to-apples comparison with
the QX6700: My Intel test system had a
1GB Evga Nvidia GeForce 7950 GX2,
while AMD’s system used two Nvidia
GeForce 7900 GTXs in SLI. Even so, the
QX6700 edged out the FX-74 in the CPU
portions of most of our tests.

Not surprisingly, the FX-74’s
3DMark06 score rolled in well above the
Intel system’s score at 11103 and 8967,
respectively. The 3DMark06 CPU scores
paint a clearer 
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Athlon 64 FX-74
$999 (per matched pair)
AMD
www.amd.com
● ● ● ●

AMD Athlon 64 FX-74
N ow that multicore has established

itself as a critical CPU architecture
for everyone from the average consumer
to the enthusiast, the race is on to pile
more cores onto a single CPU. Or, in
AMD’s case, the plan is to pile more
CPUs onto the motherboard. The AMD
Athlon 64 FX-70, FX-72, and FX-74
each include a pair of dual-core proces-
sors, rather than a single, quad-core chip. 

With its 2.66GHz Core 2 Extreme
QX6700, Intel beat AMD to the punch
on the quad-core front. The Intel proces-
sor offers four cores on two dies and has
8MB of L2 cache. But AMD’s first shot
at four cores is no slouch, either. The FX-
74 matched pair rolls in with a 3GHz
clock speed and 4MB of L2 cache (1MB
of L2 cache to each core). It also has
256KB of L1 cache per processor; each
core has 128KB split between instruction
and data cache.

The FX pairs have two
1GHz HyperTransport links
and support memory up to
DDR2-800 (PC2 6400). You
can’t split the matched pair
and put one of the processors
into a board that supports
your older FX processors, as
the new chips are Socket 1207.
AMD produces all three mod-
els on the 90nm SOI process 
at its Dresden, Germany 
Fab 30 plant.

My testing motherboard was the Asus
L1N64-SLI WS, which supports SLI.
Rather than send us the processor/moth-
erboard combo that makes up a standard

picture, with the FX-74 posting 3822 to
the QX6700’s 3830. In PCMark05’s
CPU test, the FX-74 scored 7715 to the
QX6700’s 8406.

The FX-74 starts at an already fast
clock speed of 3GHz. I overclocked it to
3.18GHz by raising the FSB. Keep in
mind that the system relies on stock
cooling, which means you would likely
see a better overclock from more exotic
cooling methods.

AMD’s new processor pair trailed a 
little further behind its competitor at over-
clocked settings. The FX-74’s best Win-
RAR score of 3:20 (minutes:seconds) could
not beat the overclocked QX6700’s 2:39,
and its PCMark05 CPU score of 7819
couldn’t match the QX6700’s 10367. That
said, the Intel CPU had the benefit of an
aftermarket HSF combo.

The FX-74 competes with the Core 2
Extreme QX6700’s perfor-
mance but doesn’t beat it.

However, the FX-74 offers
some expandability that makes

it a tempting option. Once
AMD releases true quad-core

CPUs, you can use the same
motherboard to fire up an eight-

core PC. If you’re taking a long-
term view, the FX-74 and the 4x4

platform isn’t a bad option. ▲

by Joshua Gulick

F.E.A.R. run at 1600 x 1200, 4X AA/8X AF     * QX6700 with Zalman CNPS9500 LED heatsink      **(minutes:seconds)AMD Athlon 64 FX-74
Clock speed Multiplier 3DMark06 SM2.0 HDR/SM3.0 CPU PCMark05 CPU Memory Graphics HDD F.E.A.R. Dr. DivX** WinRAR**

3GHz 15 11103 4648 4495 3822 8213 7715 3003 8292 9392 87fps 4:59 3:43

3.18GHz 15 11352 4740 4542 4045 8633 7819 2757 8485 9497 89fps 4:39 3:20

Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6700
Clock speed Multiplier 3DMark06 SM2.0 HDR/SM3.0 CPU PCMark05 CPU Memory Graphics HDD F.E.A.R. Dr. DivX** WinRAR**

2.66GHz 10 8967 3632 3462 3830 7387 8406 5285 6938 6389 72fps 4:40 3:23

3.44GHz* 10 9233 3637 3475 4723 8355 10367 6825 7183 6375 71fps 3:39 2:39
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Specs: 3GHz clock speed, 2GHz HyperTransport, Socket
1207 organic LGA, 90nm SOI process, 4MB L2 cache
(1MB L2 cache per core)
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Dell UltraSharp 3007WFP-HC

T here aren’t many LCDs that compare
to Dell’s monster 30-inch UltraSharp

3007WFP. Capable of displaying an enor-
mous area of screen real estate at 2,560 x
1,600 resolution, the 3007WFP has earned
its place as the current pinnacle of wide-
screen displays. But Dell wasn’t content to
stop there, recently releasing a new version
branded the UltraSharp 3007WFP-HC. 

The major differences between the
3007WFP of old and the new “HC”
labeled panel is its new 92% color gamut
capable W-CCFL (wide cold-cathode
fourescent lighting) backlight. With this
new light, Dell claims the 3007WFP-HC
displays richer, more accurate colors than
the previous 3007WFP and most other
industry standard panels on the market
currently, which are only capable of 
displaying a 72% color gamut. The
3007WFP-HC also has a higher 1,000:1
contrast ratio and faster 8ms response time
than the 3007WFP’s respective 700:1 and

Vista View Saber 2020

A s legacy PCI slots become less avail-
able on the average motherboard,

we’re all looking to make efficient use of
those extra PCI Express slots. With a pair
of dual-slot graphics cards and a sound
card installed, there may not be any slots
left unobstructed, except for maybe that
little, white PCI-E x1 slot. Where would
you install your TV tuner card or—better
yet—a pair of TV tuners if you were the
channel surfing, picture-in-picture type?
Vista View’s Saber 2020 is here to help.

The Saber 2020 relies on a native PCI-E
x1 interface and is a half-height card that
takes up minimal room inside your chassis.
The card comes with dual analog tuners
and a built-in FM tuner. Utilizing its ViXS
XCode II video processor, which has an
onboard 3D comb filter, the Saber 2020
took a standard cable feed and provided
very clean output with minimal aliasing

and feathering. On-
screen text was also
crisp, and colors
were rich and bal-
anced. In general,
the picture quality of
the Saber 2020 rivals anything on the mar-
ket from Hauppauge, Nvidia, or ATI, with
the exception of a digital video feed on the
likes of the ATI TV Wonder 650.  

The Saber 2020’s biggest stumbling
block was its software. The card comes
bundled with the company’s proprietary
tuning software, which has a few issues.
Noticeable audio pops and clicks came
through from my otherwise clean cable
feed, and there was a thin noise band
across the top of the screen at all times,
no matter what channel I tuned to. 

I then tried the card with an installa-
tion of SnapStream’s Beyond TV, and the

output was perfect for both audio and
visuals. Hopefully Vista View can iron its
software wrinkles out. Otherwise, if you
don’t mind going with third-party tuner
software or have Windows Media Center
at your disposal, the Saber 2020 is a great
new dual-tuner product that will make
good use of that empty PCI-E x1 slot in
your system. ▲

by Dave Altavilla

Specs: 2,560 x 1,600 (WQXGA); integrated 9-in-2 media reader, four USB 2.0 ports, 8ms
response time

Specs: Dual analog tuners (NTSC/PAL/SEC); FM tuner; PIP; Power DVD 6 software;
PVR software

Saber 2020
$159
Vista View
www.vistaview.tv
● ● ●

UltraSharp 3007WFP HC
$1,699
Dell
www.dell.com
● ● ● ● ●

11ms. The new panel’s one drawback
is its lower brightness output of
300cd/m2 luminance; the standard
3007WFP has a 400cd/m2 rating.

Performance testing with various
Windows Media 1080p movie clips
showed this new panel was able to dis-
play a bit more detail in darker scenes,
more natural skin tones, and generally
better saturation. During my testing
with Everest Monitor Diagnostics, the
3007WFP-HC had significantly more
accurate representation of reds, greens, and
blues, with slightly less banding between
gradients. In fact, reds on the 3007WFP
had an orange hue in comparison to the
3007WFP-HC’s output. Whites were also
more accurate and cooler than the old pan-
el’s somewhat warmer tones. Uniformity of
the output showed slightly better as well for
the 3007WFP-HC in my Everest testing. 

With respect to gaming, the 3007WFP-
HC has a couple of milliseconds’ advantage
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over the 3007WFP but both proved more
than capable even in fast action shooter test-
ing with Half Life 2: Episode 1. In sum, 30
inches of LCD goodness is nothing short of
joyous for high-end workstation profession-
als and enthusiasts, and the new UltraSharp
3007WFP-HC colors it all quite nicely. ▲

by Dave Altavilla
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O ne 12V rail, quiet operation, and
power enough for a cutting-edge

system. I found that with the Silencer 750
EPS12V, PC Power & Cooling is being
too modest. 

This nonmodular power supply’s forte is
quietness (26 to 40dBA from its auto-
controlled fans), but it’s also right at home
in brawny systems that necessarily generate
some fan or pump noise. This model of
Silencer 750 has two 6-pin PCI Express
plugs; there’s also a Quad version with four. 

My first Windows XP SP2 test system
had a quad-core Intel QX6700 Core 2
Extreme, a GeForce 8800 GTX using
Nvidia ForceWare 96.97 drivers, an Intel
D975XBX2 mainboard, 2GB 1,066MHz
DDR2, and three Raptors. I ran Prime95
on all four cores of the CPU in addition
to 3DMark06 with 4XAA/16XAF at

2,560 x 1,600 resolution. This setup drew
378W under load. My Extech 380803
power analyzer showed a power factor of
99% or more, which is right in line with
PC Power & Cooling’s specs. No prob-
lems, no hiccups.

With only two PCI-E connectors and an
SLI certification topping out at twin 8800
GTSs or 7950 GX2s, I wondered whether
this PSU would be up to powering dual
8800 GTXs. These monster cards take two
PCI-E power plugs each, so I resorted to

Sonos ZonePlayer 100 Bundle

L ove your online music service and
MP3 player but hate your crappy

computer speakers and earbuds? Kvetch
no more. If you have real stereo speakers,
you can finally take advantage of them,
thanks to Sonos’ digital music system. 

Connect your speakers to Sonos’
breadbox-sized ZonePlayer 100, connect
the unit to your router, install a bit of
software, and play music from just about
any source: music services (Rhapsody 3.0
and Audible), computer, iPod or similar
device, and over 300 Internet radio sta-
tions via the ZonePlayer 100 itself. Patch
in your stereo amp or home entertain-
ment center and you can pipe in music
from your AM/FM tuner, turn-table,
CD player, and more. The sound is
sparkling and sharp, especially if you’re
tapping a digital source. You won’t find
DRM support for Fairplay or PlaysFor-
Sure, but Sonos claims it will beef up

audio format support with a future
firmware upgrade.

Because the ZonePlayer 100 is also a
wireless transmitter, you can place satellite
players elsewhere in your house, attach
speakers, and get music on the spot.
Controlling everything is a dream, thanks
to the paperback-sized wireless controller,
the Sonos Controller, which has a bright
240 x 320 color LCD. With its iPod-like
scroll wheel, you can hopscotch to a dif-
ferent music source, change a system set-
ting, see what’s playing (complete with
album thumbnail and info), and more. 

Installing Sonos was fairly easy. I found
the right output from my stereo amp,
strung Ethernet cable, and mucked with
my firewall settings so I could access files
on my networked computers. Other pro-
cedures are a snap. To add a satellite
ZonePlayer, plug it into the AC, attach
speakers, and select a menu option on the

Sonos controller. Sonos’ proprietary,
AES-encrypted wireless network is air-
tight and easily passed Gibson Research’s
Shields Up!! test. 

This Sonos bundle is a bit pricey, but
once you hear your MP3s over real speak-
ers, you’ll never turn back. ▲

by Robert Luhn

adapters to supply the extra two
connectors. To enable SLI with
8800 GTXs, I switched to an
eVGA nForce 680i mother-
board per Nvidia’s instructions. 

The Silencer 750 EPS12V
was rock-steady with 8800
GTXs in SLI running my tor-

ture tests at a peak case temp of 53 degrees
Celsius. This system pulled 535W under
load. After a few hours, the lower back
corner of the case was hot to the touch,
but the PSU kept on chugging. Credit PC
Power & Cooling for quality components
and a no-compromise build. ▲

by Marty Sems

Specs: Output: +12V at 60A (single rail), +5V at 30A, +3.3V at 24A, continuous 750W at 
40 C; active PFC; EPS12V; 83% effeciency; 26 to 40dBA; SLI certified; Fans: 80mm, 22 to
55cm; Connectors: 1 24-pin, 1 8-pin 12V, 1 4-pin 12V, 8 Molex, 6 SATA, 1 floppy, 2 PCI-E  

Specs: Supported formats: MP3, WMA, WAV, AIFF, AAC (MPEG4), Ogg Vorbis, Audible
(format 4), Apple Lossless, Flac (lossless), uncompressed WAV and AIFF; AES-encrypt-
ed, peer-to-peer, wireless mesh network; analog and digital (optical and coaxial) outputs
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ZonePlayer 100 Bundle 
$1,199
Sonos
www.sonos.com
● ● ● ● ●

Silencer 750 EPS12V
$199
PC Power & Cooling
www.pcpowercooling.com
● ● ● ● ●
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PC Power & Cooling Silencer 750 EPS12V
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Corsair Flash Voyager 8GB

I doubt there are many of you out there
who would deny the convenience of a

USB flash drive. I can’t count the number
of writeable CDs and DVDs I’ve saved by
jockeying large files around from PC to
PC on a flash drive. But I’m sure virtually
all of you will agree that, despite their
convenience, USB flash drives could
never be too fast or too spacious. With
that in mind, I present Corsair’s latest
Flash Voyager. 

The new Flash Voyager 8GB shares the
same durable, rubberized outer shell and
blue activity LED as previous products in
the Flash Voyager line, but this model
sports a relatively large—by USB flash
drive standards, anyway—8GB capacity.
For those counting, that’s enough space
to store a couple of uncompressed DVD

movies or thousands of hi-res pic-
tures and MP3s. And like many
other flash drives, the Flash
Voyager’s partition can be left
wide open or password-protected
with the included software.

Corsair claims its latest Flash
Voyager can read and write data at
up to 33MBps and 16MBps, respectively.
My testing backs up this claim with files 
at least 2MB in size, but performance
dropped to around 26MBps (read) and
3MBps (write) with files that were 256KB
or smaller. Such a performance hit is typi-
cally the case with all flash drives, however.

One area where the Flash Voyager fal-
ters a bit is its physical size. The device’s
casing is somewhat bulbous in the mid-
dle, which could make it difficult to plug

W ith the current crop of high-
end, dual- and quad-core

CPUs and the arrival of more com-
plex GPUs that work in single- and
dual-card configurations, selecting
the right power supply for a power
user’s rig has never been more
important. I’ve been extolling the
virtues of a quality PSU for years;
there’s just no point in skimping
when a good PSU enhances a sys-
tem’s lifespan and makes it more stable,
reliable, and overclockable.

OCZ Technology, best known for its
extensive lineup of system and flash
memory, has expanded its product offer-
ings with a new power supply targeted
squarely at hardcore enthusiasts. The
850W GameXStream is one of a trio of
new, Nvidia SLI-certified PSUs. The

unit features multiple 12V rails each
capable of supplying 20A of current, and
its 3.3V and 5V rails can each supply
30A. The GameXStream also offers
Active PFC for increased efficiency, dual
PCI-E power connectors, and overvolt-
age, overcurrent, and short-circuit pro-
tection. A large, quiet, 12cm fan cools
the unit’s internals and circulates air

that’s ultimately exhausted through
the PSU’s honeycombed grille. 

I tested the 850W GameX-
Stream on an ultra power-hungry,
Quad FX Athlon 64 FX-74-based
rig with 4GB of RAM, three hard
drives, and a pair of GeForce 7900
GTX cards. This Quad FX rig
consistently consumed over 520W
of power under load, yet, after
hours of use, the power supply’s
voltage output remained stable and
never dipped by more than a small

fraction of a volt on any of its rails. If
you don’t mind the fact that the cabling
isn’t modular, this is one heck of a
power supply that’s much more afford-
able than many other high-end, 850-
watt offerings. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

it into a USB port alongside another rela-
tively wide device. It’s also easy to lose the
flash drive’s cap, but Corsair will replace
it upon request. 

Ultimately the latest Flash Voyager is a
quality product that literally puts 8GB of
storage at your fingertips. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Specs: Capacity: 8GB; Speed (mfr. spec): 33MBps/16MBps (read/write); Compatibility:
plug-and-play functionality in Windows Me/2000/XP, Linux 2.4 and later, Mac OS 9 and
later; password protection

Specs: Output: +3.3V at 30A, +5V at 30A, +12V1 at 20A, +12V2 at 20A, +12V3 at 20A,
+12V4 at 20A, -12V at 1A, +5VSB at 3.0A; Efficiency (typical load): 80% at 115V, 83% at
230V; Form Factor: ATX12V v2.2 and EPS12V; Connectors: 1 20+4-pin, 1 8-pin 12V, 1
4-pin 12V, 6 peripheral, 6 SATA, 2 Floppy, 2 PCI-E; Active PFC
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GameXStream 850W
$229
OCZ
www.ocztechnology.com
● ● ● ● 

Flash Voyager 8GB
$155
Corsair
www.corsairmicro.com
● ● ● ●

OCZ GameXStream 850W
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Three (Console) Kings
II remember being at E3 back in 2005 at the

unveiling of Sony’s PlayStation 3 and being
absolutely wowed by the platform and specifica-
tions announced. I remember fielding questions
from many AnandTech readers wondering if
this was the end of PC gaming. I remember ask-
ing Nvidia that same question, and I remember
being greeted with laughter. That was more
than a year and a half ago, and today things
don’t look so impressive. In fact, none of the
next-generation consoles have the “wow” factor
that they did when they were first announced.
Nonetheless, these are the consoles we’ll have
for the next four to five years, and the beauty of
a game console is that it’s a fixed platform,
which often lends itself to more efficient soft-
ware development than is possible for a broad,
open platform like the PC. In addition, game
developers tend to become better at wringing
more and more performance from a fixed spec
over time, so that even at the end of a console’s
lifespan, games will still look quite good.

Despite the constant wars between PC and
console gamers, there is room for coexistence.
The PC will always have its distinct strengths,
while the console will have its own fair share
of pros. So if you’re a PC gamer, what next-
generation console should you add to your
collection for those moments when you just
want to sit on the couch and game?

I’ve had the opportunity to spend a great
deal of time with Sony’s PlayStation 3, Micro-
soft’s Xbox 360, and Nintendo’s Wii, and the
more I think about it, the more each one has
its own particular draw.

The most unique of the three is the Wii;
because it has nowhere near the processing and
GPU power of the 360 and PS3, it has to rely
on being unique rather than rendering gorgeous
games. The Wii has a tremendous amount of
potential, and honestly one of its best games
comes free in the box: Wii Sports. Priced sepa-
rately, Wii Sports would be no more than a $15
to $20 game as it doesn’t have much depth, but
what it does is serve as a great tech demo of
what is possible with the console. The true
strength of the Wii is in its motion-sensitive
controllers and the ability to really get into the
game, rather than just remaining stationary and
mashing buttons. The control scheme works

incredibly well in Wii Sports, but not as well in
titles that are basic ports from other consoles. 

Unfortunately, rather than developing specif-
ically for each platform, third-party developers
today focus more on creating titles and porting
them to as many platforms as possible, and that
approach to development will likely be bad for
the Wii in the long run. With Nintendo at the
helm, though, there’s sure to be tons of first-
party content that plays to the Wii’s strengths
that you won’t be able to get on any other con-
sole. Today the Wii is a neat console that’s great
for anyone who isn’t a hardcore gamer, but by
the end of 2007 it has the potential to be a
must-have for any gamer.

While the Wii isn’t really something I’d rec-
ommend for gamers who spend lots of time
playing alone (fun in numbers), the PS3 and
Xbox 360 are classic examples of what we’ve
come to expect from consoles. In many ways,
the PlayStation 3 has more raw processing
power than the Xbox 360 (although not neces-
sarily more GPU power), but developers who
follow the write-once/port-many approach,
much of that power will go to waste. At the end
of the day, I’d consider it to be a virtual equal to
the 360 in what it can do, but because there are
still only first-generation titles available for it,
the PS3 has a long road ahead of it before it can
be a true contender. In fact, the best PS3 games
are still PS2 titles, so it’s not a console that you
buy for gaming today. The interface on the PS3
is quick and the console itself is quiet, both
advantages over the 360. The ability to store
more data on a disc is also a plus in the long
run, but overall Sony faces an uphill battle as it
takes games, not hardware, to sell consoles.

Which brings us to the third king of the next
generation—Microsoft’s Xbox 360. For pure
next-generation gaming, this is my pick. It’s
readily available, has a mature online system,
and boasts what is currently the best-looking
title I’ve seen on any platform: Gears of War.
Of course, the PS3 and the Wii will get more
(and better) titles under their belts, so this bat-
tle is far from over, but in my opinion the only
decision is between the Wii and the 360 today,
depending on the type of gamer you are. It will
be interesting to see what happens once the
PS3 has time to catch up. ▲

Despite the

constant wars

between PC

and console

gamers, there

is room for

coexistence.
Talk back to Anand at anand@cpumag.com.

Anand Lal Shimpi has turned
a fledgling personal page on

GeoCities.com into one of the
world’s most visited and trust-
ed PC hardware sites. Anand
started his site in 1997 at just

14 years old and has since been
featured in USA Today, CBS’

48 Hours and Fortune. His
site—www.anandtech.com—
receives more than 55  million
page views and is read by more

than 2 million readers 
per month.

Anand’s Corner
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Nvidia Rolls Out The G80
(GeForce 8800 GTX)

FF or the past few years every new graphics
card, whether it is from ATI or Nvidia,

has essentially been a revamp, rehash, or
refresh of existing hardware. In other words,
all of these cards were DirectX 9-compliant
and little else. It’s only now with Nvidia’s
release of its G80 chip, otherwise known as
the GeForce 8800 GTX (or GTS), that
we’re actually taking another real leap for-
ward with some serious DirectX 10 hard-
ware. The GeForce 8800 series GPU is one
hefty chip consisting of about 681 million
transistors—that’s just insane—and fabbed
on TSMC’s 90nm process.

Nvidia is tagging along with Intel’s “par-
allelism” theme from a couple of years ago:
With a unified shading design harboring 128
(the GTS has 96) individual stream proces-
sors in up to eight groups of 16, there is
some seriously efficient horsepower here.
Each stream processor is fully generalized,
fully decoupled, and supports IEEE 754
floating point precision. Nvidia engineers
estimate such 128-processor scalar architec-
ture will give almost double the performance
compared to the older-generation, 32 four-
component vector-based processors. The
actual clock speed for the GeForce 8800
GTX’s core is nothing crazy by today’s 
standards at 575MHz, but it doesn’t really
matter because each stream processor has 
its own 1.35GHz high-speed clock that is
separate from the eCore. (The GTS, which
runs at 500MHz, has its stream processors
clocked to 1.2GHz.) The G80 technology 
is much less of a highly clocked and “big
block” approach of old. With some smart
algorithms you can allocate each of these
processors toward vertex, pixel, geometry, 
or physics operations on the fly—very neat
indeed. Nvidia is getting a lot more effi-
cient out of a smaller displacement, if you
catch my drift.

The GPU itself has six memory parti-
tions that each provides a 64-bit memory
interface and, when keeping with the “paral-
lelism” theme, yields a 384-bit combined

memory interface. (The GTS sports a 320-
bit memory interface.) It does not stop here,
however: Nvidia’s newest higher-speed 
crossbar design supports GDDR3 memory.
Right now GeForce 8800 GTX boards 
come with 768MB GDDR3 memory
clocked at 900MHz. And in case you were
wondering if bandwidth is ever going to be a
problem, think again. At 86.4GBps to spare,
games are going to have to get a whole lot
more taxing than they are nowadays to be 
a problem. 

With full support for DX10 (there’s noth-
ing else out there that can claim that as of this
writing), Shader Model 4.0 is well-placed for a
strong inning. As far as today’s games go, the
performance numbers show the 8800 GTX
easily outperforming a 7900 GTX in any
OpenGL or Direct3D game of your choice.
It’s really that fast, and in some cases it will
outdo a pair of 7900 GTX’s. And the 8800
GTX does all of this with some nifty image-
quality enhancements thanks to Nvidia’s new
Lumenex engine, improved anisotropic filter-
ing and antialiasing, and proper HDR sup-
port. Throw in Nvidia’s updated PureVideo
engine, and the 8800 GTX takes great care of
all your HD content. 

With all of this new power, is there even
any drawback to the GeForce 8800 GTX?
Well, the card does draw some pretty mon-
strous power, and it’s also on the noisy side
in terms of the fan. Also, the 8800 GTX
comes with a pair (yes, two) of 6-pin PCI
Express power connectors, which is a drag.

Make no mistake, however; Nvidia is not
only first to the DX10 scene, but ATI’s
R600 next-generation chip is nowhere to be
seen, which makes for an easy choice right
now if you’re considering upgrading your
gaming PC. The GeForce 8800 GTX is
available for $599 from several online stores,
as is the GTS at $449. Kudos to Nvidia for
moving a revolutionary step forward in
terms of 3D graphics and also doing so in
the right fashion instead of just issuing a
paper release. ▲
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Email me at sharky@cpumag.com

Disrupting Reuters’ newswire with a
cheery Christmas greeting at age six,
Alex “Sharky” Ross became an avid
computer user/abuser, eventually
founding popular hardware
testing/review Web site
SharkyExtreme.com. Exposing shod-
dy manufacturing practices and
rubbish-spouting marketing weasels
while championing innovative
products, illuminating new technol-
ogy, and pioneering real-world test-
ing methods was just a front for
playing with the best toys. The site
acquired, he left in 2001. A London
native and London School of
Economics graduate, Alex currently
overclocks/tunes Porsche 996 Turbos
with www.sharkwerks.com when
he’s not tweaking PCs.

Shark Tank
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

M
odding enthusiasts have a pen-
chant for the latest toys. Fast
processors, powerful video

cards, silent SFF enclosures, and radically
lit motherboards are all fair game when it
comes to a modder’s creative mind.
Recognizing the appeal of unconventional
customization, an entire industry has
emerged to support the community.

Mods & Ends

OCZ Roadster 1GB Flash Drive

OCZ Technology’s tiny Mini-Kart
USB flash drives were some of the small-
est and most portable on the market. But
the company has taken things a step fur-
ther with the new USB 2.0 Roadster 1GB
Flash Drive ($24.99). OCZ’s slick “Top-
Down” design of the Roadster makes it
even smaller than the Mini-Kart, at least
when it’s folded up.

The Roadster features a unique clam-
shell design that swings open on a hinge
at the unit’s center. This design makes
the Roadster extremely compact, which,
unlike many other USB flash drives,
means there is no cap to lose. OCZ
managed to keep the Roadster ultra-
compact by putting all the memory com-
ponents into the USB connector itself.
The result is one of the tiniest and, dare

we say it, coolest USB flash 
drives around. 

The Roadster’s small footprint also
means it won’t encroach on surrounding
USB ports, which is a problem with many
older and somewhat bulkier drives. The
OCZ Roadster is compatible with virtu-
ally all flavors of Windows, Mac OS 9.0 or
later, and Linux Kernel 2.4 or later. The
unit also has a solid three-year warranty.

ClearNeon Aerosol UV-Reactive Clearcoat

If you’d like to really stand out at the
next LAN party, tricking out your case with
a custom paint job is a great way to start.
And if you’d really like to take it over the
top, incorporating some of ClearNeon’s
UV-reactive Aerosol ClearNeon is just what
the modding doctor ordered.

Aerosol ClearNeon ($15) is available
in eight colors. But what’s unique about
ClearNeon is that it’s invisible unless
shown under a black light. In normal
light, surfaces painted with ClearNeon
don’t appear to be painted at all. Shine a
black light on the surface, though, and
the ClearNeon clearcoat fluoresces and
shines brightly.

Picture this—showing up to your next
LAN party with what appears to be a
vanilla, beige case. Then, switch on a
black light to reveal insane flames and
other wild artwork. The modding possi-
bilities are endless.

Thermalright High-Riser HR-05-SLI 

Trying to overclock your rig, and the
wimpy chipset cooler that came with your
motherboard just isn’t cutting it? Look no
further than Thermalright’s High-Riser
HR-05-SLI ($24.99). The Thermalright
HR-05-SLI features a multitude of fins for
maximum cooling surface area, and each
fin is soldered to nickel-plated copper heat-
pipes for effective heat transfer. The unit is
also lightweight (124g) despite its size and
is easy to install on many SLI-
and CrossFire-compatible
motherboards. Make sure to
check Thermalright’s site
(www.thermalright.com)
for a complete list of
compatible boards.

Fashionably Fresh Firmware

Netgear WNR854T RangeMax NEXT 
Wireless-N Router (v1.3.33)

An update for Netgear’s WNR854T
broadband router fixed a conflict between
the router and MSN Remote Assistant. It
also corrected a bug which did not allow an
IP address outside the DHCP pool to be
added as a trusted IP, among other fixes.

www.netgear.com

Canon EOS 30D Digital SLR (v1.0.5)

Canon recently released a firmware
update for the EOS 30D Digital SLR
camera that fixed a bug that misreported
the number of continuous shots available
after deleting images and also added a
semigloss paper option for direct printing
on PictBridge-compatible printers.

usa.canon.com

Apple MacBook (v1.1)

Apple has updated the MacBook SMC
firmware to improve the MacBook’s in-
ternal monitoring system and to correct
issues with unanticipated shutdowns. The
update also requires Mac OSX v10.4.8.

www.apple.com

by Marco Chiappetta

PC Modder
Tips & Tutorials
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Feast your eyes on
the coolest USB flash

drive around: OCZ’s
1GB Roadster.

Enhance your 
chipset cooling with
Thermalright’s HR-05-SLI.

ClearNeon’s UV-reactive aerosol clearcoat 
fluoresces under black light.
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modern GPUs as specialized floating
point processors that are incredibly adept
at processing massively parallel computa-
tions. FAH’s GPU client uses the pixel
shader engines or stream processors in
these chips for its complex calculations.
The GPU client will actually use the
GPU and CPU concurrently for massive
performance increases over the CPU-
only client.

Prep Your System
Running the Folding@Home client

on a GPU requires a bit of preparation.
The application won’t run unless you
install DirectX 9.0c or later, and only
certain video driver releases are compati-
ble. In addition to these items, though,

S
ince its initial introduction in
late 2000, the Folding@Home
(folding.stanford.edu) distributed

computing project has become immensely
popular. In fact, Folding@Home is one of
the largest distributed computing pro-
jects. There are tens of thousands of
active folding teams, and some of those
teams have thousands of members con-
tributing to the cause.

If you’re not very familiar with the
Folding@Home project, or FAH, it’s a
distributed computing platform, like
SETI@Home, that is designed to per-
form computationally intensive simula-
tions of protein folding on a PC. In lieu
of an ultra expensive supercomputer, dis-
tributed computing uses numerous vol-
unteer PCs working together to process
complex computations. The FAH pro-
ject is currently managed by Stanford’s
Pande Group under the supervision of
Professor Vijay S. Pande.

The project’s goal is “to understand
protein folding, misfolding, and related
diseases.” The data gathered by project
leaders enables the scientific community
to better understand the development of
many diseases, including Alzheimer’s,
BSE (aka mad cow disease), some can-
cers,  Huntington’s Disease,  Cystic
Fibrosis, and other aggregation-related
diseases. According to the FAH Web
site, to date, the FAH project has suc-
cessfully simulated folding in the five to
10 microsecond range; this may not
sound like much, but it is a time scale
thousands of times longer than was pre-
viously thought possible. And as of
November 9, 2006, the Pande Group
had published 45 scientific research
papers using data gathered by the pro-
ject. When you see people recruiting
members to join their folding team to
help saves lives, this is why.

The GPU Revolution
Until recently, users who want-

ed to contribute to the FAH pro-
ject were required to download a
small client program, which would
run in the background, using CPU cycles
only when the processor was idle. In most
systems, it’s rare for the CPU to constant-
ly run at 100% utilization, so the FAH
client harnesses this unused processing
power. But there is another chip that sits
idle most of the time in many modern sys-
tems: the GPU. And a new and improved
FAH client can take advantage of the
GPU’s computational abilities, as well.

Developers for the FAH project
recently released a beta client that works
with ATI Radeon X1600-, X1800-,
X1900-, and X1950-class graphics cards.
Support for Nvidia GPUs or potentially
other non-ATI GPUs will also likely
arrive at some point in the future, but
for now, project developers have decided
to support only certain ATI GPUs
because of performance-related issues
with other chipsets. You can think of the
pixel shader engines in many of today’s

GPU Folding@Home
Utilize Unused Pixel Shaders To Save Lives

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

Contributing unused GPU and CPU cycles to
the Folding@Home distributed computing

project is fun and could help saves lives.

The current Folding@Home
GPU client is compatible with ATI

Radeon X1600-, X1800-, X1900-, and
X1950-class GPUs. Performance is depen-

dant on the clock speed and number of pixel
shader units in the GPU, however, so X1900

and X1950 cards deliver the best performance.
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no aftermarket cooling is necessary, it’s
definitely preferable.

For the Folding@Home GPU client to
run properly, you’ll need to install an up-
to-date version of DirectX and a particu-
lar set of ATI Catalyst drivers. The GPU
client requires a file named d3dx9_30.dll
to function, which is part of Microsoft’s
DirectX redistribution package or Web
installer. You’ll need to hit Microsoft’s
site to download and install a recent ver-
sion of DirectX to get the file.

The GPU client is also particular
about which video drivers it needs. As of
this writing, the FAH team only supports
ATI’s Catalyst v6.5 and v6.10 drivers.
We tested the GPU client with the
Catalyst v6.11 release (the newest at the
time) on a Radeon X1950 XTX, and it
seemed to function properly. In any case,
you’ll need a supported version of ATI’s
Catalyst drivers installed, so if you don’t
already have them, take a trip by ATI’s
driver download page, as well. 

Download & Install The FAH Client
Once your machine is set up properly

with adequate cooling, DirectX, and the
appropriate video drivers, it’s time to
download and install the FAH GPU
client. If you also plan to run the CPU-
only client because you have a dual- or
quad-core CPU and a compatible graph-
ics card, grab the console version while
you’re on the download page (see the
“Related Links & Information” sidebar
for all related links). Both the CPU-only
console version and GPU client can run
on the same machine simultaneously.

As of this writing, the GPU client is
still in its beta phase and does not have a
proper installer yet (v5.91 beta 2). When
you download the FAH GPU client,
you’ll download a single zip file named
FAH5.91beta2-GUI-ATI.zip, which con-
tains the necessary application files. 

Create a new folder on your hard drive
and extract the ZIP file into it. When
that’s done, you’ll  see a fi le named
winFAH-ATI-beta2 and a folder named
data_ati. Double-click the winFAH-ATI-
beta2 file, and you’ll be prompted by a
simple setup screen. Input your desired
username and team number on the User

we also recommend taking some steps to
ensure your system is set up properly for
the job. Because the FAH GPU client

constantly places the GPU
and CPU under a heavy
load, they are likely going
to run hotter than normal.

Although the FAH client doesn’t render
complex 3D scenes and fill your screen
with dazzling images, it utilizes the pixel
shader engines for other tasks, which will
generate heat. And because the GPU and
CPU will both be placed under a con-
stant load even though very little is hap-
pening on-screen, it’s important that
your system is properly cooled. Although

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

To properly function, the FAH GPU client
requires the file d3dx9_30.dll, which is
installed with recent versions of DirectX.
Without that file, the client cannot access GPU
resources to run the necessary calculations.

The graphics CPU and GPU Folding@Home clients look quite similar. At their default settings, the
ATI logo at the bottom of the GPU client hints that the application is using the GPU.
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resources used to the tune of 660 total 
points per day. This point scale could 
change over time, however, and running 
more clients on a multicore and/or 
multi-GPU system can earn you more 
points. Naturally, a faster GPU also
earns more points.

Contribute To A Team
Being a part of a folding team is fun,

and you’ll be using your PC to help oth-
ers in their quest for information that
could help save lives. Finding new prime
numbers with GIMPS is cool in an ultra
geeky sort of way, and you may find E.T.
by participating in the SETI@Home pro-
ject, but nothing would be cooler than
being part of the team that finds the cure
for Alzheimer’s and cancer.  ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

tab and set any connection or display
preferences on the Connections, Display,
or Advanced tabs. You probably won’t
have to change much; the default options
will work properly on almost any PC
with the necessary hardware. Once you
set the options, the FAH client will
launch and create a handful of files in the
directory to save the settings and keep
track of progress while folding. At this
point, the FAH client should being fold-
ing on your GPU. (NOTE: We recom-
mend team number 12934—CPU’s very
own Folding@Home team)

Due to the different types of available
FAH clients, another option would be to
download the GPU client console version
(FAH5.91beta2-console.exe). The console
version of the client has no graphical ele-
ments and runs as a service on a Windows
machine. You can follow the same steps to
run the console version, but during the ini-
tial setup phase you’ll be prompted to enter
your username and team information; there
are no tabbed menus.

We should also note that you can mix
and match FAH at home clients, so to
speak. The CPU console client and
graphical GPU client can run simultane-
ously and vice versa. And multiple clients
of each type can be run on separate
GPUs or CPU cores, for example. 
As an extreme example, in a system
equipped with a quad-core processor 
and a pair of supported Radeons, four
instances of the CPU client and two
instances of the GPU client could be run
on a single machine concurrently.

What’s In It For Me?
With highly optimized, hand-tuned

code to run on GPUs, the Folding@Home
GPU client processes data at about 20 to
30 times the speed of its previous software
(Gromacs) for certain applications; it com-
pletes more complex WUs (work units) in
a considerably shorter span of time. 

Unfortunately, points are not awarded
on the same increased scale. As of this
writing, project leaders award points by
weighting performance against an in-
house benchmark machine. But because
a single CPU cannot process Core_10
GPU WUs, the Pande Group assigned a
new set of points for GPU WUs, which
are worth 440 points per day. And in sit-
uattions when a client utilizes both the
CPU and GPU, the Folding@Home
project distributes additional points 
in order to compensate for the extra 
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Multi-GPU Configurations: Even
More Folding Goodness
If you have a system with a
pair of supported Radeons
installed, each GPU can be
used with an FAH GPU client
for even better performance.
Aside from the preparations
mentioned earlier, to run two
(or more) instances of the
GPU client on one PC, you
have to enable the primary
video output from each 
card through the Display
Properties control panel.  

To enable the outputs,
you’ll need to temporarily
boot your system with a
monitor attached to the pri-
mary output of each card. Or,
if you have a monitor with
multiple inputs, like many
Dell flat panels, for example,
simply attach one input to
the first card and another to
the second card. This step is
necessary to activate the
second display and for Win-
dows XP to detect both

outputs. Once both outputs
have been activated, you can
remove the second monitor,
and Windows will continue
to think it is attached. 

Next you need to manual-
ly assign a GPU ID in order
to tell the FAH client which
GPU to send the work to.
GPU IDs are assigned much
like hard drive IDs in that
the GPUs are numbered
starting from zero. This
means the primary GPU is
GPU 0, the secondary GPU
is GPU 1, and so on. 

To assign a FAH GPU
client to a specific GPU,
you’ll need to run two
instances of the console
version, or one graphical
and one console client.
Make a shortcut to each
client’s executable file, then
right-click it and select
Properties. In the target
field, you need to assign a 

particular tag to the end 
of the command line.
Assuming you’re using the
console client, to configure
two GPUs, you would type
“C:\FAH\FAH5.91beta2-
console.exe” –gpu 0. For
the second GPU in the sys-
tem, open the second short-
cut and type “C:\FAH\FAH5
.91beta2-console.exe”
–gpu 1.

If you attempt to run the
FAH GPU client with an
invalid GPU ID, the client
should exit and generate an
error stating that it couldn’t
initialize the GPU. There is
also a chance that Windows
assigned different values to
the GPUs in the system. Try
IDs 0 through 4 first; if you
don’t have any luck, hit up
the FAQ and support forums
on the FAH site. There is a
great deal of helpful tips and
information there.  ▲

Related Links &
Information
Folding@Home Project
folding.stanford.edu

Microsoft DirectX Redist Download Page
www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.asp
x?FamilyId=013C0F78-3C9B-44DC-B8BE-
46783BCAC3CB&displaylang=en

AMD/ATI Catalyst Driver Download Page
ati.amd.com/support/driver.html
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H ailing from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Jose “Mr. Kholl” Fernando de
Carvalho, Junior, is a man of many interests. He develops software,

dabbles in industrial design, paints, and spends much of his time at his
recording studio, BlueTrack. Of course, he also devotes plenty of
time to a passion that lets him bring his varied skills togeth-
er: PC modding. The Silent ContexYZ will comple-
ment some of the older PCs he uses for record-
ing purposes at his studio. “In my studio I pre-
fer the vintage equipment—I really love the old
school stuff—like tube amps, analog gauges,
new equipment with an old look, etc.,” says
Fernando. “I decided to create the ContexYZ
project to celebrate my passion for this style.”

Fernando built the gauges, which measure
voltages, fan speeds, and CPU load, from old
audio equipment scraps. Believe it or not, the
Silent ContexYZ’s precise side panel cuts
aren’t the work of heavy-duty machinery.
Fernando tells us that the high cost of laser
cutting in Brazil prompted him to cut most of
the Silent ContexYZ’s aesthetic mods with less
sophisticated tools. “I used a cup saw attached
to a drill press to make the circular holes [for
the meters], a jigsaw to do the main cuts, a
Dremel for the finishing, and sandpaper for
the smoothing and polishing,” says Fernando. 

The Silent ContexYZ also boasts custom
cables. As with many of the system’s other
parts, Fernando used audio equipment
(stereo plugs, in this case) to assemble them.
Fernando estimates that he spent about three
months planning, building, and painting the
system in his home workshop. Fernando is
already at work on his next mod and recently
joined local case modding show ModTV.  ▲

by Joshua Gulick

The Music Machine
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“I mixed ‘Context’ with the 3D x,y,z axis,” Fernando says
of creating Silent ContexYZ’s name. He points out that
the unique moniker makes it easy to search for online.

Give Us Your Mod
Have a computer mod that will bring tears to our eyes? Email photos and a
description to madreadermod@cpumag.com. We’re looking for rigs that are
recognizable as PCs; your Wookiee mod won’t find a home here. If we include
your system in our “Mad Reader Mod” section, we’ll help you load up your
modder’s toolbox with $1,500 and a one-year subscription to CPU.
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This panel lets Fernando easily connect the gauges 
and other components. He built the panel from a 
metal floppy disk shield.

The watercooling system covers the CPU, hard drive,
and chipset. The waterblock has three ports, letting it
direct some water to a second radiator. 

When Fernando pulled meters from some aging audio
equipment, he found that the devices were rectangular,
which didn’t fit the style of his system. Fernando used
shaving cream can tops to create round enclosures 
for the gauges.

“These quick-connect elbows are great,” says
Fernando. “It comes with an o-ring system and 
claw lock, so there’s no way for the tube to leave 
the elbow; it’s very firm and stable.”

Thanks to UV-reactive paint, the system glows when
Fernando uses the computer in a dark room.

Fernando won an Aquagate watercooling system 
from Cooler Master, so, as you might expect, he
promptly modified it by building in a second radiator
and a 120mm fan. He used 1/4-inch ID tubes to 
complete the system.
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Get informed answers to your advanced technical

questions from CPU. Send your questions along with a

phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if 

necessary, to qq&&aa@@ccppuummaagg..ccoomm. Please include all

pertinent system information. 

Each month we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an effort
to answer your most pressing technical questions. Want some advice
on your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost in your machine?
Are BSODs making your life miserable? CPU’s “Advanced Q&A
Corner” is here for you.

Denis O. asked: I just finished reading a few GeForce 8800 GTX
and GeForce 8800 GTS reviews and am confused by something I saw
in a few of them. According to Nvidia’s reference specifications, the
GeForce 8800 GTX has a GPU clock speed of 575MHz with 1.8GHz
GDDR3 memory. And the GeForce 8800 GTS has a 500MHz GPU with
1.6GHz memory. But while reading the reviews, I found a couple of
places where people mentioned that they had the GTX’s stream
processors running at 1.35GHz and the GTS’ at 1.2GHz. What’s going
on? Was there some serious overclocking going on here?

A: There was no overclocking going on, Denis. Your confu-
sion stems from the fact that the GPU formerly code-named
G80, which Nvidia uses on the GeForce 8800 series of cards,
has multiple clock domains within the chip. A high-speed
clock domain that’s separate from the core clock that handles
other portions of the GPU drives all of the stream processors in
the GPU. The stream processors, which take the place of the
pixel and vertex shaders found in nonunified architecture,
function like a large pool of floating point processors that you
can clock independently from the test of the GPU. So, when
you read that the GeForce 8800 GTX’s GPU was clocked at
575MHz, that frequency refers to everything but the stream
processors, such as the texture units, ROPs, and the PureVideo
engine; likewise for the GeForce 8800 GTS, albeit at slightly
lower frequencies for the chip and stream processors.

Frankly, it also 

stands to reason that 

Intel is going to need 

to continue to ramp up 

that FSB speed to 

support the bandwidth

requirements as the 

power of its quad-core 

CPU architectures begins to

scale up, as well.

“

“
The G80 GPU powering Nvidia’s GeForce 8800 GTX card has 
multiple clock domains: Its high-speed, 1.35GHz stream 
processors are clocked much higher than the rest of the chip.
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As an aside, during a recent briefing at Nvidia’s headquarters,
representatives from the company mentioned that overclockers
would have a lot of fun experimenting with different clock fre-
quencies for the stream processors, but as of this writing Nvidia
hadn’t enabled the functionality within the ForceWare driver
suite or nTune. Overclocking tools are still available if you
enable the Coolbits Registry tweak within Nvidia’s graphics dri-
vers, but you can only alter the core GPU clock and memory
frequencies at this time.

Owen C. asked: I’ve been scouring the Web of late looking for var-
ious reviews and viewpoints on Nvidia’s new nForce 680i SLI chipset for
the Intel Core 2 Duo and Core 2 Quad processor platforms. The moth-
erboards that I’ve seen in this launch (from Evga, Asus, ECS, etc.) all
have extremely enhanced features compared to anything that’s based
on the Intel P965 or 975X family of motherboard chipsets. These new
680i boards typically have a ton of SATA expansion, lots of PCI Express
x16 slots, dual Gigabit Ethernet controllers, and a few other bells and
whistles. On the flip side, I’ve also read that these 680i-based mother-
boards consume a lot more power than Intel P965/975X boards, mean-
ing more heat. In my book, heat is bad because the more heat in my
case, the noisier fan power I need to cool things off properly. I know all
of these extra features on the 680i boards consume more power, but
why so much more? The last time I checked, I think 680i-based systems
consumed about 40W more power than a 975X board. What gives?

A: Owen, you are a well-read individual. Thanks for the fantastic
question. No doubt the first round of nForce 680i motherboards
that recently hit the streets all seemed to be packed to the gills with
integrated features, including things such as Nvidia’s DualNet
Ethernet controller teaming technology that allows ganging of a pair
of Gigabit Ethernet connections for up to two times the bandwidth.
You’re right, though, these extra bells and whistles aren’t where the
chipset is burning up power. In short, it’s all in the SerDes (serializ-
er/deserializers). Well, maybe not all, but the SerDes uses a lot of
the added power consumption. PCI-E SerDes are the physical inter-
face connections for the PCI-E communication and switching
architecture. These SerDes are inherently power-hungry, and there
are a total of 46 of them, or in other words, 46 total PCI-E lanes in
the nForce 680i SLI chipset. That’s over two times the number of

PCI-E connections vs. the 22 lanes found on the Intel 975X/
ICH7R northbridge/southbridge chipset combination. 

The other feature that consumes power in the latest round of
nForce 590 SLI and 680i SLI series of motherboards is called Link-
Boost technology. What LinkBoost essentially does is overclock the
HyperTransport links between the SPP and MCP (northbridge and
southbridge) and the PCI-E graphics links by another 25%, afford-
ing additional bandwidth to a system’s peripherals and graphics
cards. By enabling LinkBoost in the BIOS, this may enhance per-
formance, but it also causes the motherboard to consume more
power. And don’t forget, Nvidia dedicates at least 32 of those 46
PCI-E lanes to the graphics slots and applies a factory-sanctioned
overclock setting to them, as well. 

When all is said and done, you can’t argue with the extra fea-
tures, expansion options, and power afforded by Nvidia’s new
nForce 680i chipset for the Intel platform. However, more per-
formance and capability also usually means more power con-
sumption. If you’re really concerned about conserving power
and keeping heat in check, you might consider Nvidia’s nForce
650i SLI chipset, which should be finding its way to mother-
boards near you shortly. The 650i will have 18 lanes of PCI-E
onboard and only support dual-GPU SLI setups in an x8/x8
configuration. If you’re a performance enthusiast, we say take
the plunge on the nForce 680i; it’s a great chipset, and you
won’t be disappointed. If you’re looking to keep things more
modest for heat, noise, and power consumption, the nForce
650i SLI or an Intel 965/975X chipset-based motherboard
might be better options.

Stacy D. asked: I upgraded my computer this past month with a
new motherboard (Abit AW9D-MAX), RAM (Corsair TWIN2X2048-
8500C5), and processor (Intel Core 2 Duo E6600). Everything’s work-
ing fine, but no matter what I do, I can’t seem to get my processor to
run cooler than about 65 degrees Celsius. I installed a killer Zalman
CNPS9500 CPU cooler and used Artic Silver thermal compound. My
case wiring is pretty clean, and I have two intake fans in the front and
two exhaust fans on the back of my case, not including the fans in my
power supply. I have everything overclocked quite a bit (my processor
is stable at about 3.4GHz), but I still don’t think my CPU should be
running this hot. Do I have a bum CPU?

A: The short answer to your question is, ‘no,’ you don’t have a
bum CPU. You may be suffering from a case of unrealistic ex-

pectations, Stacy. Please don’t take offense at that state-
ment because we’ve all been there before: You

have seen or read what other folks have done
with a similar setup, and you think, ‘I can do that,

too!’ But when you step back and take a look at what
you have going on, you’ll see that your processor’s run-

ning stable at a clock frequency of 1GHz higher than its
rated speed with just air cooling. Not too shabby. We know
quite a few power users who would love a setup like yours.
Furthermore, in our own testing we’ve seen similar tempera-
tures when overclocking a Core 2 Duo, so there doesn’t seem
to be anything out of the ordinary going on with your system.

Nvidia’s new
nForce 680i chipset for the
Intel platform has the most robust features
on the market right now for Core 2 Duo and Core 2 Quad
enthusiasts; however, with 46 PCI Express lanes and Nvidia LinkBoost
technology, it consumes more power, too.
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Also, keep in mind that with traditional air cooling, you won’t
see the kind of low temperatures possible with a good liquid cool-
ing setup. With either liquid or air cooling, the theoretical lowest
temperature possible in an absolute best-case scenario would be
the ambient temperature of the room. Even so, in the real world
you’ll never see a processor’s temperature approach the ambient
temperature when it’s under a heavy load and pumping out some
serious heat. However, there are a couple of things you can do to
bring your processor’s temperature down slightly. You already
have a good cooler and used a high-quality thermal paste, and you
mentioned that your case wiring was neat, so that’s a good start.
You could also try lowering your processor’s core voltage a bit.
You may not have as much flexibility there because of your rela-
tively high overclock, but voltage is directly related to tempera-
ture, so every little bit counts. If you can drop your CPU’s voltage
by even 0.1 of a volt, it will probably run a couple of degrees cool-
er. You could also lower the ambient temperature in your com-
puter room and then all of your air cooled components will run a
bit cooler. Don’t go nuts, though, your system seems fine to us.

Wear-n-Tear asked: It seems Intel’s new Core 2 Duo dual-core
and Core 2 Extreme quad-core processors are all the rage right now. As
I’m sure you’re aware, the higher-end versions of the Core 2 line run on
a 1,066MHz FSB. I think Intel might be running out of gas when it comes
to its processor bus speed, but I did hear that a future Core 2 processor
might run at 1,333MHz bus speed. Is this fact or fiction?

A: You heard right, WT, and although Intel will neither con-
firm nor deny this because it won’t comment on unannounced
products, we know for a fact that the nForce 680i chipset we
mentioned earlier actually officially supports this 1.33GHz
(1,333MHz) system bus. We’d speculate that Intel’s future
Core 2 Extreme quad-core processors, coming out late Q2 or

early in the second half of this year, might support this, but
again, this isn’t something we’ve confirmed with Intel.

Frankly, it also stands to reason that Intel is going to need to
continue to ramp up that FSB speed to support the bandwidth
requirements as the power of its quad-core CPU architectures
begins to scale up, as well. It’s a mystery to us why Intel hasn’t
moved from its bus architecture to dedicated serial links, some-
thing AMD saw fit to include in its chips a while ago. 

If you look at the performance characteristics of the new Core
2 Extreme QX6700, for example, in the few applications that
support more multithreading beyond two cores, you don’t often
see the QX6700 scale as high as two times performance, though
it obviously has two times the CPU cores at its disposal. In some
cases the processor offers 75 to 80% more performance rather
than 100% more as you’d expect. This is because FSB latency
and bus contention issues between the cores waste some of that
processing power. One way around this is to jack up that FSB a
bit more to 1,333MHz (333MHz QDR [Quad Data Rate]),
which we think should be the next step for Intel. Furthermore,
we’re eagerly waiting for Intel to rip out the QDR bus altogether
in favor of going serial like the rest of the world. 

By the time you read this, AMD will have launched its 4x4
quad-core platform. It will be interesting to see how well 4x4
or a pair of Athlon 64 FX/X2 dual-core chips scale with
HyperTransport links and AMD’s Direct Connect architec-
ture. We have run only preliminary tests on AMD’s new plat-
forms as of this writing, but if we were betting men we would
wager that the product launch will be an uphill battle for
AMD because a two-socket approach isn’t as elegant or effi-
cient as Intel’s single-chip method.  ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta, 
the experts over at HotHardware.com

In addition to air cooling,
there are several ways to
cool your Intel Core 2
Duo processor.
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displays. SED (surface-conduction elec-
tron-emitter display) takes the best char-
acteristics of CRT display technology and
combines them with plasma and LCD
displays to create a sharp, high-resolution
display that can change images quickly
without shadows or blurring.

SSEEDD’’ss  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt

Canon has been researching SED tech-
nology since 1986 and in 1999 teamed up
with Toshiba to begin work together on
SED. In 2004, the two companies devel-
oped a joint company, called SED, to
begin commercializing SED TVs. 

Toshiba and Canon expect to begin
mass-producing SED panels in early 2008
(they have already delayed that target date
once, however), and SED TV shipments

in Japan will quickly follow. “As produc-
tion levels of panels increase, we will
begin marketing SED television outside
of Japan,” says Yuko Sugahara, a spokes-
person for Toshiba.

By joining forces, Canon and Toshiba
have merged their strengths in certain
areas to make SED a reality. Canon
brings high-end research on electron-
emission technologies and micro-fabrica-
tion to the partnership, while Toshiba
brings its expertise in CRT technologies
and in mass-producing LCDs.

TThhee  DDiiffffeerreenncceess

Although SED should have an advan-
tage over plasma and LCD (in theory, any-
way), the biggest difference between SED
and other high-def displays is that plasmas

I
t’s a good time to be a fan of TV. There
are adrenaline-pumping shows—“Lost,”
“CSI,” and “24,” to mention a few—

and adrenaline-pumping displays on which
to see them, as TVs have evolved in recent
years from CRTs to huge, high-def plasmas
and LCDs. 

TV has never been better. But, if
Canon and Toshiba have their way, you
haven’t seen the last of the great TV 

SED TV
A Blend Of CRT, 

LCD & Plasma

Comparing SED & CRT Technologies
SED TV brings together the best features of CRT displays and
LCD/plasma displays to create a large display that has high-def-
inition capabilities and extremely sharp images in a thin unit. 

SED technology most closely resembles CRT technol-
ogy, providing sharp images without the need for deep,
heavy display units. 

Because of the way the electron gun works in a CRT, it
requires a large tube to properly align the electron beams
and strike the phosphor in the correct location. On the other
hand, SED technology replaces the electron gun in a CRT
with a glass substrate that houses a SCE (surface-conduc-
tion electron-emitter). The number of emitters in the SCE is
equal to the number of pixels for the display. The emitters
send an electron beam through a vacuum-sealed spacer to
another glass substrate that’s coated with a fluorescent
material called phosphor. As the electrons strike the phos-
phor, they glow with varying intensities (depending on the
strength of the electron beam). Varying intensities from the
red, green, and blue phosphors combine to create a pixel of
the desired color. Each pixel requires three SCEs, and an
SED TV might have 6 million or more SCEs.

Although both CRT and SCE technologies can change the
pixels on the screen quickly, they refresh the screen differ-
ently. The CRT’s electron gun draws the screen by lighting
the pixels one line at a time, which can cause screen flicker.
The SCEs can refresh every pixel on-screen simultaneously,
eliminating screen flicker. 

Because of its similarity to CRT in the way it quickly
changes pixels on-screen, SED should eliminate problems
LCDs (and to a lesser degree, plasmas) sometimes experi-
ence with image lag, or ghosting, which can cause problems
for gamers.  ▲

Source: Toshiba

SED technology provides a sharper image across the entire screen
compared to CRT technology. As the electron gun in the CRT
approaches the edge of the screen, the path the electron beam
must follow to strike the phosphors distorts the light beam. This
distortion causes shadows and blurry images.

The electron beam doesn’t need to bend or curve to reach the
phosphors with SED technology and follows a shorter path, mean-
ing the light beam won’t become distorted. All images will remain
sharp with no shadows, regardless of their location on-screen.
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SED & SCE In Your Face

Sources: Toshiba, Canon, HowStuffWorks.com

Toshiba and Canon showed this 36-inch,
720p prototype of an SED TV in late 2005.
In October 2006, the two companies
reportedly demonstrated a 55-inch 
model with a 1080i display in Japan.

plasma TVs, according to Toshiba. With a
50,000:1 or 100,000:1 contrast ratio, SED
TV will be able to display extremely deep
blacks. Plasmas have a difficult time
achieving a deep black because their con-
trast ratio is closer to 3,000:1 (as of this
writing). Also, plasma can experience prob-
lems with stray noise at high elevations,
while SED won’t have such problems. 

Panasonic has already showcased a
103-inch plasma TV in early 2006, while
Canon and Toshiba have announced that
when the first SED TVs appear in 2008,
they’ll likely top out at 55 inches.

SED vs. LCD. One of the largest
LCDs (as of December 2006) manufac-
tured by Samsung measures 82 inches.
SED’s current model is only 55 inches.

In October 2006, Sharp introduced an
in-vehicle LCD with what the company
calls an industry-best 1,500:1 contrast ratio,
but it’s still much lower than what SED
will feature. LCD response times top out
currently at about 8ms, far slower than the

and LCDs are available now; SED is still a
few years from even entering the market. In
order to make a comparison, users have to
weigh the future potential of SED vs. the
realistic benefits today of LCD and plasma.

SED vs. plasma. SED TVs will feature
about one-third the power consumption of

sub-1ms that Toshiba says SED will have.
LCD delays in response times sometimes
cause ghosting in fast-moving images,
which can cause problems while gaming.

TThhee  MMaarrkkeett

SED, at least in the early stages, appears
to have several technological advantages
over plasma and LCD TVs. However, two
questions remain concerning the potential
success of SED: First, will technological
advances in LCD and plasma during the
next couple of years bring those options to
SED’s level before it even hits the market?
Second, will SED TVs be able to compete
financially with plasma and LCD TVs,
which are steadily dropping in price?

As far as SED TV’s pricing is concerned,
Sugahara says Toshiba and Canon have
made no specific plans, but they know the
challenge they’ll face when it’s time to set a
price point. “In order to launch an SED
television with strong market appeal, we
realize the need to further rationalize our
production processes and achieve additional
cost reductions,” Sugahara says.

Toshiba and Canon are confident that
SED’s inherent edge in features over LCD
and plasma will remain the key factor in
determining whether the high-def TV mar-
ket eventually will embrace SED. “Since
the full-scale arrival of digital broadcasting
has yet to arrive, we believe that the market
for flat-panel displays will continue to
grow,” Sugahara says. “We feel that there is
room for a new technology such as SED to
penetrate this market. We are confident
that SED has a [technological] advantage
that makes it more than capable of compet-
ing with other flat-panel displays.” ▲

by Kyle Schurman

An SED consists of millions of
SCEs. You can think of the SCEs
as miniature CRTs working to-
gether to create the image you
see on an SED TV. 

In SED technology, SCEs are
lined up and attached to a glass
substrate on the inside of the
back of the SED TV. The basic
structure for each SCE consists
of a layer of carbon only a few
nanometers thick with a gap in
the middle (shown in pink in the
“Close-Up Of SCE” diagram).
The SCE contains
one negative and
one positive elec-
trode on each side
of the gap. Applying
an electrical current
of 10 or more volts
between the elec-
trodes causes a
stream of electrons
to move across the
gap away from the
negative electrode

and toward the positive elec-
trode. The SCE then directs the
line of electrons in a beam
through the vacuum between
the two glass substrates toward
the front of the TV (labeled as
“scattering” in the “Close-Up Of
SCE” diagram). Applying voltage
to a thin metal (aluminum) sheet
on the front of the TV gives the
metal a positive charge that
draws the electron beam toward
the proper phosphor. Finally,
Toshiba’s Microfilter tube 

technology fits between the
phosphor and the glass sub-
strate, providing color filtering.

When the electron beam
strikes the phosphors on the
inside of the TV screen (the
glass substrate at the front of
the TV), the phosphors glow.
Each SED controls one phos-
phor on-screen. Each group of
blue, red, and green phosphors
(shown in the “2D Front View”
diagram) makes up one pixel in
the display’s image.  ▲

2D Front View 3D Side ViewClose-Up Of SCE
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Nvidia GeForce 8800
Paving The Way For Vista & DX10

include more details in extreme darkness
or light. Lumenex also provides a 10-bit
display architecture along with 10-bit
DACs, which can yield more than 1 bil-
lion different colors (vs. 16.7 million col-
ors with 8-bit display architecture). 

Parallel processing design. The GeForce
8800 GPU uses 128 individual SPs (stream
processors) running at up to 1.35GHz. The
GPU can shift the SPs to various opera-
tions (vertex, pixel, geometry, or physics)
depending on demands of the application.

By shifting the processing capabilities to the
operation where they’re needed most, the
GPU can operate at its highest efficiency.

DirectX 10 compatibility. Windows
Vista will require DX10, and Nvidia built
the 8800 GPU to take full advantage of
DX10. “We’ve worked with Microsoft on
DirectX 10 for the past number of years,”
Paul says. “We’re part of their graphics
advisory board. Microsoft also comes to
us as they’re writing the API to see how it
will translate onto the hardware.”

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

W
hen a company like Nvidia
releases a new product, the
computing industry naturally

is going to take notice. When that new
product involves a new succession of
GPUs—such as the GeForce 8 series, led
by the GeForce 8800—the industry’s
attention ratchets forward about tenfold.

Now consider that the GeForce 8800
is the first GPU designed specifically to
work with Microsoft Vista operating
system and DirectX 10 technology. The
GeForce 8 series also yields a new set 
of graphics technologies and features
that will bring a new level of image
quality to graphics.

NNeeww  FFeeaattuurreess

Nvidia announced several new products
in November 2006, including the GeForce
8800 GTX and GeForce 8800 GTS graph-
ics cards and the nForce 680i SLI, nForce
650i SLI, and nForce 650i Ultra mother-
boards. (For nForce mobo specs go to www
.cpumag.com/cpufeb07/nforce.

The GeForce 8800 GPUs will offer sev-
eral high-end capabilities, many of which
are aimed at improving image quality.
“We’ve revamped the entire image-quality
engine,” says Jason Paul, Nvidia’s senior
product manager. “We knew we had
made a lot of improvements, but I’m not
sure we thought people would recognize
the image-quality improvements as much.
Everyone is so focused on speed, but the
press really has seemed to dive into all
aspects of the image quality.”

Lumenex engine. By implementing the
Lumenex processing engine in its 8800
GPU, Nvidia is providing greatly im-
proved image quality over previous GPUs.
Lumenex uses HDR (High Dynamic
Range) lighting, which allows for 128-bit
precision in rendering graphics. With
HDR, developers can create extremely
realistic lighting and shadows, as well as

Overclocking The 680i
Nvidia says its engineers designed the nForce 680i chipset and motherboard to maximize
its overclocking potential. In the past, computer hardware manufacturers haven’t always
been supportive or encouraging of the work of overclockers, so Nvidia’s approach is
somewhat new, although more hardware manufacturers are moving in this direction.
Some of the key components you can overclock on the 680i are marked in red. ▲

Source: Nvidia
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include support for XHD. Game perfor-
mance with XHD allows for widescreen
resolutions up to 2,560 x 1,600.

CCUUDDAA

Nvidia includes more than improved
graphics image quality and overall graph-
ics rendering performance with the 8800

GPUs. A new computing architecture 
for the 8800 GPUs—called CUDA (com-
pute unified device architecture)—lets
developers write code that can take 
advantage of the GPU’s ability to han-
dle data-intensive processing for opera-
tions beyond graphics processing, such as
financial number-crunching.

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

GeForce 8 vs. GeForce 7: The Hair Algorithm

GeForce 8800 Architecture
Source: Nvidia

Sources: Nvidia, The Tech Report

One of the most obvious differences between Nvidia’s GeForce 7
series of GPUs and the GeForce 8 series is in how the two GPUs
render hair. Creating realistic-looking hair is a processor-intensive
process requiring several extremely complex algorithms. 

The GeForce 8, using DirectX 10 technology, moves responsi-
bilities away from the CPU and therefore greatly changes the way
the GPU handles the processing. In the
GeForce 7 series (using DX9), the CPU per-
forms the physics simulation of the hair, as
well as the interpolation and tessellation of
the control points it needs to create realistic
hair. (Interpolation is the process of determin-
ing a data point from a series of known data
points. Tessellation is the process of compil-
ing data into triangles for graphics rendering.)

The new series of GeForce GPUs with DX10 pass those tasks 
on to the GPU, freeing the CPU to perform other tasks. Because 
the CPU isn’t designed for high-end graphics processing, many
graphics developers using DX9 simply give up on trying to realis-
tically render hair, leaving the CPU to handle other key tasks
involving gameplay and computing functions. ▲

Algorithm GeForce 7 Series GeForce 8 Series

Physical simulation on control points CPU GPU

Interpolate and tessellate control points CPU GPU-GS*

Save tessellated hairs to memory CPU GPU-SO**

Render hair to deep shadow map GPU GPU

Render hair to back buffer GPU GPU

*GS (performed by the geometry shader); **SO (sent to memory using stream output)

The GeForce 8800 GTX represents a new architecture in GPUs.
We'll highlight some of the most important new aspects of the
8800, which contains about 681 million transistors (the 7900 GTX
contains 278 million transistors), in this diagram. 

The 8800 GTX contains 128 SPs (stream processors) placed in
eight groups of 16 (green boxes). Each group of SPs has its own
set of TA (texture addressing) units and TF (texture filtering) units
(large blue boxes) and its own
L1 memory cache. Each SP is
a general floating-point proces-
sor that can handle many types
of operations. Working at a
clock speed of 1.35GHz, each
SP provides a large amount of
processing power. 

As you can see from the dia-
gram, each group of SPs is
connected to almost every other
area of the chip, which lets the
groups share data for additional
processing. For example, one
group might perform the initial
processing of data and then

pass it to a second group that will use the results from that data to
perform processing on a different set of data.

This data eventually moves to one of six ROP partitions (small
blue boxes), each of which includes its own L2 memory cache.
Finally, the data moves to the graphics memory/frame buffer (gray
boxes marked “FB”) on a 64-bit path. With six paths, the 8800
GTX offers a total 384-bit path to memory.  ▲

Windows Vista features. Vista users
will find several new navigational and
graphics rendering features with the new
OS, including WDDM (Windows Dis-
play Driver Model) and DWM (Desk-
top Windows Manager).

XHD (Extreme High Definition)
game performance. The 8800 GPUs
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Developers can use the C programming
language to take advantage of CUDA tech-
nology on the GeForce 8 series. Because the

8800 GPU is designed to handle thousands
of threads simultaneously, it’s better at per-
forming some data-intensive computing

tasks than a CPU. For example, the 8800
uses CUDA to perform high-end physics
calculations, which improves gameplay and

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

GeForce 8800 Architecture

Source: Nvidia

By changing from a linear pipeline design found in its previous
GPUs to a unified pipeline design, Nvidia gives the 8800 the
ability to use its pipelines more efficiently. Rather than adding
more pipelines to handle more complex shader processing
demands, the 8800 reduces idle time in the pipelines to create

better performance by using a unified design. (ATI has devel-
oped a unified design product of its own, called R500 or Xenos,
that Microsoft uses in its Xbox 360 gaming hardware. ATI likely
will include a unified design in its next family of GPUs.)  ▲

The Discrete Design graphic
shows the pipeline model
the GeForce 7 series of
GPUs use. Data enters at
the top of this linear model
and passes through each
type of shader, regardless
of whether a particular
shader has any work to 
do on the data.

In Nvidia’s Unified Design, the pipeline
is almost circular or looping in nature.
Data enters the pipeline at the top of
the shader core for processing. Upon
output, the core writes the data to a
register, which feeds the data back to
the top of the shader core for the next
operation. The data passes through the
core in this looping manner until all of
the operations occur.

The GeForce 8800 GPU also deals with the problem of using pixel shaders vs.
vertex shaders. Because applications require more pixel shaders than vertex
shaders the majority of the time, most hardware contains more dedicated pixel
shader units. There are certain times, however, when a GPU needs more vertex
shaders, leaving the pixel shader hardware idle. 

Using a unified design reduces idle times. The unified shader uses all 12 pipelines vs.
only five in the older design; the unified SP in the GeForce 8800 lets this happen. The
8800’s control logic can assign any type of operation to any available SP.

GeForce 8800 Specifications

Source: Nvidia

Nvidia’s 8800 GTX and 8800 GTS GPUs both
carry the same core technologies and features,
but they offer slightly different specifications
and performance levels.

8800 GTX 8800 GTS 7900 GTX

Stream processors 128 96 32 (8 vertex and 24 pixel)

Transistors 681 million 681 million 278 million

Core clock 575MHz 500MHz 650MHz

Shader clock 1.35GHz 1.2GHz 700MHz

Memory clock 900MHz 800MHz 800MHz

Memory 768MB 640MB 512MB

Total memory interface 384-bit 320-bit 256-bit

Memory bandwidth 86.4GBps 64GBps 51.2GBps

Texture fill rate 36.8 billion/sec 24 billion/sec 15.6 billion/sec

Price $649 to $699 $499 to $549 $450 to $600
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creates more exact visual effects (such as an
explosion that includes secondary damage).

TTaakkee  NNoottiiccee

Considering all of the new features
and designs in the 8800, it’s probably
not too surprising Nvidia has worked on
this chip for four years and spent more

than $400 million in research and devel-
opment, according to Paul. “It’s been
the most ambitious product in the histo-
ry of the company,” Paul says.

Regardless of Nvidia’s ambitions, the
GeForce 8800 definitely provides an
impressive list of new features and tech-
nologies. Combine the 8800 with the

upcoming Vista and DX10 releases, and
the 8800 deserves all of the attention it’s
receiving.  The 8800 looks good—
whether it’s the images on-screen or its
list of features.  ▲

by Kyle Schurman

The Lumenex Engine

Source: Nvidia

historically have had difficulty with texture filtering on surfaces at
odd angles to the scene (either not at a 90-degree angle to the
player’s viewpoint or not parallel to the player’s viewpoint). 

In this screen shot (left) from Unreal Tournament 2004, the
problem is easy to see. In both examples, the player can easily
see the fine details in section A because the floor is parallel to his
viewpoint. However, the problems with texture filtering are more

obvious in sections B and C in the example with the older
GPU. The surfaces in B and C aren’t at 90-degree angles to
the floor, so you can’t see any fine detail on those surfaces. 

By applying anisotropic texture filtering to the odd-angle
surfaces, the GeForce 8800 can bring some fine detail to
those surfaces. The Lumenex Engine uses complex algo-
rithms to complete the calculations it needs to create fine
details in the odd-angle surface texture. With anisotropic
texture filtering, the GPU determines the angle of each pixel
in the texture’s surface to the screen and takes multiple
samples (up to 128 samples per pixel) from the texture.
The GeForce 8800 can use texture filtering because of its
high bandwidth, which lets it handle the large amounts of
data anisotropic texture filtering needs without suffering
any significant performance drops.  ▲

When developing its GeForce 8800 GPU, Nvidia’s engineers focused much of their
attention on features and innovations aimed at improving overall image quality.
Nvidia named the image processing engine in the 8800 the Lumenex Engine. The
engine brings significant improvements in several areas, including antialiasing and
anisotropic texture filtering, to image quality.

Antialiasing. Nvidia introduced MSAA (multisample antialiasing) in 2001, and 4X
MSAA was the standard with the GeForce 7 series (with four samples per pixel).
Running 4X MSAA requires four times the storage and ROP bandwidth that standard
antialiasing requires. As you can see from the magnified screen shots, 4X MSAA is
an excellent improvement over an image without antialiasing, but it isn’t perfect. The
edges of objects in high-contrast areas still have some issues with gradient quality.

The GeForce 8800 brings 16X CSAA (coverage sampling antialiasing) to enhance
image quality and produce nearly perfect gradients. With 16X CSAA, the GPU can get
16 samples per pixel and maintain strong performance by taking those samples more
efficiently. MSAA technology is a “brute-force” technology, meaning
the GPU must take the samples from the same positions each time.
CSAA technology, however, is “intelligent” because it takes its sam-
ples in areas where they’ll provide the most benefit to the rendering
process. This reduces strain on the memory system and lets 16X
CSAA run at a loss of speed of only about 10 to 20% of the speed of
4X MSAA (as you can see from the benchmarks in the chart). One
reason 16X CSAA can maintain its speed is because its color sam-
pling remains the same as 4X MSAA; the 16X only refers to the
antialiasing samples.

Anisotropic texture filtering. Antialiasing takes care of the edges
of objects in a scene, but the surface and texture of the items
requires a different technology, called texture filtering. Texture filter-
ing provides the texture details on the surface of each item. GPUs

A n t i a l i a s i n g

A n i s o t r o p i c  t e x t u r e  f i l t e r i n g

Resources 1,600 x 1,200, 4X MSAA 1,600 x 1,200, 16X CSAA

3DMark 2006 7419 7044

Call Of Duty 93.6fps 88fps

Far Cry 134.3fps 113.2fps

X3: Reunion 78.9fps 67fps
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he first dual-processor computer you
owned might have been a salvage job—a
dual Pentium Pro motherboard you’d

rescued from the trash and outfitted with processors
bought on eBay, perhaps. Barring the archaic CD-ROM
drive with its caddy tray, it was a speed demon. Every
time you sat down at someone else’s machine, it was like

wading through molasses in winter.
That was 1998. Now, almost a decade

later, dual-processor systems are no
longer quite so exotic or unusual. The newest trend is to 
pack multiple CPU cores onto a single die, which not only
improves performance but also reduces power consumption
and heat. Intel’s Pentium D and Core 2 processor lines
kicked off this trend with a bang, and AMD followed suit,
keeping pace with its X2 and dual-core FX processors. Now,
Intel’s poised to unleash the next stage in the evolution of the
Core: the Core 2 Quad, also known as the Core 2 Extreme.

In this article, we’ll take a look at what’s under the hood
of the Core 2 Quad and Extreme processors—how they’re
composed, who they’re intended for, and what compro-
mises Intel had to make to bring them to market. 

Why More Is (Almost Always) Better
Most people aren’t accustomed to the idea that you can

use two processors to get more work done on a PC. Many
high-end workstation PCs and servers have shipped with
dual-processor or even quad-processor configurations for a
long time. The benefits are something like the difference
between a store that only has one checkout lane open and
another that has two. The more checkout lanes, the less any
individual person has to wait in line. Likewise, a machine
with two of a given kind of processor can handle twice the
computational load as a machine only running one.

But using multiple processors in a PC has always come
at a cost. The financial cost of a second processor is obvi-
ous: You have to buy the second processor and have a
motherboard that accepts two processors, as well, which
can be pricey. A second processor also consumes more
electricity and generates more waste heat. Although these
things aren’t as much of a concern on a single desktop,
they pose real problems when multiplied by the number of
computers in a whole company.

To that end, Intel decided to try a compromise of
sorts. It packed two separate processor cores onto a single
physical processor die to see how well it performed. As it

turned out, this arrangement was able to give Intel the
performance of a dual-processor system without the phys-
ical overhead—the second processor socket, heat, fan
noise, and power consumption. The first such dual-core
processor was the Pentium D, but more recently, Intel
offered up the groundbreaking Core 2, which beat the
performance of both its own comparable dual-processor
CPUs and AMD’s.

As successful as the Pentium D and the Core 2 have
been, where does Intel go from here? The answer: go from
two cores to four for even more parallelism, and keep them
all on the same package. AMD’s competing technology,
4x4, involves placing two dual-core processors on a single
motherboard. The Core Quad, however, packs everything
into a single package, but as we’ll see, that doesn’t prohibit
people from using multiple Cores on a single system.

Whom The Cores Are For
Kentsfield, as Intel dubbed its quad-core processor in the

lab, is, not surprisingly, slated to come out in a few formats:
the high-end Core 2 Extreme, which is already available for
a king’s ransom, the consumer-oriented Core 2 Quad, and
the server-oriented Xeon. (For the sake of brevity, we’ll refer
to all of them as the Quad unless we need to distinguish
one from another.)

Intel’s press material and advertising campaign for the
Core 2 Extreme describe it as “the ideal desktop processor
for those who want an outstanding multimedia and gam-
ing experience.” In short, it’s targeted (at least first) at
gamers, enthusiasts, and high-end users—people who
demand the absolute most out of their PC and are fond of
tweaking, tuning, and overclocking to squeeze out as
much performance as they can. In one of many nods to
the overclocker crowd, overspeed protections on the
QX6700 have been removed, allowing the chip to be
revved up far beyond its specifications.

But as we’ll see, the Quad doesn’t really show off its
best performance in garden-variety computing. Less ambi-
tious folks will probably be better served by buying a more
conventional Core processor because the real advantages of
having more than two cores don’t show up in ordinary
desktop programs. 

The Cores Of The Quad-Core
As you’ve heard, the Core 2 Quad consists of two regular

Core 2 processors, manufactured using the same 65nm

s p o t l i g h t
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process as the conventional Core 2, both
sharing a single socket and communicating
with each other through the FSB, which
runs at 1,066 MHz. This is similar to the
way Intel developed with the 9xx-series
Pentium D processor, which is a pair of
Pentium 4 Cedar Mill dies in a single pack-
age (with the Cedar Mill itself being a
65nm version of the 6xx-series core).

The fact that the processors talk to
each other through the FSB rather than
through a dedicated interface of some
kind has already drawn criticism. For one,
the load the Quad imposes on the FSB is
bound to be a lot heavier than one a con-
ventional Core 2 imposes. On a system
where all four cores are being maxed out,
that can turn into a performance road-
block. Intel will eventually replace this
with the new CSI (Common System
Interface; not to be confused with the hit
TV show) bus, but for now the Quad

relies on existing bus designs, much as the
Core and Core 2 did, making it more
incremental than revolutionary.

Because the Quad is based directly on an
existing chip design that hasn’t really been
heavily modified, Intel was able to get it to
market quite quickly. Of course, that also
means the Quad carried many of the exist-
ing design limitations—many of which a
four-core configuration all the more bla-
tantly displayed. For one, the multiple
cores in the Quad are “locked”: they all
have to run at the same frequency and volt-
age. If you have two cores that are running
CPU-intensive threads while another two
are sitting mostly idle, all four of them are
drawing the same amount of power. 

By contrast, AMD’s upcoming Bar-
celona architecture (a future iteration of
its K8L processor line) is designed to 
scale the clock speed of a given core on
demand: Cores that aren’t being taxed

s p o t l i g h t

The Core 2
Extreme quad-core processor
packages two dual-core Core 2 chips into a single
physical package, effectively compressing four sockets into one.
Source: Intel

will slow down and use less power. Time
will tell if this process proves practical,

but it’s one area where AMD may
again show incremental
progress over Intel by
taking its time and not
rushing out a product.

As a result, one of the
Quad’s biggest downsides is
its power consumption—as
much as 130W, twice as
much as the Core Duo’s
65W. However, we suspect
Intel isn’t counting on the
Quad to ship in the same
quantity as conventional Core 2
designs. Price is a partial consid-
eration, and the Quad’s target
market (gamers, enthusiasts, etc.)
does not typically have lower
power consumption as one of its
goals. But if Intel’s plans are to sell
substantially more quad-core pro-
cessors in time to people not in the
enthusiast space, it’ll need to address
the power consumption issue.

One of the Quad’s better fea-
tures, however, is that it’s highly
backward-compatible with existing
Socket 775 motherboards. If you’re

already running a Core 2 Duo, you
can pop it out and drop in a Core 2
Quad with little or no modification. This
makes it an easy upgrade for the bleed-
ing-edge users—the gamers, the tweakers,
and the overclockers—who already have
Core 2 Duos and want to get that addi-
tional burst of pure power.

The only other folks who have the same
thirst for power and parallelism are people
running high-end servers; but those folks
tend to operate on a sterner budget and
schedule and can’t simply upgrade to the
latest and greatest hardware whenever they
like. That said, Intel wisely decided to
make the Quad as much of a drop-in
replacement as possible for existing Core 2
Extremes and Core 2 Duos. That way,
early adopters wouldn’t be forced to pick
up a whole new motherboard, as well.

Changes From The Top Down
What about servers? Server applications

thrive on multiprocessor (and multicore)
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systems, so the Quad design sounds like a
shoo-in for use in server architectures. To
that end, Intel announced a road map for
its server CPUs through 2007 and beyond,
where the Quad (or four-core implementa-
tions of some kind) will turn up:

Intel Xeon UP Server. This is the Xeon
3000 single processor series with a dual-
core design; Intel will roll out a quad-core
Xeon in this line under the 3200 series
moniker in 2007. UP stands for uniproces-
sor, so this model’s targeted at the lower
end of the server market.

Intel Xeon DP 5000. These Xeons, cur-
rently in the Xeon 5000/5100 series, are
already being overtaken by the quad-core
Xeon 5300. DP means dual processor, so
these will turn up in midrange servers and
perhaps some high-end workstations.

Intel Xeon MP 7000. MP stands for
multiprocessor—four-way or better—and
right now the Xeon 7000 and 7100 make
up this particular line of processors for
high-end servers. The new Caneland plat-
form, presumably a future iteration of the
Core design with the two already planned
processors Tigerton and Dunnington, will
eventually eclipse the 7000 series. 

At the highest end of the roadmap is
Intel’s Itanium 2, its 64-bit server processor
line, which is also set to receive a quad-core
makeover. The revamped four-way Itan-
ium, codenamed Tukwilla, will be socket-
compatible with future Xeon processors
and vice versa; each of the four cores in the
die will come with a whopping 6MB of L2
cache (for a total of 24MB on the whole
chip). But other changes in store for
Tukwilla and the Itanium will have impli-
cations for every other processor in Intel’s
lineup, including, yes, future iterations of
the Core Quad.

New Paths
AMD’s more efficient handling of

memory and interprocessor communica-
tion has been one of its big selling points
and one of the biggest thorns in Intel’s
side. With HyperTransport, the CPU
spends much less time waiting for system
memory to respond, which improves
overall performance. When the Core and
Core 2 rolled out, Intel compensated for
the latency of the system memory by

outfitting the processors with large L2
caches, and it seemed to work nicely in
real-world performance testing. But
eventually the underlying problems—
memory latency and chip-to-chip com-
munications—have to be addressed, and
Intel finally has a plan to do that. It just
won’t happen immediately.

To that end, the biggest and most
important change is the debut of a long-
awaited, next-generation bus called CSI.
CSI is designed to compete directly with
HyperTransport. It has a dedicated chan-
nel to allow processor-to-processor and
processor-to-memory communication
without using up bandwidth on the rest
of the system bus. 

Hard details about CSI are still difficult
to come by, but a number of things are
clear. For one, processors that plug into a
CSI bus will have their own integrated
memory controllers, which is along the
lines of AMD’s own approach. This fur-
ther reduces competition for the use of an
external memory controller. Also, proces-
sors on a CSI bus have their own on-die
router for CSI traffic; this again reduces
the amount of traffic that would be placed
on any one external controller for that job.

The bad news is that Tukwilla (and
CSI) won’t see the light of day until 2008,
at least, and may not even be in broad
availability until 2009. In the meantime,
the Quad is out now and runs on existing
motherboards, despite the known existing
limitations of Intel’s bus architecture.

A Hard Or Soft Problem? 
One of the biggest limitations faced by

the Quad is actually not hardware, but
software. As we mentioned earlier, the pro-
grams that the Quad make the best use of
are multithreaded applications—programs
that perform multiple operations in paral-
lel. Few consumer or desktop applications
do this, but the few that do are usually in
the hands of PC enthusiasts. Microsoft
Word, for instance, can use more than one
processor for certain things, but the total
improvement in speed is so minimal that it
won’t even register subjectively. On the
other hand, many graphics development
programs, such as Photoshop or 3D ren-
dering packages; video editing suites; and

database applications will run faster on a
multicore system.

When Anandtech.com ran its own set of
benchmarks, it found the Core 2 Extreme
QX6700 and the Core 2 Quad to be at best
only marginally faster—and in some cases
worse—than the existing Core 2 Extreme
and Core 2 Duo chips for many games and
benchmarks. Anandtech.com admitted that
many of the games in question might sim-
ply not be optimized to allow for enough
parallelization to benefit a quad-core
design. With applications that were more
explicitly designed for high parallelization,
such as 3D rendering, the Quads bounded
ahead of their dual-core counterparts.

s p o t l i g h t

The Core 2 Quad is the more consumer-
and mainstream-oriented edition of 
the Quad; the Core 2 Extreme, with 
overclocking features, is the enthusiast’s
and bleeding-edge user’s edition.
Source: Intel
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In short, the more threads a program
had to throw at a given problem, the bet-
ter. The problem is that some operations
simply can’t be all that heavily parallelized.

Encoding MP3 audio, for instance, is a
highly linear procedure; the Quad bench-
marks for that test were not perceptibly
better than the Duo. Windows Media

Encoder 9 and DivX, however, ran
markedly faster. (With a video clip, the
sound and picture can be encoded sepa-
rately, which is one kind of paralleliza-
tion; depending on the codecs being used,
multiple processors can take advantage of
additional enhancements.)

No Quad To Go?
Because of the power consumption

issue, it seems unlikely that Intel will pro-
duce a mobile Quad in the near future. In
its Quad-Core Processor Update Fact
Sheet dated Nov. 16, 2006, the only
mention of mobile processors comes in
the form of a reference to the mobile ver-
sion of the Intel Core Duo, and the only
low-voltage Quad is a server-level proces-
sor for rack and blade setups. 

It also doesn’t seem likely that a mobile
Quad would capture a sizeable enough
audience to justify the expense of pro-
ducing it. For one, mobile processors are
almost always sold as part and parcel of 
a given notebook or mobile device; they
don’t have the inherent level of upgradabili-
ty that you find in a desktop system or serv-
er. Also, even a low-voltage Quad would
still burn through the most resilient lap-
top batteries. Finally, the applications that
could really take advantage of a Quad are
not generally the kinds of things run on a
notebook or taken on the road. 

Futureproofing
When Intel rolled out the Core 2 and

Core 2 Duo architectures, there was a sense
in the industry that the chipmaker was
hatching something genuinely new and
exciting. And by all accounts (especially
those who have had the pleasure of working
with the new processors) Intel has created a
new approach, a way to get off the “giga-
hertz treadmill” and move toward better
ways of doing things. The Quad, however,
seems more like a holding action than any-
thing else, a clever way to repackage exist-
ing Duo technology for enthusiasts and
bleeding-edge users but few others. The real
changes will come in the 2008/2009 time-
frame, when Intel finally breaks away from
the limits of the frontside bus design.  ▲

by Serdar Yegulalp
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The quad-core Xeon has a place in all of Intel’s current server processor lineups. Future 
iterations of the server processors, from the Itanium down, will all be socket-interchangeable. 
Source: Intel

The Core 2 Quad’s meant to coexist in the market with the current Core 2 Duo design
(including the Core 2 Extreme), but future unreleased processor designs (Penryn and
Nehalem) will eventually eclipse them all. 
Source: Intel
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ith the release of Intel’s Core 2 Extreme QX6700,
an onslaught of motherboards arrived to support
the new CPU. For a time, motherboard manufac-
turers were clearly behind AMD and its Athlon 64
processors, but the buzz that Intel’s Core 2 Duo
and Extreme processors generated has spurred the
release of some killer, enthusiast-class motherboards
for the Intel platform. AMD’s three-year virtual

stranglehold on the high-end motherboard market
appears to have come to an abrupt end, thanks to the

demise of NetBurst and the arrival of the Core microarchitecture.
We pulled together seven top-of-the-line, QX6700-compatible

motherboards to see how they would fare with Intel’s quad-core
powerhouse. Some of the motherboards we looked at are based on
brand-new chipsets, such as Nvidia’s nForce 680i SLI, while others
use time-tested core logic like Intel’s 975X Express. But they all
share the same enthusiast-class pedigree and are targeted squarely at
power users and gamers.

Asus P5N32-SLI Premium/WiFi-AP
On paper, the Asus P5N32-SLI Premium has a lot going for it.

The motherboard is built around Nvidia’s feature-laden nForce 590
SLI Intel Edition chipset. And in typical fashion, Asus went the extra
mile and incorporated a number of extras, such as a Wi-Fi access
point, an eight-phase power array, and multiple eSATA ports. In
practice, however, the P5N32-SLI Premium left us feeling a bit flat.

A couple of users manuals—one for the motherboard and the
other for the WiFi-AP—accompanied the P5N32-SLI Premium.
Asus bundles a driver CD and its Media Launcher CD, which con-
tains the following content production apps: MediaOne Gallery,
WinDVD Creator 2 Platinum, InterVideo PhotoAlbum, Disc
Master 2.5 Platinum, and DVD Copy 2.5 Platinum. 
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The board also ships with a custom
I/O shield, SoundMAX SuperBeam
microphone, Wi-Fi antenna, audio riser
card, and a package of very handy Q-
Connectors. (If you’re unfamiliar with
Asus’ Q-Connectors, they are clearly
labeled jumper blocks that make it easier
to connect case controls, front panel
audio, and USB headers to the mother-
board.) Asus also threw in two case brack-
ets with additional USB and FireWire
ports, a plethora of cables (one floppy,
one IDE, and six SATA cables), and three
Molex-to-SATA power adapters. Lastly,
there are two barrel fans, should you want
to actively cool the VRM, and three SLI
bridge connectors. 

Why three SLI bridge connectors?
We’re not quite sure just yet, but the
board has three PEG slots for a reason.
And if you remember Nvidia’s launch
event for the GeForce 8800 GTX, the
company hinted at potential future
enhancements in SLI functionality; we can
deduce that the additional bridge connec-
tors and the 8800 GTX’s extra sets of SLI
goldfingers are related to these as yet
unannounced enhancements.

In general, the P5N32-SLI Premi-
um’s layout is good. All of the board’s
major connectors and headers line the
edges of the PCB, and everything is
clearly labeled and easy to access .
Looking at the P5N32-SLI Premium’s
large, copper chipset and VRM cooling
apparatus, you’d think installing over-
sized, aftermarket coolers or extra-long
graphics cards could create headaches,

but they didn’t. Asus also lays out the
P5N32-SLI Premium’s I/O cluster well,
thanks to the board’s legacy-free nature
and the SoundMAX riser card, which
holds six of the board’s audio ports. The
I/O contains PS/2 keyboard and mouse
ports, optical and coaxial S/PDIF con-
nectors, a single FireWire port, two
eSATA ports, four USB 2.0 ports, two
RJ45 GigE LAN ports, and an antenna
connector for the Realtek RTL8187L-
driven Wi-Fi controller.

The P5N32-SLI Premium’s BIOS is
well-equipped and should please all but
the most discriminating overclocker.
There is a full lineup of tools within 
the P5N32-SLI Premium’s BIOS for
tweaking clock speeds and voltages, and
users can enable or disable all of the
board’s integrated peripherals from
within the BIOS. 

The P5N32-SLI Premium falters a bit
in regard to performance. In our testing,
even with the latest BIOS revision and
drivers installed, the P5N32-SLI Pre-
mium lagged behind the competition in
virtually every test. The changes weren’t
huge, but considering nForce 680i SLI-
based motherboards with more features
and better performance are available for
only a few dollars more, it’s difficult to
recommend the P5N32-SLI Premium.

Intel D975XBX2KR 
Intel’s BadAxe 975X Express-based

motherboard has undergone quite a num-
ber of revisions in its lifetime. Initial
BadAxe boards were released along with
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the Pentium Extreme Edition 955 pro-
cessor, and since then Intel has tweaked
BadAxe to support the Core 2 Duo 
and now the Core 2 Extreme QX6700. 
The latest iteration of the BadAxe, the
D975XBX2KR, however, has actually
been dubbed the BadAxe 2 for a couple of
reasons. This time around, instead of
making minor tweaks to support new
processors, Intel has outfitted the board
with a new RAID controller and BIOS,
beefed up the VRM, and offers official
support for DDR2-800 RAM.

As its name implies, at the heart of the
D975XBX2KR motherboard is Intel’s
975X Express chipset. Although it has
been around for some time, the 975X
Express chipset supports all Intel LGA775
processors with 800MHz or 1,066MHz
FSB speeds. It supports up to 8GB of
DDR2 RAM, and the memory controller
features Intel’s Memory Pipeline Technol-
ogy, which accelerates transfers between
system memory and the CPU. The second
component in the 975X chipset is the
ICH7R southbridge. The ICH7R has 
full support for Intel’s Matrix RAID
Storage Technology (RAID 0, 1, 5, and
10), Active Management Technology, and
high-definition audio. The ICH7R south-
bridge is also equipped with eight USB
2.0 ports and Intel PRO/1000 Gigabit
LAN support.

Despite its relatively high price, Intel
ships the D975XBX2KR with only the
bare essentials. Along with the board,
Intel threw in the obligatory users manu-
al and driver/utility CDs and floppies.

P5N32-SLI Premium/WiFi-AP
$219
Asus
www.asus.com
● ● ●

Asus P5N32-SLI Premium Specs:
Chipset: Nvidia nForce 590 SLI Intel Edition
Audio: SoundMAX ADI AD1988B 
(8-channel)
Ethernet: Marvell 88E1116 x 2
PCI-E x16 slots: 3
PCI-E x1 slots: 1
PCI slots: 2
SATA ports: 6 (2 eSATA)
IDE channels: 1
RAID support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD
Chipset/VRM cooling: passive/passive 
(optional fans)
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You also get IDE and floppy cables, four
SATA cables, a 4-pin Molex-to-SATA
power adapter, an I/O shield, and a case
bracket that houses a couple of addi-
tional USB ports.

The D975XBX2KR BadAxe 2 board
itself features three physical PCI Express
x16 slots, each with varying electrical
connections, and it fully supports ATI’s
CrossFire technology. When you inset 
a second video card into PEG slot 2, 
the first and second PEG slots’ PCI-E
lane configuration is automatically con-
verted to an x8/x8 configuration. When
you install a single graphics card, how-
ever, the first PEG slot has a true x16 
electrical connection.

The D975XBX2KR has a five-phase
power array, and Intel adorns each
MOSFET in the array with a relatively
large aluminum flame heatsink. Intel
also equips the northbridge and south-
bridge chips with their own aluminum

heatsinks. The ICH7R southbridge and
Marvell SATA controller each control
four of the board’s eight SATA ports.
The board also has four DDR2 DIMM
slots, Intel Gigabit Ethernet, and HD
audio support (courtesy of a Sigma-
Tel 9274D codec). The I/O port cluster
contains PS/2 mouse and keyboard
ports, legacy serial and parallel ports,
coaxial and optical S/PDIF outputs, a
FireWire port, four USB 2.0 ports, and
five 1/8-inch audio jacks.

Rounding out the board is a custom
BIOS that has a decent assortment of
tools for enterprising overclockers. From
within the BadAxe 2’s BIOS, you can
alter memory, chipset, and processor
voltages in addition to bus speeds.
Conservative as Intel is, it does incorpo-
rate a few disclaimers within the BIOS
and buries the overclocking menus a few
levels deep within the Advanced portion
of the BIOS’ system setup section. But

if you know where to look, the over-
clocking tools are there.

Throughout all of our testing, the
D975XBX2KR performed well and
remained rock solid. It’s relatively expen-
sive and lacks handy features, such as
eSATA and a POST code error reporter,
but the Intel D975XBX2KR would make
a solid foundation for any power user’s
QX6700-based system.

Evga nForce 680i SLI 775 Mainboard
(122-CK-NF68-AR) 

When Nvidia launched the nForce 680i
SLI chipset alongside its G80 graphics
processors, it announced a new mother-
board strategy, as well. When the company
launched the nForce 590 SLI for AMD’s
Socket AM2 platform, Nvidia designed a
reference motherboard that exploited all of
the features inherent to the chipset. Nvidia
also partnered with Foxconn to release a
motherboard wholly based on the design.
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nForce 680i SLI 775 Mainboard 
(122-CK-NF68-AR) 
$249
Evga
www.evga.com
● ● ● ● ●

Evga nForce 680i SLI 775 Mainboard
(122-CK-NF68-AR) Specs:
Chipset: Nvidia nForce 680i SLI
Audio: Realtek ALC885 (8-channel)
Ethernet: Marvell 88E1116 x 2
PCI-E x16 slots: 3
PCI-E x1 slots: 2
PCI slots: 2
SATA ports: 6 (optional eSATA)
IDE channels: 1
RAID support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD
Chipset/VRM cooling: passive 
(optional fan)/passive

D975XBX2KR
$279
Intel
www.intel.com
● ● ● ●

Intel D975XBX2KR Specs:
Chipset: Intel 975X Express
Audio: Sigmatel 9274D (8-channel)
Ethernet: Intel PC82573L
PCI-E x16 slots: 3
PCI-E x1: 0
PCI slots: 2
SATA ports: 8
IDE channels: 1
RAID support: 0, 1, 5, 10, JBOD, Matrix RAID
Chipset/VRM cooling: passive/passive
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(See page 53 in the August 2006 CPU for
our review of the Foxconn C51XEM2AA.)
But with the nForce 680i SLI, Nvidia
takes this model one step further. In addi-
tion to designing and building reference
nForce 680i SLI motherboards in-house,
Nvidia is enabling its partners to sell the
boards under their own brand names. The
first reference nForce 680i SLI mother-
board to land in our lab comes by way of
Evga, but XFX, Foxconn, and BFG will be
releasing essentially the same motherboard
detailed here. 

The Evga 122-CK-NF68-AR is a fully
loaded motherboard with impressive
hardware but a bland accessory bundle.
Along with the 122-CK-NF68-AR moth-
erboard, Evga included a users manual, a
driver/utility CD, RAID drivers on a
floppy disk, and an array of cables and
adapters (such as rounded floppy and
IDE cables, six SATA cables, three 4-pin
Molex-to-dual-SATA power adapters,
USB, Serial, and FireWire case brackets).
You also get an SLI bridge connector,
custom I/O shield, and an optional fan
you can mount to the northbridge heat-
sink for better cooling performance.

You get a six-phase VRM and alu-
minum heatsinks linked together with
heatpipes to passively cool the north-
bridge, southbridge, and VRM compo-
nents of the 122-CK-NF68-AR. Of
course, the optional fan isn’t a necessity
for day-to-day activities, but Nvidia rec-
ommends using it with any overclocking. 

In general, the 122-CK-NF68-AR has a
very good layout. During the board’s
design phase, it’s clear Nvidia had SLI and

the GeForce 8800 in mind. The board was
designed to be used with a pair of double-
wide graphics cards installed in SLI mode.
Slot placement is good, and you won’t have
to sacrifice random ports because the
graphics cards obscure or obstruct them.
The motherboard’s expansion slots are also
configured in such a way that there’s more
space between a pair of double-wide graph-
ics cards when they’re installed. In total
there are three PCI-E x16 slots (with x16,
x8, and x16 links, respectively), two PCI-E
x1 slots, and two standard PCI slots. Why
the three x16 slots? The extra slot is likely
there to support a third graphics card for
physics acceleration or for stream process-
ing GPU duties.

Evga also did a good job with some of
the more minute details. All of the 122-
CK-NF68-AR motherboard’s additional
expansion headers are clearly labeled, which
makes installation relatively easy, even for
the uninitiated. The board also features
useful power and reset microswitches and
an LED POST code error reporter. The
122-CK-NF68-AR’s single floppy and IDE
connectors are located along the front edge
of the board, just above two of the six
SATA ports. The other four SATA ports
are situated just behind the IDE connector,
in front of the four DIMM slots. You can
use any of the SATA ports for various
RAID configurations and even reassign
them as eSATA ports. Unfortunately, Evga
doesn’t include the adapters necessary to
convert a standard SATA port to eSATA.

The board’s I/O backplane houses
PS/2 mouse and serial ports, a FireWire
port, six USB 2.0 ports, analog and digital

audio inputs and outputs, and a pair of
RJ45 LAN jacks. A Realtek HD ALC855
codec handles the board’s audio duties,
and dual-Gigabit LAN comes by way of 
a pair of Marvell transceivers. 

Evga does a good job of laying out the
122-CK-NF68-AR’s BIOS, jamming it
with overclocking and performance-related
features. If you need to adjust a voltage 
or manipulate a frequency, the 122-CK-
NF68-AR’s BIOS gives you control over it.
During some overclocking experiments, we
were actually able to crank the board’s FSB
frequency to almost 2GHz. This mother-
board will definitely please overclockers.

Overall, performance was very good,
and only the Asus Striker Extreme has
features that rival the 122-CK-NF68-AR.
The Evga board is roughly $150 less ex-
pensive than the Striker Extreme, which
will surely enhance its appeal.

Abit AW9D-MAX 
Our next entrant in this quad-core-com-

patible roundup is a 975X Express-based
motherboard, the sleek Abit AW9D-MAX.
The AW9D-MAX is currently Abit’s flag-
ship desktop motherboard for the Intel
platform. It’s a streamlined board with a
spec sheet that’s clearly designed to appeal
to performance enthusiasts and overclock-
ers. There are a couple of things about the
AW9D-MAX, however, that leave a little
something to be desired. Its accessory bun-
dle isn’t one of them, though.

Abit includes a quick installation guide
and two users manuals with its board—
one for the motherboard itself and the
other for specific features, such as OC
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AW9D-MAX
$219
Abit
www.abit-usa.com
● ● ● ●

Abit AW9D-MAX Specs:
Chipset: Intel 975X Express
Audio: Realtek ALC882M (8-channel)
Ethernet: Realtek RTL8111B x 2
PCI-E16 slots: 2
PCI-E x1 slots: 1
PCI slots: 1
Proprietary slots: 1 AudioMAX audio slot
SATA ports: 7 (1 eSATA)
IDE channels: 1
RAID support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD, Matrix RAID
Chipset/VRM cooling: passive/passive
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Guru, Abit EQ, FlashMenu, and Black-
Box RAID. In addition to a reference
sticker, driver CD, and three floppies
with RAID drivers for the Intel and
Silicon Image controllers, the AW9D-
MAX also ships with an abundance of
cables and connectors (seven locking
SATA cables, rounded IDE and floppy
cables, and an optical audio cable). A sin-
gle case bracket that offers two USB ports
and a pair of FireWire ports, a custom
I/O shield (vented for the Silent OTES
[outside thermal exhaust system]), and,
interestingly enough, Abit includes an SLI
bridge connector with the board, as well.

The AW9D-MAX keeps its tempera-
tures under control by mounting a custom,
passive heatsink and heatpipe cooling ap-
paratus to the VRM and northbridge and
southbridge chips. The passive cooling sys-
tem obviously doesn’t generate any noise,
and vents in the included I/O shield line up
with the upper-most heatsink on the board
to further enhance its cooling. The board’s
layout is pretty good, except for the odd
placement of a SATA port between the
CPU socket and I/O backplane. It features
handy integrated power and reset switches,
a POST code error reporter, and LEDs that
cast a blue glow around the PCB’s edges.

The AW9D-MAX’s I/O backplane is
legacy-free and devoid of any serial or
parallel ports. Instead of using the extra
real estate to add more USB or FireWire
ports, however, Abit chose to leave the
space bare. It really looks empty consid-
ering many of the audio-related ports
reside on a riser card. Situated in the

I/O backplane are only PS/2 keyboard
and mouse ports, an eSATA port, four
USB 2.0 ports, and dual RJ45 GigE
LAN jacks. 

The AW9D-MAX supports CrossFire
and has an overclocker-friendly BIOS
that’s loaded with options for altering
memory timings, voltages, and bus
speeds. Overall, the AW9D-MAX is a
solid motherboard, but it does have a
shortcoming in our opinion. Abit equips
the AW9D-MAX with two PEG slots,
two PCI-E x1 slots, a single PCI slot, and
one proprietary AudioMAX slot to
accommodate the included 7.1-channel
audio riser card. With a pair of double-
wide graphics cards installed, you’re
forced to sacrifice the lone PCI slot and
one of the PCI-E x1 slots. This doesn’t
leave a lot of expansion possibilities. 

MSI 975X Platinum v2 PowerUp Edition 
MSI checked in with the least expen-

sive motherboard in this roundup, the
975X Platinum v2. But don’t let this
motherboard’s low price fool you into
thinking it’s a low-budget solution,
because the 975X Platinum is fully loaded
and stacks up well against its competition.

As you’ve probably guessed, the 975X
Platinum v2 is based on Intel’s 975X
Express chipset and supports all of the
features inherent to the chipset, such as
Matrix RAID, Dolby-certified HD audio,
and ATI CrossFire. The board’s also com-
patible with all Intel LGA775-based
processors, including the Core 2, Pen-
tium, and Celeron lines.

You get a decent assortment of ac-
cessories and software with the 975X
Platinum; for instance, you get a quick
installation guide, a complete users man-
ual, and instructions that explain how to
make a RAID driver floppy disk from
the included driver CD. Furthermore,
the driver and utility CD that accompa-
nies the 975X Platinum v2 contains
copies of Acrobat Reader, MSI’s Fuzzy
Logic utility, Live Update, PC Alert, and
Norton AntiVirus. The board also ships
with four SATA cables, rounded floppy
and 80-wire IDE cables, two 4-pin
Molex-to-SATA power adapters, and a
custom I/O shield. There were two 
case brackets in the package, as well, one
with diagnostic LEDs and a pair of 
USB 2.0 ports and another with a pair 
of FireWire ports.

MSI did a decent job with the 975X
Platinum’s layout, with the exception of the
placement of a couple of power connectors.
The 24-pin ATX connector is in a good
position, nestled among the floppy and
IDE ports and just behind the board’s four
DIMM slots. But the supplemental 8-pin
ATX power connector and an additional 4-
pin Molex accessory power connector are
located just above the first PEG slot,
between the northbridge heatsink and rear
I/O backplane. It’s not a huge deal, but the
placement of these connectors means you’ll
have to drape cables over the CPU socket,
which could somewhat hinder air flow.
Other than that, the 975X Platinum v2’s
layout is good. All of the expansion headers
are color-coded and clearly labeled, and, as
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975X Platinum v2 PowerUp Edition
$169
MSI
www.msicomputer.com
● ● ● ●

MSI 975X Platinum v2 Power
Up Edition Specs:
Chipset: Intel 975X Express
Audio: Realtek ALC882M (8-channel)
Ethernet: Intel PC82573L
PCI-E x16 slots: 2
PCI-E x1 slots: 2
PCI slots: 2
SATA ports: 5
IDE channels: 2
RAID Support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD
Chipset/VRM Cooling: passive/none
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an added bonus, MSI replaced the clear-
CMOS jumper with a reset button located
on the edge of the PCB. Users with large
fingers will appreciate this feature. A pair of
copper heatsinks passively cools the chipset,
but the components in the VRM are bare.

The 975X Platinum’s rear I/O cluster is
home to PS/2 mouse and keyboard ports,
serial and parallel ports, a single FireWire
port, four USB 2.0 ports, a single RJ45
GigE LAN jack, and seven audio jacks,
including coaxial S/PDIF. MSI doesn’t
include dual LAN—but, really, how many
people do you know who use multiple
LAN controllers in a single system?

MSI also did a satisfactory job with the
975X Platinum’s BIOS. There are toggles
for all of the board’s integrated peripher-
als and a moderate amount of overclock-
ing tools. You can alter a number of key
settings, such as memory timings and the
FSB and PCI-E frequencies, but there are
limited voltage options for the CPU,
memory, and PCI-E link.

Overall, the MSI 975X Platinum v2 is
a well-balanced product. It performed
well throughout our extended bench-
marking session, was consistently stable,
and its BIOS is pretty good. By doing
away with some features, such as eSATA
and a second GigE LAN controller, MSI
was able to keep the price low on the
975X Platinum v2, and the end result is a
motherboard with an undeniably appeal-
ing price/performance ratio.

Foxconn 975X7AB-8EKRS2H 
For this roundup we looked at Fox-

conn’s 975X7AB-8EKRS2H motherboard.

The first half of the name should tell you
that this board is built around the Intel
975X Express chipset. And like other
motherboards based on this chipset, it fully
supports ATI’s CrossFire, Matrix RAID,
LGA775 Intel processors, and HD audio.

When you first glance at Foxconn’s
975X7AB-8EKRS2H, it doesn’t stand
out physically against Asus’ or Abit’s
more over-the-top offerings, but closer
inspection reveals a very interesting fea-
ture: digital VRM. Foxconn calls this
Digital PWM (pulse width modulation)
circuitry. What this means is that all of
the capacitors, MOSFETs, and inductors
that typically surround a CPU socket are
missing from the 975X7AB-8EKRS2H,
and in their place are four miniscule
Digital PWM drivers, four embedded
chokes, and a small aluminum heatsink.
The Digital PWM circuitry really cleans
up the area around the CPU socket, and
it supplies power without generating
nearly as much heat as traditional VRMs. 

Although it’s not incredibly flashy,
the 975X7AB-8EKRS2H does have a
nice layout. A small aluminum heat-
sink-and-fan combo actively cools the
northbridge, and the southbridge has a
thin aluminum heatsink, so you won’t
see any large heatpipes snaking across
the board. Foxconn situates most of the
expansion headers and power connectors
along the edges of the PCB, with the
exception of an auxiliary 4-pin power
connector that sits alongside the board’s
first PCI-E x1 slot.

The 975X7AB-8EKRS2H’s I/O port
cluster is home to PS/2 mouse and 

keyboard ports, one eSATA port, a parallel
port, four USB 2.0 ports, a pair of RJ45
GigE LAN jacks, and eight audio ports,
including optical and coaxial S/PDIF out-
puts. The board ships with a quick installa-
tion poster, users manual, and a driver and
utility CD that includes Symantec Norton
Internet Security and the Fox One utility.
(Fox One is an application that gives you
the ability to monitor and modify key set-
tings such as CPU frequency, voltages, and
fan speeds from within Windows.) You also
get four black SATA cables, two rounded
IDE cables, a rounded floppy cable, two 4-
pin Molex-to-dual-SATA power adapters,
and a custom, color-coded I/O shield with
the 975X7AB-8EKRS2H. In addition,
there were three case brackets in the pack-
age: one with four USB 2.0 ports, another
with a pair of FireWire ports, and the last
with a single, 9-pin serial port.

Foxconn supplies  the 975X7AB-
8EKRS2H with a fairly complete BIOS
that should appeal to most power users.
Hardcore overclockers may find the lay-
out a bit disjointed, as they can set some
voltages by choosing specific values
(+0.1V, +0.2V, etc.), but others may
like that the CPU voltage requires users
to choose a percentage to increase out-
put (+1%, +2%, etc). Most of the key
overclocking tools are present, but there
were only a minimal number of options
for tweaking memory timings.

In the end, we enjoyed working with
the 975X7AB-8EKRS2H. It performed
well, has good features, and it’s priced
competitively at about $189. The Fox-
conn 975X7AB-8EKRS2H will serve
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975X7AB-8EKRS2H
$189
Foxconn
www.foxconnchannel.com
● ● ● ●

Foxconn 975X7AB-8EKRS2H Specs:
Chipset: Intel 975X Express
Audio: Realtek ALC882 (8-channel)
Ethernet: Marvell 88E8056 x 2
PCI-E x16 slots: 2
PCI-E x1 slots: 2
PCI slots: 2
SATA ports: 4 (1 eSATA)
IDE channels: 2
RAID support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD
Chipset/VRM cooling: active/passive
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users looking for a relatively affordable
975X Express-based board well.

Asus Striker Extreme 
The Striker Extreme is the second

member of Asus’ ROG (Republic Of
Gamers) line of high-end motherboards.
As you would expect from Asus’ flagship
line of desktop motherboards, the Striker
Extreme is overloaded with extras that
make it truly stand out in a crowd.

Before we get into the actual hard-
ware and specifications, though, let’s
talk a bit about what Asus bundles with
its Striker Extreme motherboard. Along
with the motherboard itself, you get a
detailed users manual and three CD-
ROMs. The first disc includes the dri-

vers, the second CD has InterVideo
Media Launcher, and the third

disc is a copy of the video

game Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Ad-
vanced Warfighter.

In addition to the items mentioned
above, Asus also throws in three ther-
mal probes, two case brackets with addi-
tional FireWire and USB 2.0 ports, an
extra-long SLI bridge connector, a bag of 
wire ties, and a package of Q-Connec-
tors. Rounding out this 
bundle are floppy and
IDE cables, six SATA
data cables, three SATA
power adapters, an illu-
minated custom I/O
shield, a ROG keychain,
a SoundMAX Super-
Beam microphone, and
an SupremeFX audio
riser card.

The Striker Extreme
motherboard itself is an
imposing beast. Asus
adorns the nForce 680i
SLI chipset and the
board’s eight-phase EL-
Capless power array with
oversized copper heat-
sinks linked together via
a trio of heatpipes that
surround the CPU sock-
et. The cooling apparatus
seemed to do a great job
keeping motherboard
temperatures in check
throughout our testing,
but its size prohibited us
from using some after-
market heatsinks. Artic
Cooling’s Freezer 7 Pro,
for example, wouldn’t fit
on it. Besides that, the
Asus Striker Extreme’s
layout is surprisingly
good for such a well-
equipped motherboard.

Because it is based 
on the nForce 680i SLI
chipset, the Asus Striker
Extreme offers full sup-
port for SLI, RAID, HD
audio, and dual-Giga-
bit LAN. The board also
has an extremely over-
clocker-friendly BIOS

and handy onboard power, reset, and clear-
CMOS switches. In addition to these
items, the Striker Extreme also comes with
an electroluminescent I/O cluster, about 
a dozen LEDs to light a system’s inter-
nals, and a backlit LCD POST code error
reporter that’s visible in the board’s rear
I/O cluster.
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Battle Royale: 
Quad-Core-Compatible
Motherboard Performance
Comparisons
To assess the performance of the quad-core-compatible
motherboards in our roundup, we outfitted our test bed with
a host of high-end components. Of course, we started with
Intel’s Core 2 Extreme QX6700 processor, and then we
installed one of Corsair’s TWIN2X2048-6400C3 low-latency,
2GB DDR2 memory kits, a GeForce 7950 GX2 graphics card,
and a 10,000rpm Western Digital Raptor HD on the test bed.
We installed Windows XP Professional (SP2) on the hard
drive, along with the latest drivers available for each mother-
board and the graphics card.

Before we began testing, we manually set each board’s FSB
frequency and dialed in the memory timings via each board’s
system BIOS. Some motherboard manufacturers tend to
aggressively clock their boards even when at default settings,
so manually configuring these options in the BIOS levels the
playing field somewhat. The Abit AW9D-MAX’s FSB frequency,
for example, was set to 272MHz when left on Auto, which
would give the board an edge in the benchmarks over the other
boards that properly clocked in at 266MHz.

Throughout our testing, all of the motherboards put up simi-
lar scores, especially in the LAME MT and Cinebench 9.5
benchmarks. Overall, though, the Intel 975X Express-based
motherboards seemed to perform best in the video and 3D ren-
dering benchmarks and in PCMark05. But the Nvidia nForce
680i SLI-based motherboards put up the best scores in Sandra
and the gaming benchmarks. The nForce 590 SLI Intel Edition,
however, trailed the competition in nearly every test. It seems
that chipset was late to the Core 2 party for a reason.

In the end, we recommend power users looking to assem-
ble a quad-core system stick with either the 975X Express or
nForce 680i SLI chipsets. Both chipsets perform well and are
highly overclockable and loaded with features. It’s difficult to
declare any one of these two chipsets “faster” than the other,
but the 680i SLI’s support for Nvidia’s multi-GPU technology
with true x16 SLI, flexible network configurations, and its half-
dozen native SATA ports makes it a compelling option. The
Nvidia nForce 680i SLI is really a no-compromise solution 
at this point.  ▲

Striker Extreme
$409
Asus
www.asus.com
● ● ●

Asus Striker Extreme Specs:
Chipset: Nvidia nForce 680i SLI
Audio: SoundMAX ADI AD1988B 
(8-channel)
Ethernet: Marvell 88E1116 x 2
PCI-E x16 slots: 3
PCI-E x1 slots: 1
PCI slots: 2
Proprietary slots: 1 SupremeFX audio slot
SATA ports: 6 (2 eSATA)
IDE channels: 1
RAID support: 0, 1, 0+1, 5, JBOD
Chipset/VRM cooling: passive/passive
(optional fan)
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Speaking of the I/O cluster, in it you
will find PS/2 mouse and keyboard
ports, an LED on/off switch, the LCD
for the POST code reporter, coaxial 
and optical S/PDIF outputs, a single
FireWire port, four USB 2.0 ports, 
dual RJ45 GigE LAN jacks, and two 
eSATA ports.

Overclocking with the Striker Ex-
treme was very good, but it couldn’t
quite hit the FSB frequencies that the
Evga 122-CK-NF68-AR motherboard
did in our tests. Stock performance was
top-notch, however. In the end, though,
the Striker Extreme misses the mark.
This motherboard is currently selling for

as much as $410. Yes, its features are
great, but it’s just not worth spending
an additional $150 on the Striker Ex-
treme when the Evga 122-CK-NF68-AR
has 90% of the same features and is a
better overclocker.  ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Evga nForce 
680i SLI 775 

Foxconn Mainboard 
MSI 975X Intel 975X7AB- (122-CK- Asus Striker Asus P5N32-

Abit AW9D-MAX Platinum v2 D975XBX2KR 8EKRS2H NF68-AR) Extreme SLI Premium

975X Express 975X Express 975X Express 975X Express nForce nForce nForce 590 
680i SLI 680i SLI SLI Intel Edition

SiSoft Sandra 2007

Processor Arithmetic

Dhrystone ALU 49,014Mips 48,976Mips 48,964Mips 49,031Mips 49,021Mips 49,106Mips 48,982Mips

Whetstone iSSE3 33,031 Mflops 33,016 Mflops 32,992 Mflops 33,052 Mflops 33,046 Mflops 33,118 Mflops 33,004 Mflops

Processor Multimedia

Integer x4 293,462itps 293,287itps 293,226itps 293,538itps 293,512itps 293,581itps 293,427itps
aEMMX/aSSE

Floating-point 158,211itps 158,153itps 158,116itps 158,263itps 158,234itps 158,259itps 158,194itps
x4 iSSE2

Memory Bandwidth

Integer Buffered 5,769MBps 5,741MBps 5,698MBps 5,772MBps 5,842MBps 5,857MBps 5,711MBps
iSSE2

Floating-point 5,767MBps 5,740MBps 5,694MBps 5,772MBps 5,840MBps 5,855MBps 5,709MBps
Buffered iSSE2

PCMark05

CPU 8574 8581 8574 8581 8533 8538 8468

Memory 5753 5749 5744 5758 5726 5742 5714

LAME MT MP3 Encoding (minutes:seconds)

Single-threaded 0:52 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:51

Multithreaded 0:32 0:32 0:32 0:32 0:32 0:32 0:32

Cinebench 9.5 (seconds)

Single-threaded 0:50 0:50 0:51 0:50 0:50 0:50 0:50

Multithreaded 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:15 0:16

Sony Vegas 7.0b (min:sec)

Video Rendering 3:58 4:02 4:04 3:56 4:08 4:06 4:14

KribiBench v1.1

Sponge Explode 8.46fps 8.48fps 8.44fps 8.46fps 8.27fps 8.31fps 8.21fps
Model

Ultra Model 3.31fps 3.33fps 3.32fps 3.33fps 3.24fps 3.26fps 3.18fps

3DMark06

CPU Score 3919 3914 3921 3924 3934 3937 3885

Application Benchmarks

Quake 4 v1.3 142.4fps 144.2fps 140.7fps 144.9fps 146.2fps 146.1fps 141.4fps
640 x 480 
(low quality)

F.E.A.R. v1.08 208fps 207fps 206fps 208fps 216fps 218fps 211fps
640 x 480 
(low quality)
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n the August and September 2006 issues, we
tested five DDR2 memory kits from Corsair,
OCZ, and Kingston with AMD’s Socket AM2
and Intel’s Core 2 CPU, respectively. Although
each of the kits we tested had different specifi-
cations, they all performed similarly in our
suite of real-world and synthetic benchmarks.
The synthetic tests revealed that clock speeds
and timings had obvious effects on overall
bandwidth and access latency, but in the gam-

ing benchmarks a relatively small change of only a few
frames per second separated the various configurations
from each other. 

But now that Intel has released its quad-core Core 2
Extreme QX6700 processor into the wild, we thought it
was a good time to update our previous DDR2 roundups
with performance scores and analysis using Intel’s new
baby. One of the kits from our previous roundup makes an
encore appearance, the OCZ Gold PC2-8000 GX XTC,
but we’ve pulled together some of the latest and greatest
dual-channel DDR2 memory kits from Corsair and
Kingston to see how the QX6700 performs with each in a
number of different configurations.

Corsair Dominator
Corsair made a big splash recently with the release of

its Dominator line of memory kits. Unlike most major
memory players’ previous high-end offerings, which are
nearly all equipped with basic heat spreaders, Corsair’s
outfits the Dominator memory modules with specialized
heatsinks and a custom PCB that work together to draw
heat out of the module’s memory chips and PCB. The
Dominator PCB is derived from Corsair’s low-latency
TWIN2X2048-6400C3 product, but its upper edge is
enlarged and dotted with thermally conductive vias and
traces that run through the PCB and connect to the
ground plane. These vias help dissipate heat from within
the PCB itself, and heatsinks are bonded to both sides of
the upper portion of the PCB to further dissipate heat. 

Corsair also outfitted the memory chips that reside on
both sides of the PCB with dedicated heatsinks that help
cool the chips, too. And the distinction between heatsinks
and heat spreaders is an important one. Corsair designed

Dominator TWIN2X2048-9136C5D
$459
Corsair
www.corsairmicro.com
● ● ● ●

Specs: Capacity: 2GB (2x 1GB); Speed:
DDR2-1142 (PC2-9136); CAS Latency: 5;
Timings: 5-5-5-15; Voltage: 2.1V; Dual-
path Heat Xchange; EPP; SLI certified

Specs: Capacity: 2GB (2x 1GB); Speed:
DDR2-1066 (PC2-8500); CAS Latency: 5;
Timings: 5-5-5-15; Voltage: 2.2V; Dual-
path Heat Xchange; EPP; SLI certified

Dominator TWIN2X2048-8500C5D
$389
Corsair
www.corsairmicro.com
● ● ● ●

Corsair’s Dominator memory kits look like nothing
else currently on the market thanks to their quad
heatsinks and extra-tall fins.
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This brings us to the Dominator
TWIN2X2048-8500C5D kit. Physically, it
looks identical to the TWIN2X2048-
9136C5D kit, but there are differences
lurking beneath its heatsinks. Like its high-
er-clocked cousin, the TWIN2X2048-
8500C5D kit is rated for 5-5-5-15 timings.
However, the TWIN2X2048-8500C5D
kit requires a slightly higher voltage (2.2V),
and its maximum recommended clock
speed is “only” 1,066MHz. It’s obvious 
the memory chips Corsair used on the
TWIN2X2048-8500C5D kit are from a
different bin than those it used on the
TWIN2X2048-9136C5D and that it
requires somewhat more voltage to hit its
rated frequencies. 

Where the TWIN2X2048-8500C5D
kit does have a meaningful advantage over
the TWIN2X2048-9136C5D kit, howev-
er, is price. Because the 8500C5Ds are
rated for a maximum speed that’s 76MHz
lower than the 9126C5Ds, they’re much
less expensive. At almost $390, we would
not call them cheap, but they’ll likely be
more palatable for overclockers that have a
more limited budget.

Corsair XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3
Before Corsair introduced the Domina-

tor line, the XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3
was its premiere desktop performance
memory kit. We even recommended the
XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3 kit for 
a couple of our Ultimate Build articles.
What makes the XMS TWIN2X2048-
6400C3 kit so desirable is its multipurpose
nature. When clocked at 800MHz and
supplied with 2.2V, this memory kit can
run with timings of 3-4-3-9, which are
very tight timings as far as high-speed
DDR2 memory is concerned. But loosen
the timings, and the XMS TWIN2X2048-
6400C3 kit was comfortable at much
higher clock speeds. This made the XMS
TWIN2X2048-6400C3 appealing to users
who either craved maximum performance
at stock speeds or wanted to experiment
with overclocked settings.

The individual modules that compose
the XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3 kit are
outfitted with Corsair’s traditional flat
heat spreaders, and the kit is SLI
certified. And for those

DDR2 Memory Performance
Comparisons: Corsair vs.
Kingston vs. OCZ
Although each of the five
kits we tested have different
recommended clock fre-
quencies and timings, there
was very little variance in
our real-world gaming
benchmarks. The higher-
clocked DDR2-1000,
1,066MHz, and 1,142MHz
modules offered the most
bandwidth. But, depending
on the benchmark, the kits
with lower latencies and
clock speeds performed
almost as well as, and occa-
sionally better than, the
higher-clocked, higher-laten-
cy modules. F.E.A.R. in par-
ticular seemed to benefit
from lower latencies, as 
is evident in the Corsair
TWIN2X2048-6400C3’s 
and the higher-clocked 
OCZ Gold PC2-8000 
kit’s performances.  

A few months removed
from our Core 2 and AM2
DDR2 memory roundups,
the DDR2-1000 and DDR2-
1066 kits still require a
much larger investment
than mainstream DDR2-
800 modules, but ultra-
low-latency timings also
command a high price.
Given the similar real-world
performance at stock set-
tings, we’d still recommend
purchasing high-quality
DDR2-800 modules with
low latencies at this point.
Real-world performance
levels will be very close to
those of memory clocked at
DDR2-1066, and you will
not have to risk instability
by running at overclocked
speeds. But if overclock-
ing is your primary con-
cern, going with one of 

the DDR2-1066 kits or a
Dominator TWIN2X2048-
9136C5D 1,142MHz kit is a
better choice. 

On our Core 2 Extreme
QX6700 test rig, the Corsair
Dominator TWIN2X2048-
9136C5D 1,142MHz modules
provided the best overall per-
formance because of their
ability to hit such high fre-
quencies. But the kit is also
relatively expensive. Surpris-
ingly, the most expensive kit
of the bunch, Kingston’s
HyperX KHX8500D2K2, only
finished in third. Overall, 
the Corsair Dominator
TWIN2X2048-8500C5D 
kit represents the best 
value in our opinion. They 
are about $70 cheaper than
the other kits and offer virtu-
ally all of the performance
and overclockability.  ▲

the heatsinks on the Dominator mod-
ules to have large surface areas and fins
to actually dissipate heat; they aren’t
basic flat pieces of metal that simply add
mass. These two sets of heatsinks—one
for the PCB and one for the memory
chips—are two paths that pull heat away
from the modules and thus form the
basis of what Corsair has dubbed its
DHX (Dual-path Heat Xchange) tech-
nology. Corsair also offers an optional
Domi-nator fan to even further aid in
cooling,  but neither of  the two
Dominator kits we procured included it.

With the exception of the decals
affixed to their respective heatsinks that
list their specifications, there is very lit-
tle to physically differentiate the two
Dominator memory kits in this round-
up. They’re both SLI certified; they
both feature DHX technology; and 
they both support EPP (enhanced

performance profiles). The Dominator
TWIN2X2048-9136C5D and TWIN-
2X2048-8500C5D kits, however, are
targeted at two slightly different types 
of enthusiast. 

As its name implies, the Dominator
TWIN2X2048-9136C5D is a 2GB
DDR2 memory kit. When supplied with
a relatively paltry 2.1V, it’s rated for
operation at an impressive frequency of
1,142MHz with 5-5-5-15 timings. At
that clock speed, each stick can theoreti-
cally offer up over 9.1GBps of band-
width, but there’s no platform that can
come close to hitting that theoretical
peak. As you’d expect, with a speed rat-
ing of 1,142MHz, the Dominator
TWIN2X2048-9136C5D kits are obvi-
ously targeted at hardcore overclockers.
Their relatively high price tag, which is
upwards of $460, however, may put
them out of reach for some users.
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XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3
$459
Corsair
www.corsairmicro.com
● ● ● ●

Specs: Capacity: 2GB (2x 1GB); Speed:
DDR2-800 (PC2-6400); CAS Latency 3;
Timings: 3-4-3-9; Voltage: 2.2V; EPP;
SLI certified

Unlike the Dominators, Corsair XMS2
memory is equipped with 
more traditional, flat heat spreaders.

looking for an easy path to overclocking,
the XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3 kit also
supports EPP. With a compatible mother-
board, EPP is designed to maximize system
performance by automatically tweaking
memory and CPU frequencies, multipliers,
divisors, and voltages to come as close as
possible to the memory’s rated speed. For
example, if the EPP data stored in the mod-
ule’s SPD (serial presence detect) states a
particular memory kit is capable of running
at a maximum frequency of 1,066MHz
with 5-5-5-15 timings, EPP will adjust
your system’s settings in an effort to come
as close to 1,066MHz as possible. You can
also configure EPP to overclock the proces-
sor by a user-determined percentage while
also getting as close to the memory’s rated
speed as possible. It’s a handy feature if you
don’t want to spend too much time manu-
ally tweaking the BIOS.

Tight timings, overclockability, and
EPP support come at a price, though.
Not only is the XMS TWIN2X2048-
6400C3 rather scarce but also it’s priced
relatively high at about $460. But if you
can afford it, this is some of the best
memory available in our opinion.

Kingston HyperX KHX8500D2K2
Kingston has been selling system mem-

ory and memory-related products for what

seems like an eternity. The company was
founded nearly two decades ago with only
a single SIMM as its initial product offer-
ing. But now Kingston offers more than
2,000 products that support nearly every
type of device that uses memory. Kingston
is also a brand that has permeated into
many large, retail electronics chains. The
company posted record revenues of about
$3 billion in 2005, and it’s been bestowed
with a number of awards from the likes of
Intel, AMD, and iSuppli, among others.

Unfortunately, all of the awards
Kingston’s earned can’t help the 2GB
HyperX KHX8500D2K2 memory kit we
tested stand out among Corsair’s high-
end offerings. The HyperX
KHX8500D2K2 is no slouch in terms of
performance or specifications. And, as

The Kingston HyperX KHX8500D2K2 
2GB memory kit performs well, but it 
is relatively expensive versus 
competitive offerings.

Specs: Capacity: 2GB (2x 1GB); Speed:
DDR2-1066 (PC2-8500); CAS Latency 5;
Timings: 5-5-5-15; Voltage: 2.2V 

HyperX KHX8500D2K2
$469
Kingston
www.kingston.com
● ● ●

Which offers better perfor-
mance with a Core 2 Extreme
QX6700 processor: higher
clock speeds or lower laten-
cies? That’s the question we
aimed to answer armed with
one of Intel’s new quad-core
processors and a handful of
2GB memory kits. The pro-
ceeding performance charts
are populated with bench-
mark scores recorded at vari-
ous settings with a 2.66GHz
Core 2 Extreme QX6700
processor installed in an
Asus Striker Extreme moth-
erboard, which is based on
Nvidia’s flagship nForce 680i
SLI chipset. The rest of the
system consisted of a Ge-
Force 7950 GX2, Western
Digital Raptor 74GB hard
drive, and Windows XP
Professional SP2. 

To test the memory kits
at various CAS latencies, we
altered the timings manually
in the system BIOS. For the
various memory clock speed

tests, we also made changes
via the BIOS but used a
combination of manipulating
the multiplier, FSB frequen-
cy, and memory divisor to
attain the different memory
speeds while running the
CPU as close to its default
clock speed as possible. 

Just like we saw in our
Core 2 Extreme X6800 and
Socket AM2 DDR2 memory
roundups, our results indi-
cate that clock speeds, and
hence available bandwidth,
have a more significant
impact on performance than
lower latencies with the Core
2 Extreme QX6700. We’ve
included scores from one of
our previous roundups where
we used a Core 2 Extreme
X6800 and nForce 4 SLI 
X16-based motherboard for
reference purposes. What’s
interesting to note in the
comparisons below is that
the monolithic dual-core Core
2 Extreme X6800 processor

produced higher bandwidth
scores nearly across the
board, due to the fact that
there is less contention for
access to the chipset’s mem-
ory controller. The quad-core
Core 2 Extreme QX6700,
which is really a multichip
module consisting of a pair of
Conroe dies fused together
via the processor’s packag-
ing, makes more calls to the
memory controller because
each die must communicate
with it directly. And any inter-
processor communication is
conducted over the front side
bus. Latency scores seem to
favor the QX6700, though,
but this is due to enhance-
ments to the nForce 680i SLI
chip-set’s memory controller.
Because Intel’s processors
don’t have an on-die memory
controller like AMD’s current
processors, the mother-
board’s core logic chipset can
also have a measurable
impact on performance.  ▲

Performance Comparisons: Higher
Frequencies vs. Lower Latency
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you’ll see later, the kit performed on par
with the TWIN2X2048-8500C5D kit in
our benchmarks. They have similar rat-
ings, too. The HyperX KHX8500D2K2
kit is rated for DDR2-1066 (PC2-8500)
operation with 5-5-5-15 timings at 2.2V.
But it’s is not SLI certified, nor does it
support EPP. It’s also equipped with basic

heat spreaders as opposed to the swanky
heatsinks on the Dominators. 

To top it off, the Kingston HyperX
KHX8500D2K2 kit is the most expensive
of the bunch at about $470 online. There’s
nothing inherently wrong with this memo-
ry, but in light of Corsair’s Dominators
that offer similar performance at a much

lower price, it’s awfully difficult to give the
HyperX KHX8500D2K2 kit our stamp of
approval. The bottom line is that the
HyperX KHX8500D2K2 kit performs
well, just not well enough to justify the
larger investment.  ▲

by Marco Chiappetta
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Corsair  Corsair  
Dominator Dominator Corsair Kingston
TWIN2X2048- TWIN2X2048- TWIN2X2048- HyperX OCZ PC2-8000
9136C5D 8500C5D 6400C3 KHX8500D2K2 Gold GX XTC
1,142MHz 1,066MHz 800MHz 1,066MHz 1,000MHz 
5-5-5-15-2T 5-5-5-15-2T 3-4-3-9-1T 5-5-5-15-2T 5-6-6-15-2T

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 memory bandwidth 7,246MBps 6,999MBps 5,982MBps 6,991MBps 6,374MBps

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 memory latency 68ns 71ns 68ns 72ns 77ns

Sciencemark 2.0 memory bandwidth 6,568MBps 6,340MBps 5,439MBps 6,335MBps 5,849MBps

Sciencemark 2.0 memory latency 36.13ns 37ns 37.41ns 37.17ns 42.40ns

Half-Life 2: Episode One 1,024 x 768; no AA/AF 147.51fps 144.87fps 140.94fps 143.72fps 141.64fps

F.E.A.R. 1,024 x 768 low quality; no AA/AF 206fps 202fps 200fps 202fps 199fps

Prodcut Comparisons

Comparisons At Various Clocks

Comparisons At Various CAS

DDR2-533 DDR2-667 DDR2-800 DDR2-1066

Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  Core 2  
Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme
QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 memory bandwidth 5,020 4,924 5,124 5,323 5,437 5,632 6,999 7,314
MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 memory latency 92ns 104ns 88ns 91ns 74ns 79ns 71ns 67ns

Sciencemark 2.0 memory bandwidth 4,738 4,671 4,856 4,985 5,113 5,237 6,340 6,923
MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps

Sciencemark 2.0 memory latency 49.62ns 57.96ns 47.79ns 51.48ns 43.64ns 45.68ns 37ns 37.57ns

Half-Life 2: Episode One 1,024 x 768; no AA/AF 126.40fps 122.09fps 133.44fps 126.72fps 1137.16fps 131.26fps 144.87fps 137.34fps

F.E.A.R. 1,024 x 768 low quality; no AA/AF 186fps 188fps 190fps 198fps 193fps 200fps 202fps 206fps

CAS 6-6-6-2T CAS 5-5-5-2T CAS 4-4-4-2T CAS 4-4-4-1T CAS 3-4-4-2T**

Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 Core 2 
Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme 
QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800 QX6700 X6800

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 5,196 5,498 5,437 5,632 5,626 5,669 5,824 5,806 5,830 5,701
memory bandwidthMBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 memory latency 85ns 84ns 74ns 79ns 76ns 75ns 71ns 71ns 74ns 72ns

Sciencemark 2.0 4,998 5,142 5,113 5,237 5,315 5,334 5,329 5,271 5,396 5,322
memory bandwidth MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps MBps

Sciencemark 2.0 memory latency 44.90ns 46.7ns 43.64ns 45.68ns 40.41ns 42.95ns 38.91ns 41.93ns 39.28ns 42.27ns
Half-Life 2: Episode One 1,024 x 768; no AA/AF 136.9fps 129.1fps 137.2fps 131.3fps 138.2fps 132.7fps 139.6fps 136fps 140.5fps 133.1fps

F.E.A.R. 1,024 x 768 low quality; no AA/AF 190fps 198fps 191fps 200fps 194fps 202fps 198fps 206fps 200fps 204fps
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DDR2 Memory
Performance Chart

DDR2 Memory At 
Various Clock Speeds 
At 5-5-5-15-2T*

DDR2-800 At 
Various CAS 
Settings*

*Corsair TWIN2X2048-8500C5D kit used on all tests

*Corsair TWIN2X2048-8500C5D kit used on all tests but CAS 3 test
**Corsair XMS TWIN2X2048-6400C3 used
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he last quarter of 2006 certainly kicked
off with a bang with lots of new product
releases. Near and dear to our hearts, of

course, was Intel’s quad-core Core 2 Extreme QX6700
processor (formerly code-named Kentsfield) and Nvidia’s
GeForce 8800 series of graphics cards (code-named
G80). With all of this powerful new technology at our

disposal, it was time to assemble another
CPU ultimate performance rig—if noth-
ing else but for the drool factor alone.

Throwing caution to the wind and with a total disregard for
fiscal practicality, we set out to build ourselves the most pow-
erful Core 2 Extreme quad-core rig money could buy. With
four Core 2 processor cores and a pair of GeForce 8800 GPUs
raging in the machine, you know this rig’s going to be faster
than an NFL quarterback with a 250-pound linebacker
breathing down his neck. 

The Core Foundation
We first started looking for a proper domicile for our new

Core 2 Extreme QX6700 quad-core processor ($1,099).
Because the focus of our build was to put together the fastest
machine possible, that meant we needed two GeForce 8800
GTX cards. Hence we needed to look at motherboards that
support Nvidia’s SLI multi-GPU technology. Lucky for us,
Nvidia recently released the nForce 680i SLI chipset with full
support for both SLI and the quad-core QX6700 processor.
We ended up with two motherboards in mind: the Asus
Striker Extreme and Evga’s 122-CK-NF68-AR. 

Both of these motherboards are serious overclockers. The
Asus Striker Extreme is more of an over-the-top product with
every bell and whistle imaginable, but it also carries a pre-
mium price tag (~$375). The Evga product has a more mod-
est bundle of accoutrements but costs significantly less ($249).
On a side note, both of these boards were able to take our
Core 2 Extreme QX6700, which has a stock speed of
2.66GHz, to a blazing fast 3.33GHz (fully stable) with the
help of a well-endowed air cooler.

Keep The Beast Cool . . .
Keeping Kentsfield thermals in check was actually easier

than you might think. Although there are a total of four

processor cores and a huge 8MB on-chip cache all in one
LGA775 package, with a capable HSF we kept the QX6700
cool and quiet even under serious load and overclocking. We
chose the Zalman CNPS9700 LED ($70) to keep our pro-
cessors cool. For our testing the CNPS9700 performed
admirably and did so in style with its blue LEDs casting a
super-cool hue inside our rig. 

. . . & Well Fed
Without copious amounts of system memory and fast hard

drives, our quad-core Core 2 processor was going to sit idle—
and an idle quad-core is a terrible thing—so we focused our
sights on system memory and drives next. Our system memo-
ry selection process was easy because we wanted top-shelf
memory in this ultimate Kentsfield rig; therefore we chose one
of Corsair’s new DHX XMS2 Dominator 2GB kits. 

Our kit, Corsair’s TWIN2X2048-9136C5D, is speed rated
for 1,142MHz performance at 5-5-5-15 timings ($459). We
like running these sticks at just under top-end rated speed and
tweaking down latency a bit, so we bumped the voltage on
our motherboard to 2.4V and dialed in at 1,000MHz with 4-
4-4-12 timings. Also, we should note that we went with a pair

of Western Digital’s Raptor WD1500s ($229) in a RAID 0
array driven right from our motherboard. At 10,000rpm with
a 16MB cache buffer, there’s isn’t another SATA drive on the
market currently that comes close to this performance. 

Extremely Graphic Visuals
There’s nothing sexier than a new multicore processor, save

perhaps a pair of new GPUs with hundreds of stream pro-
cessors on board each of them. Clocked at core speeds of
575MHz with GDDR3 RAM at 1.8GHz, Nvidia’s GeForce
8800 GTX series of cards offer a ton of horsepower. We went
with a pair of Asus EN8800GTXs ($649 each) in SLI. 

Corsair’s DHX XMS2
Dominator series 
memory is able to hit a
blazing fast 1,142MHz
thanks to its innovative
DHX technology.
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Virtually no current leading-
edge game engines are a match for

this pair of GPUs, even with 4XAA
turned up and at 1,920 x 1,200 res on our
24-inch Dell 2407WFP flat panel. Each of
these cards has a full 768MB of onboard
frame buffer memory. That’s a total of
1.5GB of memory on the graphics cards
alone—almost as much as we have installed
for system memory. When it comes to
dealing out frags with all the eye candy
turned up, installing two of these cards is
like having a pair of mini supercomputers
in your rig; not to mention they’re Vista-
ready and fully DirectX 10-compliant.

Power & Skins
With all of this extreme horsepower

under the hood, you can bet your bottom
dollar we’re going to need an extremely
capable PSU to provide clean, stable juice
to all our high-end components. In fact,
Nvidia says the 8800 GTX consumes a
maximum of 185W and recommends a
450W PSU that can supply 30A on its 12V
rail. Some quick math will tell you that
we’re looking at a power budget of 400W,
in round numbers, just for our GPUs
alone. Add in the demands of our Kents-
field chip, our 680i SLI motherboard, a
pair of 10,000rpm hard drives, and 2GB of
RAM and the requirements easily begin to
scale up beyond the 600W range. 

Ultimately, we opted for Thermaltake’s
Toughpower 850W power supply to tackle
this job. This PSU comes ready to deliver
62A across its four independent 12V rails.
Did we mention each GeForce 8800 GTX
has two PCI Express 6-pin power connec-
tors? The Toughpower 850W is Nvidia
SLI certified, too, so there was no fear for
game dropouts or random resets with this
supply back in the engine room.

Next we dressed up our new beast with
both style and function in mind, courtesy
of the SilverStone TJ09 extended ATX
chassis. This all-aluminum beauty has a
dedicated midsection 120mm fan for
cooling graphics cards. It also has grille
slots on top of the chassis for dual 120mm
exhaust fans, side panel vents, a slide-

out motherboard tray, and flip-up
top mounting IO

ports. Finally, you can mount the power
supply in the bottom of the chassis, which
makes room for the beefiest of PSUs. 

Ultimate Kentsfield Rig 
Performance Profile

Once fully assembled and the power
switch was tripped, it was like the heavens
opened and some ancient god of all things
lighting fast bestowed upon us awe-inspir-
ing power. All right, so maybe that was just
the sound of our wallets emptying, but
there was no question that this machine
was a monster. After we installed our OS,
drives, and benchmark software, we imme-
diately went into the BIOS to see how far
we could push our new baby. As we noted
earlier, our quad-core QX6700 chip hit a

s p o t l i g h t

solidly stable 3.33GHz with our RAM
clocked in around 1GHz and modest
1.45V and 2.4V voltage boosts respectively.
Just for good measure, we also overclocked
our graphics cards a touch to 620MHz core
and 1,850MHz on the memory. Once we
had things dialed in just right, we ran our
standard suite of benchmarks and com-
pared them to stock speed numbers, as
well. In short, new land speed records were
set once again across the board. Our ulti-
mate Kentsfield rig ripped through every
test with the greatest of ease and the gam-
ing benchmarks were almost laughable. But
this is serious performance here, so try to
keep a straight face.  ▲

by Dave Altavilla

Stock Clock Speeds Overclocked Speeds 
Core 2 Extreme QX6700 Core 2 Extreme QX6700 
(quad-core) at 2.66GHz (quad-core) at 3.33GHz

SiSoftware Sandra 2007 Pro

Processor Arithmetic 

Dhrystone ALU 49,017Mips 61,457Mips

Whetstone iSSE3 33,036Mips 41,119Mips

Processor Multimedia 

Integer x4 aEMMX/aSSE 293,481itps 367,714itps

Floating-point x4 iSSE2 158,209itps 198,200itps

Memory Bandwidth 

Integer buffered iSSE2 6,083MBps 7,187MBps

Floating-point buffered iSSE2 6,093MBps 7,202MBps

LAME MT MP3 Encoding (minutes:seconds)

Single-threaded 0:52 0:40

Multithreaded 0:32 0:25

Cinebench 95 (seconds)

Single-threaded 50 40

Multithreaded 15 12

POV-Ray 3.7 (pixels/sec)

Single-threaded 2703 2967

3DMark 2006*

Default 3DMark test 14204 17147

Quake v1.3*

High-res graphics test 145.8fps 173.4fps
(1,920 x 1,200 4XAA/16XAF)

Half Life 2: Episode 1*

High-res graphics test 141.46fps 165.02fps
(1,920 x 1,200 4XAA/16XAF)

F.E.A.R. v1.08*

High-res graphics test 127fps 136fps
(1,920 x 1,200 4XAA/16XAF)

* 2X GeForce 8800 GTX SLI

UUllttiimmaattee  LLaanndd
SSppeeeedd  NNuummbbeerrss
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The Bleeding Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

When faced with an overwhelming
number of icons, folders, files, and

Web shortcuts on your Desktop, you
may decide to get rid of some of the
clutter to free up Desktop space. How-
ever, if you can’t bear to be without
these things, yet a disorderly Desktop
drives you mad, then the solution may

be a separate, second Desktop
you can reserve for all of this

stuff. This is where SideSlide, the ulti-
mate Desktop “sidebar,” comes in. 

Like a typical sidebar, SideSlide
appears (and disappears) from the side
(or top) of your screen when you move
your cursor near the edge of the screen.
You can also use a hotkey to make the
program jump to attention. Unlike a

I magine if iTunes and Firefox got
married and had a child; what might

it look like? It may look like a Song-
bird. Songbird is a combination Web
browser (using Mozilla’s Gecko render-
ing engine) and media player that lever-
ages the combined technology to open
up your multimedia world.

Songbird looks about how you’d
expect for such a creation: There’s an
iTunes-like list of folders and playlists
on the left and playback controls on the
top of the window. Beneath the play-
back controls are a set of browser con-
trols (Back, Refresh, and so forth) and 
a URL field. The remainder of the dis-
play shows either your media library
(like iTunes), Web pages (like Firefox),
or when you encounter a Web page
with media, a combination of the two.

When you go to a page with media
files, such as an MP3-based audio blog,
you can click any MP3 link to play the

file automatically. Also, any media
files Songbird finds on the Web
page will automatically appear in
the media list at the bottom of the
window; double-click a file to play
it. If you like a song, then just
drag the link from the Web page
or the media list into your Library
folder and Songbird automatically
downloads, saves, and adds it to
your list of other media.

Like Firefox, there’s a built-in search
field, but it’s hooked into about a dozen
MP3 search engines, letting you easily
search for, find, play, and save new
music. You can add iPod compatibility,
direct links to Wikipedia, and other
useful functions with extensions.

The most amazing thing about
Songbird is that it fills a gap you never
knew existed and works well enough
that you may begin to wonder how
you lived without it. That’s high

praise for such a young product at
such an early beta stage.  ▲

by Warren Ernst

Official product name: Songbird
Version # previewed: 0.2b
Publisher: Pioneers of the Inevitable
Developer and URL: Pioneers of the
Inevitable; www.songbirdnest.com
ETA: Q3 2007
Why you should care: A revolutionary way
to check out media on the Web.

Official product name: SideSlide
Version # previewed: v1.5.02b
Publisher: NorthGlide
Developer and URL: NorthGlide;
www.northglide.com
ETA: Q1 2007
Why you should care: Why not add
an extra Desktop “sidebar” to clear
off your cluttered Desktop?

SideSlide 1.5.02b

Songbird 0.2 Beta

typical sidebar, however, SideSlide takes
up most of your on-screen real estate. 

On SideSlide you can place Web links,
photos, sticky notes, and file and folder
shortcuts. You can also create Contain-
ers in SideSlide that look like windows
(complete with maximize- and minimize-
like buttons and a title bar). In the Con-
tainers you can put your links, photos,
etc. and then move the Containers
around (including stacking and collaps-
ing) as necessary. The end result is that
you get a second “Desktop,” and you 
can leave your main Desktop alone.

Programs such as SideSlide usually
take a few days to wrap your head
around, but even though it’s a beta,
SideSlide is stable and quick and rather
enjoyable to tinker with. The Help file
is sorely lacking, but in a way it makes
experimenting more fun. ▲

by Warren Ernst
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CloneDVD Mobile 1.1.3.2 
This version of the media format con-
verter fixes the display of Unicode char-
acters on PSP and other devices and a
problem when using native resolution
settings in Generic DivX transfers. The
update also fixes previous issues with
inverted subtitles.

Get it at: www.slysoft.com 

Easy CD-DA Extractor 10.0.3
The CD ripper and music format con-
verter gets AAC and aacPlus encoder 8.0
sound improvements. There’s no support
for converting and burning 24-bit files
and sample rates higher than 48KHz. The
LAME MP3 encoder also upgrades to
version 3.97. There is a long list of bug
fixes to file tagging and some problems
with specific codecs.

Get it at: www.poikosoft.com

Microsoft Remote Desktop Connection
(Terminal Services Client 6.0)
This tool for connecting WinXP Desktops
to Terminal Services features in Vista PCs
has network level and server authentica-
tion in this version. You also get Plug and
Play redirection, TS Gateway support, and
32-bit color and font smoothing.

Get it at: www.microsoft.com

Opera Mini 3.0
The mobile version of the alternative
browser runs faster and adds RSS feeds,
photo sharing from cell phones, a new
menu scrolling format for sites, and better
access to secure Web sites.

Get it at: www.opera.com

Topping this month’s releases are FutureMark’s big benchmarking 

programs, which now run under Vista, and AOL’s AIM, which adds

loads of offline communications options and capacity for keeping

1,000 (yes, 1,000!) online buddies. Only Paris Hilton and President Bill

Clinton know that many people.

PCMark05 1.2.0
FutureMark’s full system benchmark
program now works with Vista and
Internet Explorer 7. It loads faster and
now properly identifies versions of
Windows Media Player. 

Get it at: www.futuremark.com

The Dude 2.0
The Dude maps your nodes and alerts you
to problems. This version fixes Web server
operations and memory leaks. 

Get it at: www.mikrotik.com

Winamp 5.32
This new version adds a beta test of Win-
amp Remote, which is designed to let you
access your music from anywhere. Also new
is Winamp Dashboard, which gives you
daily music-related feeds.

Get it at: www.winamp.com

DDrriivveerr  BBaayy
Nvidia ForceWare 97.02
The new GeForce drivers are for the
GeForce 8800 series of cards. Also in
this release is the new Control Panel and
PureVideo features that help improve
results in the HQV video benchmark.

Get it at: www.nvidia.com

PlayStation Portable Firmware 3.02
The portable game and multimedia player
from Sony gets a substantial firmware
upgrade on the day the PS3 released. With
this firmware upgrade you can download
PlayStation Network titles via PlayStation
3. This update also adds remote play, a
visual layer, camera features, and more.

Get it at: www.us.playstation.com

by Steve Smith

s o f t w a r e | u p g r a d e s

UUppggrraaddeess
3DMark06 1.1.0
The 3D graphics test and benchmark suite
is now compatible with Windows Vista.
The new Result Analyzer gives you a snap-
shot and analysis of your system from the
Web, and a revised SystemInfo tool also
gets optimized to load 3DMark06 faster.

Get it at: www.futuremark.com

AIM 6.0
AOL’s AIM gets a new face and can now
handle up to 1,000 buddies. An offline
IM feature lets you get messages when
you are offline, and IM Logging lets you
save all of your conversations on your PC.

Get it at: www.aim.com

AnyDVD 6.0.9.0 
The DVD decoder now runs in VirtualPC
mode on PowerPC Macs. Changes in the
functionality and interface of Aggressive
I/O Mode fix some previous problems.

Get it at: www.slysoft.com

BitComet 0.80
This release fixes many bugs, improves the
BitComet core, and makes several other
improvements, including a new design for
the HTTP properties layout.

Get it at: www.bitcomet.com

BullGuard 7.0
BullGuard’s new version adds an Antispy-
ware plug-in, a Support plug-in that links
directly to a live chat with BullGuard
techies, and more. 

Get it at: www.bullguard.com
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In this article, I’m going to take a
hands-on look at the latest editions of all
four major browsers for the PC: Internet
Explorer 7, Firefox 2, Opera 9, and Net-
scape 8. In each case, I looked at both
new and commonly desired features: RSS
feed handling, antiphishing controls and
security in general, and anything specific
to the browser that I didn’t find else-
where. The things that draw people to a
specific browser, I found, are often small
but crucial little features rather than big-
ger design decisions.

Microsoft Internet Explorer 7
After the security disaster that was IE6,

Microsoft took the time to rewrite Internet
Explorer to address both its insecurity and
increasingly antiquated features. The end

r e v i e w s   | s o f t w a r e

O nce upon a time, a Web browser
was a fairly exotic application—as

exotic as, say, having an Internet connec-
tion. Now that Internet connectivity is
itself nearly as ubiquitous as electricity,
Web browsers are standard-issue software.
Every PC ships with one, and every user
has his browser of choice.

Which Web browser to use has taken
on the same hotly contested tinge as
which candidates you vote for come
November. In fact, “political” is the best
word to describe the whole affair, and
the real merits and deficits of each
browser get buried under this kind of
talk. The real benefits and drawbacks—
the stuff users are most confronted with
when using the browsers—often aren’t
discussed at all.

result, IE7, is far more secure and useful,
although some of its changes (mostly cos-
metic) may frustrate existing IE users. 

One criticism of the most visible new
features in IE, such as tabbed browsing, 
is that they’ve already been available in
other browsers for some time. Actually,
tabbed browsing was available in IE6
through the MSN Search Toolbar add-
on, as well. The point is, however, that
these features are now part of IE and
don’t require users to move to (or install)
an entirely separate program, or even an
extension, to use them. This is great for
users who are already comfortable with 
IE and don’t want to use a new browser
or have a vested interest in continuing to
use it (for instance, if they have a good
deal of saved form information that they
don’t want to have to export or re-enter).
Another reason users may want to stay
with IE is its cross-integration with other
Microsoft products; for instance, when
you create a hyperlink in Word, Front-
Page, or Windows Live Writer, IE’s His-
tory bar automatically generates a list of
available hyperlinks to cut down on the
amount of typing you might need to do.

Another of IE7’s new add-ons is RSS
feeds (it supports feed formats up to RSS
2.0 and Atom 1.0), and the feed handling
is better than Firefox in some ways. When
you add a feed subscription to your Favor-
ites, opening the feed page produces a gor-
geous-looking report with the ability to 
filter and sort the feed results on the fly.
One thing not available (which Firefox 
has) is the ability to see a quick fly-out list
of all the article titles in the feed, which is 
a handy way to see what’s new at a glance
without loading the whole page. IE7 treats
feeds with DTDs (Document Type Def-
initions) as a potential security issue, so 
the browser doesn’t support them. Also, IE

You can condense RSS feeds
in Internet Explorer 7 into

highly readable and malleable
reports that are more akin to

custom Web sites.

Internet Explorer 7
Free
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com/ie
● ● ● ●

The Browser 
Wars, Revisited
The “Big Four” & A Couple More
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Mozilla Firefox 2
The formula behind Firefox 1.0’s suc-

cess is broadly familiar to anyone reading
this: It was a lightweight, standards-com-
pliant browser that ran well and was free.
Firefox 2 is also relatively minimal and
light on its feet, and although a larger
number of its features are becoming stan-
dard-issue items (like the way it handles
RSS feeds), that may simply reflect the
fact that even bare-bones Web browsing
encompasses a lot more than it used to.

What brings users to Firefox? Of the
users I’ve talked to, and in my own case,
it’s the plethora of little features that
make browsing easier, such as the new
built-in spell checker for form input
(with custom dictionaries) or the ability
to copy an image’s URL by right-click-
ing it. These features may not sound like
much unless you need them on hand and
don’t want to add a third-party plug-in
to have them available.

Many of the new features in Firefox 2
are actually incremental changes to fea-
tures that were already present in 1.5, so
existing Firefox users should have little
trouble adapting. Firefox 2 handles feeds
more or less the same as version 1.5 did:

r e v i e w s   | s o f t w a r e

needs to properly format feeds to detect
and read them.

IE7’s redesigned interface didn’t sit well
with me; it’s far less malleable than IE6.
You can customize the icons on the com-
mand bar, but IE forces it to share space
with the tab list; even on a big screen many
open tabs are annoyingly small. Also, the
History and Favorites controls are now per-
manently locked to the left of the tab list;
you can’t turn them off or relocate them.
One thing I really liked, though, is the abil-
ity to see a thumbnail set of all available
tabs and pick from them.

There are numerous third-party add-
ons available for IE, although they don’t
get as much attention as Firefox’s add-
ons. You can search for and download
these add-ons on Microsoft’s Add-Ons
For Internet Explorer site (www.ieadd
ons.com); one of my personal favorites is
the Inline Search For Internet Explorer
add-on, which replaces IE’s modal in-
page search dialog box with something
more elegant.

In short, if you moved from IE to
another browser because it didn’t have a
feature you wanted, IE7 is more than
worth a second look now.

You can create a folder with links to all the
articles in a feed (Live Bookmark), but
now if you open a feed directly, you see a
nicely formatted digest page for the arti-
cles in the feed instead of just raw XML
markup. You can also send feed subscrip-
tions to another external program.

Still, Firefox alumni should be mindful
of some changes in behavior that might
throw them off. For instance, tabbed
browsing works a little differently now.
By default each tab has its own close but-
ton, instead of the single, shared close
button in 1.5. And for each change there
are benefits: There’s better control over
the tabs, such as a drop-down quick index
for all the tabs and the ability to reopen
an accidentally closed tab. 

One great new feature is something
that only materializes when the browser
crashes—which, fortunately, isn’t very
often. Firefox tracks which pages are open
at any given time, so after a crash it will
ask you if you want to reopen the pages
that were open before the crash. This fea-
ture, called Session Restore, has some
quirks (for example, it has a tendency to
reopen any pop-up windows associated
with the pages you’re bringing back, even
if you closed those pop-ups), but it works
well enough to be wholly welcome.

A big selling point for Firefox is security,
specifically better security against malware
than IE. You can probably trace the main
reason for this claim to the fact that Firefox
doesn’t handle ActiveX controls by default
(insecure handling of ActiveX controls was
IE6’s infamous security weakness). That
said, it isn’t impossible to create exploits for
Firefox, and a few have been already spot-
ted in the wild. It may be possible to avoid
many existing threats by switching to Fire-
fox, but that’s no guarantee that you’ll be
immune from future ones hackers target
specifically at the browser.

Another big boost to Firefox’s popular-
ity is the broad community of developers
that create third-party add-ons and themes
for Firefox. The default theme in Firefox 2
is pleasant enough, but as of this writing
dozens of cool themes for the browser are
available through the Firefox site. The col-
lection of add-ons is also equally broad and
impressive, such as the amazing wealth of

Firefox lets you read
RSS feeds within the

browser or send
them to a third-party

feed reader.

Firefox 2
Mozilla
Free
www.getfirefox.com
● ● ● ●
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an expanding security center strip and the
command buttons. Below that there’s the
Multibar (similar to Firefox’s link bar),
which lets you flip and switch among mul-
tiple bars in the same space. Some of those
bars can also contain more search bars,
which is all the more confusing because it
means that Netscape doesn’t centralize the
search functions. Furthermore, Netscape
also festoons the tab row with controls on
the right and left. This just comes off as
crowded and ugly, and even if users could
modify the search page to simplify it,
novice users will still have the worst time
making sense of it.

One feature that you can’t fault Net-
scape for including is a fairly robust set of
security measures. Each site you visit has its
own security profile: level of personal trust,
whether a third party trusts the site (Veri-
Sign, for instance), what features to acti-
vate, and so on. It’s vaguely similar to IE’s
security but a little easier to access. The
icon to open a site’s security center is right
next to the close button on its browser tab,
which was annoying for me because I kept
clicking the security center icon by mis-
take. On the plus side, Netscape handles
phishing sites by using the same blocking
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tools for bloggers or Web site developers.
That in itself explains one of Firefox’s
biggest points of appeal: its community,
both of users and developers, which is hard
to find anywhere else.

Netscape 8
Firefox was once Netscape’s kid broth-

er; now, it’s something of the other way
around. Users have come to prefer the
slim-and-trim Firefox, while the popular-
ity of Netscape has diminished. This is
ironic given that both Firefox and Net-
scape are built around many of the same
core components (the Gecko Web page
rendering engine, for instance), but once
you load Netscape 8, it’s not hard to see
why it’s become an also-ran. Netscape’s
not so much a browser as a branded por-
tal for Netscape services, consequently
there is just about every function you
could think of by default. The end result
feels terribly bloated and stands in stark
contrast to the studied simplicity of the
other browsers in this roundup.

Launch Netscape and you’ll immediately
see a welter of toolbars and functions. Like
IE and Firefox, there’s a search bar next to
the address bar, but it also shares space with

technology as Firefox but blocks the pages
more thoroughly, and there’s even a built-
in spyware/adware blocker. RSS handling,
though, is terribly primitive; you can book-
mark feeds, but that’s about it.

Another widely touted feature is the abil-
ity to switch between the Firefox and IE
page-rendering engines on demand. This
isn’t just for the sake of, say, being able to
view a site which works in one browser but
not the other; Netscape also bills it as a
security feature. This isn’t something you
need Netscape to accomplish, however;
Firefox can do the same thing with an add-
on. On the whole, sadly, there’s little that
Netscape offers that you can’t get elsewhere
with less third-party branding and baggage.

Opera 9
Opera has long been something of an

underdog in the browser wars—never com-
manding near the market share of its com-
petition but still carving out a niche for
itself among its fans. Those who stick with
Opera admire its speed, compactness, and
collection of original features. Opera’s tics
and eccentricities, however, may put off
users who come to it from other browsers,
but at the same time, its quirky, unique
functions may intrigue them.

Most of the things that distinguish
Opera from other Web browsers are little
behaviors that people are fond of. When
you close the browser, Opera restores all
of your open pages and tabs the next time
you open it (you can always turn this fea-
ture off). For quick reference, the 10 most
frequently visited URLs in your history are
available as a drop-down list from a tab
that pops out from the address bar. You
can “tear off” and render tabs in their own
windows. And like Firefox, Opera has a
plug-in architecture and is skinnable.
Again, although many of these functions
might be things you could duplicate in
other browsers, the point is that they’re
available out of the box in Opera.

Opera’s support for RSS feeds (RSS
and Atom formats) is markedly different
from IE and Firefox because the browser
can also work as a mail client. Opera
delivers feeds in the form of messages to
the program’s mail inbox and keeps the
list of feeds you subscribe to separate from

Netscape’s site-specific security
functions are remarkably

detailed, but the program’s 
cluttered interface makes it 

hard to get a handle on.

Netscape 8
Free
Netscape
www.netscape.com
● ● ●
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Feature/Browser Internet Firefox 2 Netscape 8.1 Opera 9
Explorer 7

Browsing

RSS feeds Y Y Y Y

Tabs Y Y Y Y

Restore previously N After crash After crash Y
opened documents

Security

Antiphishing Y Y Y N

Site-specific security Y Y Y Y

Spyware/adware blocker N N Y N

Customization

Add-on architecture Y Y Y Y

Skins/themes N Y Y Y

Custom page rendering N N N Y

CPU RANKING ●● 0 = ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS  | ● ● ● 2.5 = ABSOLUTELY AVERAGE  | ● ● ● ● ● 5 = ABSOLUTELY PERFECT

navy blue text on a black background;
Show Structural Elements marks up the
page with hints that show where each
HTML object is in the page. The best part
is that these style modes aren’t exclusive,
meaning you can turn on several at once.

One problem I have with Opera is that
it’s not always easy to figure out how to
change certain behaviors. For instance,
when I wanted to modify how a site han-
dles pop-ups, there wasn’t a visual cue on
how to do this when a pop-up was sup-
pressed. You can click a warning box to call
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your bookmarks. This makes it relatively
easy to aggregate all your feeds into a sin-
gle, subject-only digest, and you can flag
articles you receive with labels. Opera also
has native support for BitTorrent, and
although it isn’t as configurable as some
standalone clients, it works well.

One truly outstanding built-in feature
is Opera’s ability to render a page in a
number of different style sheets that over-
ride the page’s native formatting. High
Contrast, for instance, is great for those
pages where the designer decided to use

up the pop-up, but it doesn’t tell you how
to modify how Opera handles pop-ups
from a site. I figured out that right-clicking
the page and selecting Edit Site Preferences
let me change the way Opera handles pop-
ups. Nevertheless, it’s easier to alter a fea-
ture’s behavior with IE and Firefox.

On the upside, Opera will soon add a
fraud protection system that will use the
GeoTrust database. Although the system
only caught about half of the 12 fraud
sites I fed it, the entire fraud site was
redirected to opera:fraud-warning Web
site, putting its user-protection abilities
on par with IE’s. ▲

by Serdar Yegulalp

Yet Other Ways
To Browse
The more you dig, the more you find.
Outside of the “Big Four” browsers I tested
in this roundup, there’s a whole galaxy of
other, less popular but still intriguing (and
free) programs that have loyal followings.
Maxthon (www.maxthon.com) uses the
Internet Explorer rendering engine, but
you’ll need to install it
after an upgrade to
IE7. The browser
sports a whole host
of little features that
its fans have come to
love, such as tabbed
browsing before such
a thing was widely
used. SeaMonkey
(www.mozilla.org/pro
jects/seamonkey) is a
full suite of applica-
tions: Web browser,
mail and newsgroup
reader, and HTML
editor, all designed
from the same code
as Firefox and Thunderbird. I should also
mention the open-source project, Amaya
(www.w3.org/Amaya). The WYSIWYG
HTML editor and Web browser was created
by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium;
the group responsible for creating and
maintaining Web standards). ▲

Opera deals with RSS feeds as if
they were incoming mail or

newsgroup messages, which is
handy because the browser also

doubles as an email client.

Opera 9
Free
Opera Software
www.opera.com
● ● ● ●
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NewsGator FeedDemon 2.1 

I f it’s been a while since you’ve used Feed-
Demon, revisit the RSS news aggregator

(a 30-day trial is available) and see what
Nick Bradbury and company have done
with this latest version. If you’re a serious
news junkie or Web addict who likes all 
his stuff in one place without zipping from 
site to site to get it, NewsGator is worth its
$29.95 asking price, even with several qual-
ity free apps offering the basics and beyond. 

So, why shell out nearly $30 if you’re
getting by fine with Google Reader, Feed-
reader, or even Firefox and Internet Ex-
plorer 7, all free? One reason is the very
noticeable interface and customization
improvements NewsGator implemented in
version 2.1. Further, there’s also now a
hook into YouTube and LiveWriter (eh),
the ability to Digg (cool), new scripting
security measures and a time-saving Pop-
ular Topics tool, and tons more. Best,
though, is the improved, crisp, easy-on-
the-eyes newspaper layout for reading feeds. 

Among the interface’s many charms are
tab functionality with the browser, multiple
style options (check out the purple Prince
look), and scads of buttons for seemingly
every major function. Importing feeds
(URLs, OPML files, etc.) is wizard-easy,
downloading podcasts to iPods and other
players is an overnight, set-it-and-forget-it
task, and tapping into blog functions is a
few clicks away. Additionally, synching
feeds between the standalone app and your
online account is handier than you’d think. 

FeedDemon handles much like Explorer
or Outlook but with cooler content and
capabilities. You can configure the interface
several ways, but the Outlook-like, three-
pane approach worked best for me. This
option lists your Subscriptions, Folders,
Feeds, Watches (searches using your key-
words), and News Bins (bookmarks) in a
hierarchy tree along the left. Select a Folder,
then a feed, and related headlines show up
in the upper-right pane. Click a headline

ForeSight Systems Pertelian X2040 PC Assistant 
R eaders of CPU’s online forums know

there’s a vocal segment of power users
who have little use for case modding. That
includes modding a small LCD into their
rigs to display system-performance stats 
(a project we did in the July 2006 issue, 
page 40). Still, non-modders crave mucho
amounts of current PC data as much as
anyone. For them (and others) there’s the
Pertelian X2040 PC Assistant, an external
USB LCD (2.5 x 4.5 inches [HxW]) with a
4-line x 20-column, green-backlit screen. 

The Pertelian’s defining feature is its
Hitachi HD44780-based LCD, but soft-
ware really makes the X2040 tick, in partic-
ular its 16 included plug-ins. One, for
example, lets you monitor and control vari-
ous Winamp, iTunes, and WMP versions,
including adjusting volume and doing song
searches. Others relate to IM apps (AIM,
GAIM, and Yahoo! IM); TeamSpeak (dis-
plays in game the screen name of the gamer
speaking); POP email (new mail notifica-
tions, headers, sender data, etc.); live sports
scores; local weather; stocks; RSS feeds; and

system stats, including CPU, memory, hard
drive, IP, page file, and more.  

Three new plug-ins with this version
include an eBay monitor (continual views
of list items, bids, remaining bid time, etc.),
Forum Watcher (new posts/change alerts,
access to specific threads, etc.), and IRC
support. Tweaking plug-ins is a cinch, as is
configuring how the Pertelian operates.
Plug the X2040 into a USB port, download
the latest software, tweak the display’s scroll
speed and more, and you’re ready.

One gripe is the Pertelian’s heavy
reliance on keystroke combos (which I’m
admittedly not a big user of), such as
CTRL-ALT-W/S to scroll up or down a
menu or CTRL-ALT-3 to cycle through
functions. Conversely, gamers reluctant to
exit windows or take their eyes off their
monitor screens will love how unobtrusive-
ly the Pertelian sits under, beside, or on top
of a monitor without being a distraction.
Additionally, the modular approach the
developers took building the software allow
for third-party plug-in development, which

ForeSight encourages submissions of at its
Community Download Center. ▲

by Blaine Flamig

there and the meat shows up in the pane
below, which also serves as the browser.

As excellent as FeedDemon’s organiza-
tion is, its nasty speed and ability to grace-
fully handle hundreds of feeds (a second
reason to pay up), may be even better. One
potential downer for some of you is that
FeedDemon is Windows-centric. ▲

by Blaine Flamig
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Pertelian X2040 PC Assistant
$48.99
ForeSight Systems
www.pertelian.com
● ● ● ●

FeedDemon 2.1
$29.95
NewsGator
www.newsgator.com
● ● ● ● ●
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ByteScout Movies Extractor Scout 2.31 

I t seems there’s a well-paved detour for
about any roadblock these days if you

look long enough, including for snagging
Flash-based content from Web sites that
don’t allow for a right-click, Save Target As
combo. To speed past this barricade, there’s
Movies Extractor Scout, a one-dimensional,
but capable, Flash-centric app.   

In short, MES pulls Flash (SWF and
FLV files) movies, games, video (this ver-
sion includes improved YouTube and
Google Video support), and other content
from your IE, Firefox, and Opera cache
and hard drives, neatly putting it all in one
window. You can then view and save files;
capture frames as JPEG, PNG, or TIFF
images; extract text from frames; create cool
Desktop wallpaper with looping ability;
convert Flash files to Windows Projector
files; and more.   

Executing these tasks is Windows-easy
(MES only supports Windows 98/Me/
2000/XP). As part of an otherwise sparse,

dull interface, MES lists the files it extracts
in an Extracted tab. Click a file and it plays
in a pane to the right. Unfortunately, filters
to easily sort and search files are MIA. The
only perceivable way to weed through the
files is previewing each file individually, and
depending on your surfing habits, most
extracted files are ad-related junk. If you
find something worth keeping, just save it
from the File menu or add it to MES’
Favorites tab to work with the file.

Other than slow performance at times,
the only significant snag I ran into hap-
pened when I clicked a file that MES
extracted, provoking an endless procession
of “Internet Explorer cannot download.
Unspecified error” messages, which only
shutting MES down stopped. Conversely,
although creating Flash-based wallpaper
isn’t worth $14.95 alone, it is addictively
fun, not to mention attention-getting. The
looping wallpaper I made from a YouTube
clip of Jack Black bouncing off the walls in

Osborn-Software Advanced File Security Basic 3.0e
I f you’re serious about data protection,

you’re better off with a more robust and
all-encompassing security suite than rely-
ing solely on the single-minded Advanced
File Security from German developer Eric
Pörsel. Still, for quickly encrypting/de-
crypting several files or folders at once,
AFS is worth keeping around—especially
considering it’s free and dead easy to use. 

To protect data, the impish AFS
(693KB download) uses 256-bit AES
encryption, passwords, and configurable
key extensions. All of this is just a right-
click on a file/folder away. Otherwise, just
open AFS’ no-nonsense window, which 
has only four menus at the top and five
buttons—Encrypt, Decrypt, Settings, Help
& Support, and Exit Program—along the
left that cover the same functions. 

Say you need to quickly dump several
work-related folders on a key drive to take
with you (AFS also works with CD/DVDs,
floppies, and email). Just click Encrypt,
navigate to the folders, enter a password
(up to 255 characters), enter optional key

extensions (two questions and correspond-
ing answers you enter), and click Encrypt.
Decrypting the folders requires entering 
the password and key extension answers.
Deeper settings include setting AFS to shut
your rig down after a job and starting AFS
as a background, low-priority task. 

In my tests on a Windows XP 2.4GHz
Athlon 64 3700+ system with 2GB of
RAM, I set AFS to its low-priority mode
and opened QuickTime, IE, and Picasa.
AFS painstakingly took more than 1:20
(hours:minutes) to encrypt just 96MB of a
644MB folder of WMA files. Conversely,
AFS encrypted the same folder in just
3:12 (minutes:seconds) running normally.

Note that AFS doesn’t prevent access 
to folders, just the encrypted data inside.
Also, this version lacks backward compati-
bility with version 2 or lower. Pörsel indi-
cates on his site, though, that a Pro version
with more features is coming, although it
appears that project is on hold for now. As
of now, AFS is a Windows-only app that
looks and feels like an independent, lone

developer created it. Still, I experienced no
buggy system or program performance
using AFS with multiple machines, key
drives, DVDs, and via email. ▲

by Blaine Flamig

“High Fidelity” caught the attention of 
several passers-by. Still, as fun as MES is,
it’s probably only for the Flash faithful who
can find regular uses for the app. ▲

by Blaine Flamig
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Advanced 
File Security 
Basic 3.0e
Free
Osborn-Software
www.osborn-software.net
● ● ●

Movies Extractor 
Scout 2.31
$14.95
ByteScout
www.bytescout.com
● ● ●
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The Internet Is My
Favorite TV Station
MM y first digital camera was a Sony

Mavica (the FD7, if memory serves). 
I selected it over all the others for one rea-

son alone: It relied on the ubiquitous floppy
disk for storage. I couldn’t stand the thought
of connecting a serial cable to my computer
just to offload photos through a junky piece of
software. Granted, the floppy disk was limited
to a paltry 1.5MB, but that media was readily
available, affordable, and replaceable.

I eventually upgraded to later Mavica models,
which afforded me the ability to record 60 sec-
onds of MPEG video in less than 15fps at a
whopping resolution of 160 x 112. Those
recordings were barely watchable, but every one
of them was certainly
fun to create. I’m sure
I’ll soon look back on
these days of recording
640 x 480 AVIs at
30fps on my Canon
Powershot SD700 IS
as “quaint.”

Yes, I’ve been
recording silly digital
videos for years. I used
to share them with my
relatively limited audience, but today’s array
of video upload services truly put the onus on
the content producer rather than the content
production tools. And if you’re not yet taking
advantage of the video features on your digital
camera, you’re really missing out.

Despite its crude array of options and
questionable terms of service, YouTube
remains the best option for many of us. You
simply can’t argue with the numbers. A
while back, I made an “airplane safety”
instructional video and started my own
YouTube account with it. Somehow,
months later, it was featured on the front
page, and I now have 500 people who sub-
scribe to my videos on the network. That
may not sound like much, but I can tell you
that those are 500 people who can’t wait to 
see more of my videos. If you don’t have a
YouTube account, get one. Now.

When Google got serious about video,
before the YouTube acquisition, I gave it an
equal shot. I haven’t uploaded very many
videos yet, but oddly enough, I can tell you
that up to this point, Google video hasn’t dri-
ven quite as much traffic as YouTube has.
Perhaps it’s the type of videos I’m uploading;
I don’t know. I’ll continue to share my cre-
ations on Google Video, if only because it’s
Google—and everybody goes to Google.
What I love most about Google’s service is
that it’ll transcode any video into MP4, which
is compatible with both the iPod and PSP.
There’s no software to install—very cool.

If you’re like me, you like getting paid for
your work. And that’s
the promise behind
Revver.com. But in
my limited exposure to
its network, I’ve dis-
covered that unless
you can drive thou-
sands of visitors on
your own, you’re not
likely to make much
more than a few bucks
here and there—cer-

tainly nothing that’s going to help you enter
early retirement. Still, it’s nice to know that
you can create videos which may ultimately
pay for the camera you shot them with. User-
generated revenue sounds much more com-
pelling than user-generated content, no?

There are hundreds (if not thousands) of
other video hosting services, from Blip.tv to
Vimeo to DropShots to Pixpo to MySpace 
to . . . whatever. I don’t know if there’s really
a “best” video hosting service out there, but I
can tell you one thing: If you upload a video
to one resource, you might as well seed the
same video elsewhere. All those single views
start to add up over time, and you never know
who’s going to watch you do what next. 

Making videos is fun, and sharing them with
others is even more fun. I could keep myself
busy for days on end, watching content that
you (or anybody else) may have created. ▲

It’s nice to know that

you can create

videos which may

ultimately pay for the

camera you shot

them with. 
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compelling than

user-generated 

content, no?
You can dialogue with Chris at chris@cpumag.com

Chris Pirillo consumes as much
media as he produces. Whether on

Lockergnome.com,
Chris.Pirillo.com, bLaugh.com,

TheChrisPirilloShow.com, or
UndoTV.com—he’s always up to

something. He once recorded a 60-
second video of watching paint dry,

just to see if it was as boring as
reported. Sure enough, the activity

proved to be mind-numbing. Chris
had a wonderful childhood, sur-
rounded by Speak ‘n’ Spells and

Starcade. Unfortunately, his school
already had a class clown—so he

had to settle for class bearded lady.
Ba-dum-bum.

Dialogue Box
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Getting Smart Online,
College Edition
HH ere’s another of my famous roundups of

cool, free stuff. This time, I’ll show you
where you can get a world-class education (or
at least be exposed to material taught in
world-class universities and elsewhere) on the
Internet. I turned it in late because I kept get-
ting distracted. Sorry.

OpenCourseWare. 18 months ago (see page
79 in the July 2005 issue of CPU) I mentioned
MIT’s then-new OpenCourseWare program
(ocw.mit.edu) for freely sharing course materi-
als. Thanks to MIT and its partners in the
OpenCourseWare Consortium (ocwconsor
tium.org), materials for hundreds of courses at
dozens of universities around the world are
available at no cost. Be warned, however, that
course materials range from relatively spartan
offerings of lecture notes and syllabi to more
elaborate and complete packages that include
pointers to free online versions of otherwise
costly texts. You also don’t get any access to
course instructors or any class recordings. 

But if you’re a teacher, instructor, or ambi-
tious student, you can download and use the
course materials to re-create your own experience
of doing the course. This includes online access
to otherwise expensive texts. Participating insti-
tutions include MIT, Utah State, Tufts, Johns
Hopkins, Notre Dame, and others across the
country and around the world. 

MIT World. One of the many benefits of
proximity to MIT is access to a wide variety of
speakers who come from around the world to
share their knowledge. Now, everyone can “get
in” to the talks through MIT World (mitworld
.mit.edu) by downloading video of events with-
out the hassle of sussing out MIT’s building
numbers or fighting for a seat in a crowded lec-
ture hall. Speakers include Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley, mathematician Benoit B.
Mandelbrot, historian Howard Zinn, Segway
inventor Dean Kamen, The New York Times
columnist Thomas L. Friedman, numerous
Nobel laureates, and many other notables.

University of California, Berkeley. Sure,
lots of universities offer streaming video/
Webcast/podcast courses, but UC Berkeley’s

webcast.berkeley (webcast.berkeley.edu) is the
best I’ve found so far. It offers video of lec-
tures for dozens of courses (with archives dat-
ing back as far as 2001) with links to course
Web sites, as well as special events, such as
MIT World. It’s not exactly the same as being
there, but it’s close enough for me. I can read
the text, watch the video (and repeat parts that
I missed), and do assignments on my own
schedule. In fact, with my 10-year-old I’ve
been enjoying Brian Harvey (see page 84 in
the April 2005 issue of CPU) teach an intro-
duction to computer science (CS 61A). The
textbook is online, too (mitpress.mit.edu/sicp
/full-text/book/book.html).

QoolSqool. Educators, students, and self-
learners can use QoolSqool (www.qoolsqool
.com) as a resource for sharing and finding
free online learning materials. You can browse
links to educational sites via traditional cate-
gories, with tags, by multimedia content type
(video, audio, podcast), and with a search
function. You can find links to not only uni-
versity courses but also a wide range of acade-
mic and informational multimedia content.

Google Video. I prefer the Google Video
(video.google.com) format to watch video with-
in a Web page, and UC Berkeley even has its
own page (video.google.com/ucberkeley.html).
But oddly enough, it’s not the easiest way to
find a particular class or lecture. If you’re look-
ing for content from a particular institution on
a particular topic, hunting it down with Google
Video could be faster.

Connexions (cnx.org). This is a nonprofit
launched at Rice University in 1999 to serve
as a global repository for educational content;
while there are pointers to video and audio
resources, Connexions specializes in providing
a platform for building and sharing elearning
and Web courses.

This is not an exhaustive survey of the field,
just my own favorites. I find myself returning
to these places over time to get smarter, and
yes, to try to pick up on some of the stuff I
wasn’t paying attention to back in college. Let
me know your own favorites! ▲
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Get saucy with Pete at pete@cpumag.com

Pete Loshin, former technical
editor of software reviews for

Byte Magazine (print version),
consults and writes about com-

puting and the Internet. He also
runs www.linuxcookbook.com.

He owns shares of both
Microsoft and Red Hat and

believes that Windows isn't for
everyone, but neither is Linux.

Open Sauce
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Proud of the 6MBps download
speed you finally squeezed out of
your cable broadband provider?

Salivating over the 20MBps that fiber
optic networks have been promising us
as they roll out around the country?
Although we all share an Internet that’s
lurching toward smoother, faster per-
formance, about 10 million select users
would consider our 5MBps or even
20MBps to be network computing in
the slow lane. It gets little attention
from the popular media, but a next-gen-
eration, hyper-fast Internet is already
celebrating its 10th birthday. At over
200 universities, 70 corporations, and
45 government agencies the Internet2
Network is running on its own back-
bone, wholly separate from the Internet
we all use. In its latest iteration, this
“other Internet” has been clocked at an
astonishing 100Gbps speed.

In The Beginning
How do the rest of us catch a ride on

this super-super information highway?
Well, we don’t. The organization behind
this other Internet was established in

The Other Internet
The Hyper-Fast Backbone We’ll Never Use

1996 as the World Wide Web itself first
became commercialized and cluttered by
millions of new users. The federally led
NGI (Next Generation Internet) began
government subsidized research into new
Internet technologies that could increase
existing speeds and functionalities. The
catch was that in order to conduct this
research, the project needed a dedicated,
very high speed vBNS (Backbone Net-
work Service) that lived apart from the
public Internet. The Internet2 consor-
tium of universities, government agen-
cies, and private industries was founded
to organize research into new network-
ing technology and potential applica-
tions for a better Internet. 

And this wasn’t just a lab experiment
connecting select computer science depart-
ments, either. By 1999 the high-speed
Abilene network began connecting re-
search institutions and government agen-
cies, and it now reaches into hundreds of
educational and research locations. Many
universities already have 100Mbps connec-
tions at every endpoint on their campuses.
By 2005, the network technologies behind
this network had gotten so fast, speed tests

maintained an average data transfer rate of
100Gbps for several hours at a time. 

How fast is that? According to the scien-
tists who conducted the trials, these down-
load speeds can move five feature-length
DVD movies from one spot to another in
about one second. The research is impor-
tant because as more of the world’s business
communication and media experiences
course through the Internet backbone, we’ll
need much higher, more reliable band-
width than we have now. According to the
Internet2 comparisons, a typical broadband
video Webcast requires about 250Kbps of
transfer speed, and many users already suf-
fer dropped frames and constant buffering
even in these relatively low-bandwidth
transfers. Even SDTV video would require
reliable transfer of 768Kbps to 1.5Mbps,
but once you bump it up to the medium
resolutions of a DVD, we are already ex-
ceeding most of our broadband connec-
tions with 5Mbps. To move compressed
HDTV signals over the Internet will re-
quire at least 20Mbps speeds, well above
most of our connections. Uncompressed
HDTV requires 1.5Gbps. 

Meet The New Network
Of course, 1.5Gbps transfers are child’s

play for the Internet2 Network, which
recently started transferring its traffic onto
a new backbone being built by Level 3
Communications. To achieve these phe-
nomenal speeds, Internet2 researchers are
experimenting with new switching tech-
nologies that blend the old-style IP packet
infrastructure with an optical circuit infra-
structure. The HOPI (Hybrid Optical and
Packet Infrastructure) project is one of
Internet2’s chief test beds that’s being used
to experiment with the most extreme, mis-
sion-critical networking conditions. In late
2005, HOPI connected three radio tele-
scopes across an optical network so that
scientist’s at all three observatories could

This is a cluster
of 10 advanced
interfaces set
up in New York
to light up the
first leg of the
100Gbps
Internet2 
network.
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machine or cluster of machines in another
lab across the country,” says Chris Robb,
Indiana University researcher and imple-
mentation lead for the Internet2 Network
Operations Center. 

The first piece of the new Internet2
backbone went live in late 2006 using 
a combination of optical networking 
equipment and IP routers. The first 

conduct real-time analysis of hi-res images
of distant radio sources in the universe.
The dedicated connection among the
observatories required low-latency, reliable
transfers of multiple gigabits per second,
and the simultaneous data exchange
among these three telescopes has the
potential of turning them into one massive
virtual eye on the cosmos. 

This is the kind of highly secure and
reliable networking that the Internet2 Net-
work is exploring. When most of us experi-
ence network latency it might mean an
extra buffer from a YouTube video or tak-
ing an extra hit in World Of Warcraft—
frustrating but not life-threatening. In the
new world of applications, such as telemed-
icine, dropped frames and latency wouldn’t
be a trivial issue. Someday soon Internet2
may let doctors conduct collaborative surg-
eries from multiple remote locations, using
recording devices that respond instanta-
neously to remote command and transfer

video in the high resolutions necessary for
such precise work. 

The next-generation technology is not
just about high speed. It also involves how
researchers can make large and small net-
works on the fly within this massive back-
bone. “A researcher in the future might
create direct, dedicated ‘channels’ through
the network to interconnect with a single

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

We spoke with the Internet2 consortium’s head
spokesperson, Greg Wood, director of com-
munications, about who gets into Internet2 and 

what good these gigabytes of bandwidth
will do for the rest of us still counting speed
in megabytes.Q

&
A

CPU: Who is lucky enough to use the Internet2 backbone?

Wood: More than 200 university members have committed to upgrad-
ing their own networks and the regional networking capabilities they
use to fully leverage the national backbone. Most now offer at least
100Mbps to every wired endpoint on their campuses. However,
through the sponsorship of Internet2 university members, the
Internet2 Network now also connects over 46,000 institutions in the
U.S. and close to 10 million users including students from kinder-
garten through graduate school, faculty, researchers, teachers, per-
forming arts instructors, museum curators, etc. Internet2 believes
that the entire research and education community can benefit from
the network to enable innovation at all levels of academia.

CPU: We understand that Internet2 isn’t intended as a network that
ultimately migrates or gets opened up to the general public as the
original Internet backbone was. Is this the case? 

Wood: The real value of the precommercial network that was developed
for research and education—largely by the National Science Founda-
tion, known as the NSFNET—was that it provided a large-scale proof of 

concept for this new technology
called TCP/IP. It also provided a lot
of smart people with access to the
network as a basis for innovation.
Recall that the applications we take
for granted such as email, the Web,
[and] IM weren’t invented until well after Internet technology was widely
deployed among academia. Internet2 works with its members to provide
exactly that kind of foundation for innovation on an ongoing basis. 

CPU: Will our Internet ultimately have the same speed and features
as Internet2 but on a different backbone? 

Wood: We hope so. One of the core missions of Internet2 is to ensure
that the technologies we’re developing are migrated to the public
Internet. We try to stay five to 10 years ahead of the curve and provide a
space for these services to be developed, tested, and matured before
they reach the commercial marketplace. And, past experience with email
and the Web also shows that as students make their way into the post-
education world, they help companies and other organizations under-
stand and make use of technologies they first used while in school.  ▲

Greg Wood: Who Gets On The
Information Super-Super Highway?

The high-speed
Abilene backbone
connected most of
the major research

universities in the
United States. This

original iteration 
of the next-gen 
network is now

migrating to 
an even faster

Internet2 network.
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the standard Internet in terms of network
technology and applications. Although 
we may not be riding the 100Gbps high-
way ourselves very soon, the networking 
technologies being developed here will
migrate to the Internet as we know it.
Applications such as IPTV and more
robust videoconferencing are already hav-
ing an impact on what researchers call our
everyday “commodity Internet.” The
deeper developments such as the “connec-
tion-oriented services” that let groups
reserve dedicated bandwidth may or may
not ever make it to us. “Some people
hope connection-oriented services will
eventually become de rigueur for home
users,” says Robb. But it’s hard to see
right now how ISPs would scale that kind
of flexibility into every user’s broadband
account, or make business models around
it. “Those sorts of advances are a decade
or more away,” he says.  

If you want to see the most enticing
parts of the next Internet, you may just
need to go back to school.  ▲

by Steve Smith

100Gb segment lit up between New York,
Washington, D.C., and Chicago with an
aggressive rollout plan to connect the other
major research nodes in 2007. “With the
latest advance in semiconductor devices like
field-programmable gate arrays, we might
see supercomputers connected at 100 GbE
using 10 parallel 10GBps circuits in the not
so distant future,” said Internet2 director of
network services Steve Cotter at the unveil-
ing of the new backbone.    

The raw hardware being deployed in
Internet2 is impressive on its own, but the
larger ambitions for next-gen networking
also involve greater compatibility across
platforms and institutions. Nodes on the
next-gen Internet must be able to speak
with each other and share information
more seamlessly. The Middleware Initiative
at Internet2 is creating a standardized soft-
ware layer that sits between the network
and individual applications or the user’s
desktop. This middle layer would give all
applications a standard way of authenticat-
ing servers and users, sharing directories of
information, and maintaining security. 

The Whiz-Bang Moments
Researchers will eventually be able to

upgrade the new 100Gbps Internet with
newer circuits to a staggering 400Gbps,
and at these speeds whole new worlds of
networking applications open up. When
scientists can dedicate portions of band-
width to specific tasks, then the quality of
service problems that now exists on the
fully shared structure of the common
Internet go away. 

The Internet2 consortium is charged
with creating the high-speed, low-latency
test bed that lets researchers experiment

with new applications. And as the first
IDEA (Internet2 Driving Exemplary Ap-
plications) Awards demonstrated, a wide
range of innovation is already ramping
onto the super-super highway. One project
winner, the “Megaconferences,” was creat-
ed by an Ohio State University and Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania team that connected
7,500 users from around the world via
hundreds of videoconferencing endpoints. 

Also, a group of music schools uses
Internet2 to create hi-def master classes
and auditions among remote locations.
Using interactive digital video, MPEG-2,
and surround sound streams, they can re-
create life-like studio situations anywhere.
The quality is good enough and the laten-
cy so low that world-famous composers
can see and hear their students over the
network with real-world clarity.

Finally, the Transcontinental Persistent
Archives Prototype demonstrates how the
advanced speed and protocols in this new
network can make a massive, virtualized
storage facility out of archival records
housed in three separate locations. Even
though different computing environments
in separate institutions maintain the elec-
tronic records, the project makes them
seem to the user to be a single repository of
information. Ultimately, scientists
could use the techniques to unify
public records around the country so
users could access all digitized public
information and archives as if they all lived
on a single hard drive. 

What’s In It For Us?
The conventional wisdom among In-

ternet2 participants is that their hyper-
broadband is five to seven years ahead of

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

TTeecchh  AAddddiiccttss
Mental health experts are becoming
increasingly aware of the devastating
effects of technology addiction. A Rutgers
University study recently suggested that
Internet addiction, spurred by BlackBerry
devices, is as mentally damaging as drug
addiction. But what about the kids? The
Wall Street Journal recently reported that
the children of BlackBerry addicts, or

BlackBerry orphans, are
calling for interventions.

Perhaps the Betty
Ford Center needs

a new wing.  ▲
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A composer
based in New
York interacts
live with an 
orchestra and
its audience via
the Internet2. 
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repeat.txt
II n the beginning there was GeoCities. It let

individuals share whatever content they
wanted with the world. It was simple. It was
abused. But it got the job done. Let’s be clear:
What this service provided was cheap data
hosting, and it was worth billions.

In the years that followed, there were
countless imitators. Some served a unique
niche; others provided better service or func-
tionality. GeoCities became a dirty word
amongst the elite of the ’Net, but more
importantly, it ceased to be “important.”

Today this cycle is repeating itself over and
over again with new data types. We’ve
watched Flickr and Picasa rise to prominence
by serving as hubs for
mom to share baby
pictures with grandma
and grandpa. The lat-
est of these new data
types has culminated
in Google’s massively
hyped billion-dollar
acquisition of You-
Tube. This hype is
uncalled for because
these services are overrated. And, ultimately,
this is a waste of time and money.

The reason for this is that there are two sep-
arate services that people desire. The first is
relatively easy: People want an easy way to put
their content online. GeoCities could do that.
So could Apple’s .Mac services. Or even some-
thing as insanely overhyped as MySpace could
do it. At the end of the day, the primary ser-
vices these systems provide to their users is the
inexpensive, easy sharing of data. The second
service is drawing connections among that
data, or in other words, publicity. Google
indexing a keyword or a blog mentioning the
latest viral video hit could fill this function.
Most of the more successful content distribu-
tion services have basic social-networking
functionality; for example, you can declare a
friend on MySpace. But at the end of the day,
this is just marketing. I think, however, this is
where the real value actually is.

Google’s acquisition of YouTube strikes
me as utterly ludicrous. The company’s own
Google Video product provided most of the

same level of hosting as the YouTube ser-
vice. What Google Video lacked was the PR
hype machine associated with the YouTube
juggernaut. Uncle Joe could host his video
on either service, but only YouTube had the
perception that the latest epic video docu-
drama, “Man Falls Down Stairs,” could cre-
ate the next Internet superstar.

The question really is who will be the
arbiter of taste and culture online, not who
will provide the hosting. In other words, it’s
about being the next NBC or Washington Post,
not about being the next Comcast. Users 
will flock to the service that provides the host-
ing that is the best for them. As MySpace in-

creases the advertising
content on its users’
pages, people will
slowly jump ship to
another service.
Perhaps they will
move to one that pro-
vides more bandwidth
or less advertising or
fewer restrictions.

This cycle will con-
tinue as each new data type becomes popu-
larized and commoditized online. Most users
just want the ability to share their files. Have
you tried subscribing to a YouTube RSS
feed or reading the YouTube home page?
This service simply fails at being a measure
of taste or quality.

The real value is the services that will arbi-
trate taste online. Finding a good blog that
shares your sense of humor will help you find
a better selection of videos that will appeal to
you. Should Google insert 30-second ads at
the start of YouTube videos, a huge popula-
tion will migrate to some other video hosting
service that offers 15-second ads.

The end users will have no reason to trust
the individuals who host the content to find
the quality subject matter they desire. And 
the third parties will have no incentive to
favor one content provider over another. Then
suddenly the parasites have all the value that
Google thinks it just bought. It’s GeoCities 
all over again—and when was the last time
anyone you know hosted anything there? ▲

The question

really is who

will be the

arbiter of

taste and 

culture online,

not who will

provide the

hosting.
Contact me at malda@cpumag.com

Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda is the
creator and director of the 

popular News for Nerds Web
site Slashdot.org. He spends his

time fiddling with electronic
gizmos, wandering the ’Net,

watching anime, and trying to
think of clever lies to put in his
bio so that he seems cooler than

he actually is.
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by Jen Edwards

EEttyymmoottiicc  RReesseeaarrcchh  PPrreemmiieerreess  
IInn--EEaarr  BBlluueettooootthh  HHeeaaddpphhoonneess  

E tymotic’s new ety8 In-The-Ear Bluetooth Headphones offer several bene-
fits beyond listening to your favorite music on the go. Other companies,

such as Logitech, have Bluetooth headphones, but the ety8 earbud-style head-
phones are significantly smaller and lighter than other offerings. Other features
include up to 40 decibels of noise isolation and high-definition sound for better
audio quality transmission.

Two models are available: the standard kit for $199 or the $299 iPod System,
which includes the 8-Mate adapter that plugs into compatible iPods (4G, 5G, mini,
and both generations of nano) to enable wireless listening. The iPod nano and 5G
iPod have enhanced functionality that lets users control the listening experience with
their iPod’s Click Wheel in addition to the controls on the headphones. Both ver-
sions include a leather carrying case and a USB charging cable. The ety8’s battery life
is between six to 10 hours depending on actual usage. ▲

NNookkiiaa  AAnnnnoouunncceess  NNeeww  PPhhoonneess,,  
PPaarrttnneerrsshhiipp  wwiitthh  YYaahhoooo!!    

T he annual Nokia World conference in Amsterdam brought a flurry of
announcements from the mobile phone giant this past November. Nokia

introduced several new models, including the stainless steel 6300 and two
phones for the European market: the 6290, a midrange smartphone; and the
6086, a quad-band UMA (unlicensed mobile access) phone. The company also
introduced the 2626, a budget-priced model for emerging markets, which fea-
tures an FM radio for on-the-go listening enjoyment.

An expanded partnership with Yahoo! will also bring a variety of services to
users of select Nokia phones. Although the new services are initially only avail-
able on Nokia’s 6300, 5300, and XPpress Music 5200 models, Nokia expects
all Series 40 handsets to be compatible with the services in the near future.

Nokia will integrate Yahoo! Mail into its phones’ message inbox, including
the ability to locally store emails for offline access. Yahoo! Messenger brings
one of the most popular Desktop chat clients to Nokia phone users, who can
display their chat availability in addition to IMing. Yahoo! Personal Informa-
tion Management lets users synchronize their Yahoo! contacts, tasks, and calen-
dar between their desktop PC and mobile phone. ▲

W aterField, a company that specializes in attractive carrying
cases for everything from the Apple iPod to full-sized lap-

top briefcases, recently unveiled its latest design, the Nintendo
DS Lite Case ($39). Suitable for the popular Nintendo DS Lite,
the case features a leather flap and black, ballistic nylon exterior.
Customers can opt for a case that sports a unique design inspired
by the handheld’s button layout for no extra charge. 

Inside, a soft lining protects the DS Lite, and handy game
storage pockets under the flap hold three DS game cards
plus a spare stylus. A zippered pocket on the back of the
case provides additional storage for DS cards, GBA car-
tridges, earbuds, and a spare battery. The case is available
with a choice of the following interior flap colors: black,
kiwi (green), or pink. ▲

WWaatteerrFFiieelldd  UUnnvveeiillss  PPoorrttaabbllee  GGaammiinngg  CCaassee  FFiitt  FFoorr  EExxeeccuuttiivveess

Etymotic’s ety8 in-ear Bluetooth wireless headphones
cut down on background noise and cable clutter.
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DDooccuummeennttss  TToo  GGoo  99  AAddddss
NNeeww  IInnTTaacctt  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  

A s smartphones become more popular and pow-
erful, business professionals count on their

handhelds to take on even more complex tasks, such
as remotely viewing and editing Word and Excel
files. Until the latest version of Documents To Go
was released, however, wired desktop synchroniza-
tion was required to merge on-the-go changes back
into the original Desktop file.

InTact technology frees
users from that old require-
ment by letting a handheld
device edit the main text of
documents, including images
and tables. A user can’t view or
change certain elements, such
as headers and footers, on a
handheld, but they are still
fully preserved. 

For example, if a user is at
an offsite client meeting and
needs to update a proposal,
Documents To Go 9 opens a
file stored on the handheld or
received as an email attach-
ment and resizes and formats

the main portion of the document for handheld
viewing and editing on a small screen. Once the
user completes the revisions, Documents To Go
automatically and intelligently rolls the changes
into the original file, which retains the original for-
matting and can be immediately forwarded to the
client or the home office via email. The entire
process happens without actually synchronizing the
handheld with a desktop computer.

Additional features include native support of
Microsoft PowerPoint files, the ability to view and
edit endnotes and com-
ments in Word docu-
ments, and support for
creating, viewing, and
editing XY scatter plot
charts in Excel spread-
sheets. Documents To Go
Version 9 is available in
Standard ($29.99),
Professional ($39.99), and
Premium ($49.99) edi-
tions, with special
upgrade pricing and 
free trial downloads at
www.dataviz.com. ▲

With Documents To Go
version 9, you can edit
Microsoft Excel files and
never worry about losing
any formatting thanks to
InTact technology.

AAggeennddaaOOnnee  AAiimmss  
TToo  SSiimmpplliiffyy  
YYoouurr  WWiinnddoowwss  MMoobbiillee
LLiiffeessttyyllee

D eveloperOne, creator of the Agenda-
Fusion PIM application for Windows

Mobile devices, has launched a new pro-
gram designed to simplify calendar, task,
and contact management. AgendaOne
delivers much of the power without the
confusion, offering a streamlined interface
with minimum buttons, menu choices, and
on-screen icons. 

AgendaOne lets you view daily agendas
and weekly and monthly calendars views. It also includes integrated task
and contact management. You can group tasks by category, priority, due
date, or subject and quickly search your contacts by starting to type a
name. Time filtering options make it easy to see all of your work or per-
sonal appointments at a glance. Simplified options for each view allow a
surprising amount of control over things such as the color scheme and
whether to show completed and overdue tasks.

The time filtering feature is particularly innovative because it lets you
set up times to show a scheduled category. For example, you can choose
to only show work items from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays, filtering out
personal tasks and appointments. An included theme builder and down-
loadable theme packs add more personalization options. AgendaOne is
available for Windows Mobile-based handhelds and smartphones for
$29.95 at www.developerone.com. ▲

CChhaarrggee  &&  PPllaayy  IInn  TThhee  AAiirr

F or people who won’t fly the friendly skies without their iPod, trav-
eling with the portable player will soon be much easier, thanks to

Apple’s partnership with six major airlines. Passengers who fly Air
France, Continental, Delta, Emirates, KLM, and United will be able 
to plug their iPod into an outlet at their seat, ending power worries.
Even better, users with 5G iPods can view video content on seat back

displays, enhancing
the entertainment
experience with a
larger screen and
hands-free viewing.

This service will
be available by 
the middle of this
year, and Apple 
is also working 
with Panasonic
Avionics Corpora-
tion to extend iPod
integration to 
more airlines. ▲

AgendaOne has a clean,
uncluttered interface to help
you be productive.
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SSuuppeerrmmaann  RReettuurrnnss
Although there clearly have been a few exceptions, comic book fans have enjoyed an
impressive run of pretty good movies based on their favorite characters in recent years.
Thankfully, “Superman Returns” continues that trend, with a strong lead performance
from Brandon Routh and the capable direction of Bryan Singer (“The Usual Suspects,”
“X-men/X2”). The appropriately over-the-top special effects sequences leave no doubt as
to Big Blue’s immense power, while Routh’s even-keeled performance appropriately con-
veys the restraint Superman must exercise in living among humans (no Peter Parker emo

here, thank you very much). Kevin Spacey (Lex Luthor) chews on the scenery a
bit, but overall is a good fit. Fans looking for lots of extras should pop for the SE.

WWoorrlldd  TTrraaddee  CCeenntteerr
It would seem exceedingly easy for a filmmaker to produce a politically charged pic-
ture about the Sept. 11, 2001, tragedy that points fingers or lays blame in one place
or another, but that’s not what “World Trade Center” is about. Instead, the film
takes a stark look at the horrific conditions that met the brave men and women who
serve in New York City’s various emergency and law enforcement services and then

applauds their incredible resolve and dedication. Director Oliver Stone holds
up shining examples of human beings at their best as an important reminder to
all of us of where America’s true strength lies.

At Your

Leisure The entertainment world, at least where it pertains to technology, morphs,
twists, turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But that’s exactly why we
love it. For the lowdown on the latest and most interesting releases in PC
entertainment, consoles, DVDs, CDs, and just leisure and lifestyle stuff we (for
the most part) love and recommend, read on. 

AA uu dd ii oo VV ii dd ee oo CC oo rr nn ee rr DVD
Byte

December 19
Lady in the Water

Invincible

All The King’s Men

December 26
The Descent

Factotum

The Black Dahlia

January 2
The Covenant

Snakes on
a Plane

Dark
Portals:
The
Chronicles
of Vidocq

January 9
Crank

Extras: The
Complete
First
Season

The
Illusionist

DVDs by Chris Trumble, CDs by Blaine A. Flamig

$19.95 ($22.95 for SE)
Warner Home Video
supermanreturns.warnerbros.com

D i g i t a l L i v i n g
Games 

Gear 

Movies 

Music

$29.99 ($34.99 for SE)
Paramount Home Entertainment
www.wtcmovie.com

TThhee  BBeeaattlleess——““LLoovvee””
One of the hottest tickets in Vegas right now is the Beatles-themed Cirque du Soleil show
featuring reworkings of the Fab Four’s best and most well-known tunes, including “Get
Back,” “I Am the Walrus,” “I Want To Hold Your Hand,” “Strawberry Fields Forever,”
“Revolution,” and more. Longtime Beatles producer George Martin spent two-plus years
with his son, Giles, remastering 130 tracks, mixing pieces together into what we hear here.
Beatles purists might be screaming foul, but if you can get past such hangups, “Love”
affectionately wears on you. CD and CD/DVD editions are available, with the audio-only
DVD featuring stereo and 5.1 surround-sound versions.

TToomm  WWaaiittss——““OOrrpphhaannss””  
At some point in everyone’s life, there comes a period of despair in which the world seems
hopelessly unforgiving, bitter, and hauntingly cruel. Master storyteller Tom Waits writes,
sings, howls, and growls about such times with a creative abandon that will decimate your
senses if you’re not prepared. Part barfly, troubadour, and skid-row refuge, Waits has num-
bered among America’s greatest songwriters since the 1970s, but with this epic, career-defin-
ing three-disc collection (titled “Brawlers,” “Bawlers,” and “Bastards”) of blues, ballads, and
bawdry life lessons on love, loss, and longing, Waits has given us his best work to date.

“Orphans” is required listening.

$18.98
Capitol Records
www.capitolrecords.com

$35
Anti- 
www.anti.com

See the full reviews from A/V Corner at www.cpumag.com/cpufeb07/AYL
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Move Over, Cloud
-by Chris Trumble

$49.99 (PS2)  •  ESRB: (T)een  •  Square Enix  •  www.finalfantasyxii.com

S quare’s 1997 release, Final Fantasy VII for the original 32-bit PlayStation, was our
favorite console RPG for many years and remained such until very recently. Sure,

there have been better-looking titles in the intervening years—especially given the
graphical superiority of the PS2 over its predecessor—and the occasional game has
done better in some particular gameplay area or other, but taken as a whole nothing
else ever quite came close. And the game will always have a special place in console
RPG history, but there’s finally something that eclipses VII’s epic scope and cool factor,
and fittingly it’s another Final Fantasy.

Final Fantasy XII is quite possibly the last of the really huge PS2-exclusive games to
ship for the system. Sony likes to talk about its consoles’ 10-year lifespans, and we’ve
no doubt there will be some level of support for the machine for a few years yet, but a
quick look at the upcoming release list shows that third-party support has largely shift-
ed to the newer Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, and (to a somewhat lesser extent) Wii. This
alone is a sort of distinction, but dismissing FFXII as the last decent game for a dying
system is a big mistake. Its graphical style, engaging story, inventive combat system,
and trademark Square Enix flair make XII a must-have for anyone who has enjoyed
Final Fantasy games over the years.

As is often the case, the story in XII involves a huge empire invading its neighboring
countries and the efforts of a number of waifish teenagers to stop said empire from
running roughshod over their home. There are lots of hidden agendas and secrets to
uncover as the story progresses, and there’s a lot of world to explore along the way,
too. The game is a pleasing blend of world map navigation, city/town exploration, cin-
ematic cutscenes, and menu-driven battles. The combat system in XII is called ADB, or
Active Dimension Battle, and it essentially improves upon previous installments’
Active Time Battle (an interesting blend of real-time and turn-based elements) by giv-
ing you the ability to use the terrain of your battlegrounds to your advantage. Certain
types of terrain lend your units appropriate bonuses or penalties compared to other
terrain types, a nice bit of strategic improvement in a genre where battles make up the
bulk of gameplay. The Gambit system is another welcome refinement; it essentially lets
you automate certain actions for specific characters in specific situations, thus elimi-
nating some of the monotony that used to plague such games.

For some years, we’ve been waiting and hoping for
some word from Square Enix about a PS2 (and, more
recently, PS3) remake of Final Fantasy VII, but thanks to
this release we’re spending more time looking forward to
what else the
company has up
its sleeve. ▲
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Not Just For Kids
-by Dr. Malaprop

Here’s a game that Microsoft has
been promoting as a children’s

game, but, as things turn out, it’s
probably one of our favorite Xbox 360 games
of 2006. Gameplay takes some inspiration from
Animal Crossing and The Sims. The 60 colorful and
customizable papier-mâché species in this family-friendly title give the
game a unique identity that looks splendid on an HDTV. You’ll either
love (we were in this camp) or hate the colors, but the gameplay and
graphics will keep you and your kids entertained for months.

As the game begins, you’ll find yourself near a janky plot of land
with a watering can, shovel, and grass seed in hand. A leafy girl will pro-
vide you with a tutorial, and your objective is to build a garden to
attract various species of piñata with the hope of making it their home.
Additionally, you’ll want to help grow your piñata population for per-
sonal ecosystem pleasure, to sell, or to package up and send to friends
via Xbox Live. There’s a handy tutorial that will walk you through the
various requirements, and you’ll have the choice of either the basic
(with an on-screen image to make it easier for casual gamers to pick
and try the game) or advanced controls.

Viva Piñata is very well-balanced. It never feels like you’re learning
more than you can handle, and the various game concepts are intro-
duced at a steady pace. And as the game continues, you
can mold and customize your creations. NPCs become
available for various functions (doctor, builder,
etc.), and you can pay for their items or services. 

Rare has received much criticism for its
noncompelling Xbox and 360 game releases
over the past several years. Viva Piñata may
turn things around for the developer; after
all, it is the most compelling release since
Rare’s 2002 acquisition by Microsoft. ▲

$49.95 (Xbox 360)

ESRB: (E)veryone

Microsoft

www.vivapinata.com
Not Ready For Public Consumption  -

by Dr. Malaprop
$49.95 (PC-CD)  •  ESRB: (T)een  •  Atari  •  www.atari.com/nwn2

I f you’ve never played the original
Neverwinter Nights (reviewed in

CPU), you’ll love this sequel. NWN2
is a Dungeons & Dragons 3.5-based,
50-hour excursion in which you
guide your created peasant character
through a rich world that can change
in subtle or sweeping ways, depend-
ing on your choices. Up to three sup-
porting characters can join you, and
occasional nonplayers will join you as
well. As you’d expect, the more var-
ied your party’s abilities, the better
your odds are of ultimate success.

We loved the original
Neverwinter Nights and inevitably
expected more from the sequel. Sure,
the graphics here are good, especially
up close, but not on par with, say,
Oblivion. The AI you get from one-
on-one conversations is more
impressive than we expected, but the

AI in battle sequences can
be downright

dumb to damaged. There were sev-
eral points when party members
seemed to lose track of the action at
hand or just freeze—in a glitchy way,
not battle panic. The only way
around this is to pause the game and
give each character up to five script-
ed actions, which is fine if you’re a
strategist who normally plays by
scripting, but it’s not so hot if you’re
a full-speed-ahead type.

Many audio elements have been
stolen from the first NWN, which
adds to the feeling this title was
rushed for the holidays. This may
eventually be a good game after
many more patches but in its cur-
rent state is very buggy.
Community-based updates will
empower the game (much like it did
with NWN), which is why we really
like the depth of the integrated cus-
tom campaign editor. However, if
that’s not your bag, you might want
to give this game a pass. ▲
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T hose expecting more of the same run-and-gun-style gameplay experi-
enced in Rainbow Six Lockdown and Black Arrow have reason to cheer:

Rainbow Six Vegas bears no similarity. This is Vegas: the city of Celine Dion,
Mel Torme, Cirque Du Soleil. Don’t let the early part of the game, set in
Mexico, trick you into thinking this is a rehash of Ghost Recon Advanced
Warfighter. What it does do is set up the bad-girl terrorist (Irena Morales)
before your intel leads you to a sinfully modeled Las Vegas. Turns out
Morales’ organization has wrested control of a casino and you have to take it
back. Making a player buy into a city as familiar as Las Vegas is difficult, but
that’s what the developer accomplished here. While the environments and

combat look great, some of the in-game animation looks decidedly
last-gen. Strong gameplay helps make up for this shortcoming.

As Logan Keller, you’ll be leading a realistic, three-man, countert-
errorist squad-based team into dangerous and challenging FPS

combat situations. This game is tough to play and realism
abounds; firearms are modeled after their real-life counter-
parts visually and in use., and you won’t have the luxury of

taking much damage before you call it a life: more than a
couple of shots and you’re dead. The great cover sys-

tem (a la Gears of War) is easy to use and
required for survival. 

The co-op Xbox Live support, numerous multi-
player modes, and gobs of available character cus-

tomization options mean Rainbow Six Vegas should keep
you entertained well into 2007. ▲

W hen Bethesda showed off the demo for Star Trek:
Legacy at last year’s E3, we figured this game would

be a must-have for all hardcore “Star Trek” fans, and it is.
The question is whether to invest in the Xbox 360 version
or the PC-DVD game. The answer is that if you have a 360,
there’s no question at all—which is fairly telling for an RTS.

Both versions look pretty good and sound great
(including voice work from William Shatner, Patrick
Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula).
Both also follow the same story, which puts you in com-
mand of a small fleet of Star Trek vessels that changes over
time to include ships from each of the Star Trek universe’s
main eras (more than 60 ships in all) as you face a foe who

travels through time. The biggest difference lies in the area
of control. Control is usually a strong selling point for RTS
games on the PC, but in the case of Legacy things are a bit
different. RTS or not, you still have the ability to take tacti-
cal control of your ships and need to navigate space in all
three dimensions, and this turns out to be easier and
quicker to pick up using the 360’s analog sticks than it is
with a mouse and keyboard. Multiplayer is also a bit
smoother on the 360, thanks to the facility and familiarity
of Xbox Live, although many of the PC version’s early mul-
tiplayer problems have been patched since launch.

Star Trek: Legacy has its fair share of flaws, but fans will
find it worthwhile to fight through them. ▲

W e’ve been impressed by and addicted to Civilization’s gameplay
since we played the original MicroProse release in 1991 for DOS.

Sid Meier’s Chronicles is just that: It chronicles nearly the entire classic
Civilization series by including nine Sid-approved and Windows-friendly
PC Civilization titles (the original Civilization, sequels, and expansion
packs current through to Civilization IV). The package
excludes the console releases and the new Civilization IV:
Warlords expansion pack we reviewed in the October 2006
“At Your Leisure.” In addition to the games, the maroon-red
box includes Civilization: The Card Game (a new and original
tabletop card game for you more hardcore Civ fans), “The
Chronicles of Civilization” book (this nearly 100-page
book is akin to the Civilization bible), DVD (a video
documentary on the making of Civilization IV, but
with ample historical correlation to the early games,
as well), and several smaller bonuses, such as a tech
tree poster, wallpapers, and more.

Publishers with an interest in re-releasing classic
games take note: Civilization Chronicles is the way it’s
done. Chronicles comes recommended to anyone
that considers himself a fan of turn-based
strategy games. Let’s hope this release her-
alds the impending arrival of similar quali-
ty games from PC gaming’s history. ▲

Duck & Cover -by Dr. Malaprop

Respect Your Gaming Elders 
-by Dr. Malaprop

$49.99 (PC); 59.99 (360, PS3);
$69.99 Collector’s Edition (Xbox 360)

ESRB: (M)ature •  Ubisoft

rainbowsixgame.us.ubi.com/vegas

We Need More Power, Scotty -by Chris Trumble

$39.99 (PC), $59.99 (X360)

ESRB: (E)veryone •  Bethesda Software

startrek.bethsoft.com

$69.99 •  ESRB: (E)veryone

2K Games

www.civilization.com
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Xbox 360 HD DVD Player
Not Forced On You -by Dr. Malaprop

$199.99 (Xbox 360) •  ESRB: N/A

Microsoft

www.xbox.com/xbox360hddvdplayer

CPU Rating: ● ● ● ●

T he PlayStation 3 comes bundled with a Blu-ray
drive, which adds to the overall higher cost of the

hardware ($500 and $600 for the basic and premium
editions, respectively). By contrast, Microsoft’s strategy
is to utilize DVD technology to keep the cost of the
Xbox 360 down to $300 and $400 for the Core and Pro
systems, respectively. Furthermore, those without
HDTVs are not required to invest in a technology they
may not want or need.

Users with HDTVs that want high-def video can
spend $200 for the Xbox 360 HD DVD Player add-on. It’s
an external drive that houses a Toshiba HD DVD drive.
On the back are two available USB 2.0 jacks, a mini-USB
jack (to connect to the 360), and power button. Also,
Microsoft conveniently includes in the package an Xbox
360 Universal Media Remote and a movie. To get going,
plug the player into the outlet, connect it to the 360 and
turn on the console, insert the included driver disc, and

you’re ready to watch movies two minutes later.
Microsoft also includes a copy of “Peter Jackson’s King
Kong” so you can enjoy a high-def film in minutes.

Overall, the installation experience was simple, and
the movie playback on our high-def LCD looked stun-
ning at 720p (we used the component cable connection
from our 360 to the HDTV). All the heavy work is done
by the 360’s processors. The glaring omission here is the
missing HDMI support, which would be required to view
high-def content on your HDTV without downsampling
if content creators opt to include the image constraint
token on future high-def movies. That’s not been the
case so far and it’s unlikely to happen anytime soon.
However, the majority of users who want 1080p will also
need HDMI support. Microsoft has stated that the 360
can support digital out, but no announcements have
been made regarding HDMI. We love the hardware, but
the lack of HDMI support is cause for concern. ▲

$59.99 (Xbox 360/Windows)

ESRB: N/A •  Microsoft

www.xbox.com/xbox360wirelessheadset

CPU Rating: ● ● ●

M icrosoft’s new Wireless Headset rectifies the
Dork Factor of the bundled 360 headset by

removing the tether. Included in this package is an AC
adapter for charging the headset. After juicing up, all
that’s required is to sync your headset with the 360—a
process virtually identical to setting up a wireless con-
troller. Up to four headsets can be used simultaneous-
ly with one console. There are LEDs on the inside of
the microphone piece to inform users of the connec-
tion strength and power.

The round loop design comes in two sizes; the
headset sits more securely on your ear than it may feel
like at first. The power button/volume/mute controls
are conveniently located on the outside center of the
earpiece. Real-life battery usage runs between six and
seven hours, which is not enough for long-haul
gamers. Also, audio quality was not noticeably better
than the wired headset. By the time you read this,
Microsoft will have released a wireless receiver for the
PC so you can use the headset on two platforms. ▲

Xbox 360 Wireless Headset  
Lightweight & Elegant -by Dr. Malaprop

$149.99 (Xbox 360/Windows)

ESRB: N/A •  Microsoft

www.xbox.com/xbox360wirelessracingwheel

CPU Rating: ● ● ● ● ●

T o date, you’ve had to use your standard game
controller or flimsy third-party wheels to play

racing games on the Xbox and 360. That changes with
Microsoft’s Wireless Racing Wheel with force feed-
back. The first thing you’ll notice upon handling the
hardware is the seemingly excellent build quality. It’s
attractive, too. The innovative pedal design uses your
ankles to hold the pedals in place so they don’t slide.
The wheel works nicely with the lap or desk mount
and the dual rumble (which requires a connection to
AC power) keeps things exciting. If you turn off the

rumble, you can use the standard Xbox 360 game con-
troller-style batteries to play wirelessly. We found the
hardware very responsive during gameplay.

The hardware is currently supported in PGR3 (an
updated force-feedback version is bundled with the
wheel), NFS: Carbon, and Test Drive Unlimited. Forza
Motorsport 2 will also work with the wheel when the
game is released. We tested the racing wheel with
PGR3 and NFS: Carbon and discovered that it was
nearly impossible to go back once we’d spent a few
hours playing with the wheel/pedal combo. ▲

Xbox 360 Wireless Racing Wheel  
Steer To Win -by Dr. Malaprop
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Stereo: Two Channels, Twice The Fun

EE verybody needs to take a break from com-
puters once in a while, especially those

who disclaim the need to ever do so. When this
column does, we turn our attention to the his-
torical cutting edge in other forms of entertain-
ment; so today’s subject is stereophonic sound.
That may seem passé to you, but was big stuff
when first promoted by record companies in
the late 1950s. Its concepts underlie today’s
surround sound, which is bulkier and far more
expensive, and therefore automatically better.
But I digress. Stereo, it is.

Contrary to pop history, stereo wasn’t cre-
ated 50 years ago. It first saw light of day in
the 1880s. Inventor Clément Ader had
uncovered a curious effect you’d get by hear-
ing the same signal from two different loca-
tions. He set up telephone transmitters on the
stage of the Paris Opéra, and connected these
to pairs of tiny phone receivers (a very lo-fi
ancestor of our modern headphones) in
rooms at the Paris Electrical Exhibition, over
two miles away. The results bore out his con-
clusions that one felt surrounded by the
sound, rather than having it originate from a
point directly between your ears.

Bear in mind, there was no electronic enter-
tainment media at the time, if you discount the
recently invented telephone. As a result, Ader’s
discovery of stereo was a sophisticated concept
for which there was as yet no practical applica-
tion. But by 1890 some French entrepreneurs
were certainly trying to create one: the coin-
operated Théâtrophone, available in your better
sort of hotels and cafes, where for a minute or
so you could hear prerecorded sounds suddenly
blossom around your head. Britain got its ver-
sion, the Electrophone, in 1895, along with a
PR prospectus that suggested it could be used
to bring theatrical and opera performances (or
even the edifying sermons of one’s favorite
preacher) to one’s home. 

Ader soon lost interest in sound, and moved
his speculative vision over to the field of heavier-
than-air flight. Stereo, in turn, remained a pub-
lic curiosity rather than a sellable commodity—
at least until the mid-1920s. A young, dynamic
BBC attempted a two-channel stereo broadcast
from Manchester, with one channel using long
wave, while local BBC medium-wave stations

(AM to you) issued the other. Listeners needed
two radios to fully appreciate the effect, howev-
er, and it was not considered a great success.

Then Bell Labs came along in the early
1930s, with its then-famous Wall of Sound: a
bank of 50 to 80 microphones placed around
an orchestra, all feeding into a single listening
demo area. Taking an active interest in all this
was the extravagant, brilliant conductor
Leopold Stokowski. It was Stokowski and the
Philadelphia Orchestra that were used for sev-
eral two-channel stereo test recordings in
March, 1932. A live, three-channel stereo
broadcast occurred the following year. Stereo
looked like a sure thing.

But World War II put paid to its commer-
cial development, at least among the Allies.
Not so in Germany, where companies kept
abreast of this technology and the new medi-
um of tape recording, too. Both figure into
recordings of live classical broadcasts that sur-
vive from the early and mid-1940s. One in
particular, featuring pianist Walter Gieseking
with Arthur Rother and the Berlin Reich-
sender Orchestra in Beethoven’s Piano Con-
certo No. 5, is a riveting 1945 performance in
true stereo. Presumably the tension in the
orchestra wasn’t eased by the sound of distant
Royal Airforce bombers and German anti-
aircraft guns, all perfectly caught at one point
on copies of the surviving tape. (You can
check it out yourself as transcribed on CD:
Music & Arts 1145.)

At the conclusion of World War II, victori-
ous Allied troops “liberated” German Magneto-
phon reel-to-reel tape recorders. Some of these
were sold to firms that used them to launch
new record labels, but no large record compa-
ny wanted to take the complete plunge into
stereo at the time. To do so meant convincing
consumers they should buy two separate pre-
amplifiers, amplifiers, and speakers, for roughly
twice the price of a standard monophonic sys-
tem. There was great fear the whole thing
would end up a bust—but it didn’t, not when
companies finally decided to take the plunge
around 1957. That disaster type held off until
the 1970s, when record companies jumped on
the quadraphonic bandwagon as it merrily
trundled to oblivion.  ▲

The Cutting Edge

Wax nostalgic with Barry at barry@cpumag.com
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Vista Breaks Out

and press ENTER to bring up the
Calculator—much faster than clicking
through the Start menu to find the
Calculator in the Accessories folder. 

One way to organize data and image files
under the new search regime is to get in the
habit of tagging your files. In almost all
Office 2007 applications, for instance,
when you use the Save or Save As com-
mand for the first time, the file naming box
includes a space for entering tags. You can
apply many labels to files such as “invoices”
or “quarterly reports,” and the Vista filing
system can call these files to the surface
much more easily the next time you search
either from the Start menu or folders. 

You also can apply tags to existing 
files from within most file folders. In the
folder, use the Views menu to select the
Details view. In this view the Tags col-
umn shows any tags already on your files.
To add a tag, highlight a file and look at
the information pane that appears below.
If you can tag the file type, you’ll see a
Tags field, which you can click to apply a
tag. In fact, as you type a tag name, the

W
indows Vista launched
on Jan. 30, 2007, and so
begins a new era for tips
hunters like us. Several

months ago we introduced you to a few of
the cool, new tools that advanced users
will want to try in Vista, but now lets start
drilling into the real functionality here.

Search Is The New Interface
Perhaps the most revolutionary feature

in Vista is the smallest: the one-line
search box. From the folders to the Start
menu, it’s everywhere in Vista. 

For instance, you can use the Start
Search box on the Start menu to find
applications quickly because programs are
the first results to show up in a Start
menu search. You will find over time that
typing even part of an application’s name
in the search box is a quicker way to call it
up than navigating to it using your mouse
and menus. For example, try this: Click
the Windows icon in the bottom-left cor-
ner of the screen to bring up the Start
menu. Type calc in the Start Search box

Windows XP Professional users (and Vista
users) have a hidden resource, systeminfo,
that gives them a quick, comprehensive
snapshot of their installed hardware and
even minutiae such as the original installa-
tion date of the OS, BIOS version, installed
and available memory, and much more. To
bring up systeminfo, click Start, Run, type
cmd in the Open field, and click OK. At the
command window prompt, type systeminfo
and press ENTER.  ▲

If your Windows shutdown process is slug-
gish or keeps asking you to end running pro-
grams, then you may have hung up programs
in the background causing the delay. Use this
Registry adjustment to automate the shut-
down of hung programs. First, click Start,
Run, type regedit in the Open field, and click
OK. Next, go to HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT\
CONTROL PANEL\DESKTOP and double-click
the AutoEndTasks value. Finally, type 1 in the
Value Data field and click OK.  ▲

Registry Tweak Of The Month

WinXP Tip Of The Month

field will offer relevant options from tags
you’ve already made. Check the existing
tags you want to apply to the file and
click Save.

When you perform an advanced search,
you can save the search from the search
results window by clicking the Save Search
button. This lets you name the search and
even assign a tag to it for easier uncovering
in search. The saved search appears now in
the left navigation bar of the search win-
dow. All you need to do in the future is
click this label, and the OS performs the
search again, now including any new files
that may be pertinent.

Who Stole The Run Command?
The Run command is still available in

Vista but not visible. To bring up the
Run command, type run into the Start
Search box, and it will appear as the top
choice in the menu. The advantage of
recalling the Run command box is that
it has a memory. The drop-down menu
accesses previous commands. You don’t

t i p s  &  t r i c k s

Tagging data files with
keywords as you save
them will help Vista’s
search feature find
them up more easily.
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Vista, Heal Thyself
Vista comes with much deeper diag-

nostics tools than WinXP. Now you can
produce highly detailed reports about
the hardware and software installed on
your system, as well as the performance
load current operations impose on the
system. To get this report, type perfor-
mance in the Start Search box and click
Performance Information And Tools.
This tool will give you a generalized eval-
uation of your performance, but you can
get much more by clicking Advanced
Tools in the menu on the left and then
clicking the Generate A System Health
Report link. It takes about 60 seconds to
perform the tests before producing a
detailed summary of performance, net-
work, software, and hardware details,
including health checks. You can run the
program before and after you install new
software and hardware to gauge their
impact on performance.  ▲

by Steve Smith

really need the Run box for most com-
mand line operations in Vista, however,
because the Start Search box recognizes
most typical commands. For instance,
you can type regedit in the Start Search
box to bring up the Registry Editor, or
type msconfig to call up the System
Configuration tool.

Media Center For All
Most versions of Vista now come with

a new and redesigned Windows Media
Center interface as standard equipment. If
you use your PC mainly as a media play-
back device or have it connected to a TV
or home theater, then you can make Vista
boot automatically into the WMC at
startup. Click Start, All Programs, and
Windows Media Center to start the inter-
face. In WMC, choose Tasks and then
click Settings, General, and then Startup
And Windows Behavior. Check the box
for Start Windows Media Center When
Windows Starts and click Save. 

Even though the WMC interface fills
your whole screen, it really acts like 
any other window. To switch to other 

HHiissttoorryy  OOff  GGaammiinngg
CCaarrdd  GGaammee

t i p s  &  t r i c k s

If you’re a gamer who eats, breathes, 
and lives video games and can bear 
the thought of playing with cards, then 
put down your controller and pick up 
the History Of Gaming Quartet ($12.50;
www.historyofgaming.net). This card
game covers the last three decades of
gaming culture, from Atari’s original Pong
machines to Nintendo’s Wii.  ▲
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Pressing the SHIFT 
key while calling up a 
context menu will add
several new actions to
a pop-up menu.

Vista can produce a
highly detailed 
performance and 
diagnostics report
about the OS running
on your system.

standard windows, press ALT-TAB or
press Windows key-TAB to invoke the
Flip 3D switcher. 

Not all graphics hardware will be
compatible with WMC. In our tests, the
WMC interface sometimes flashed when
Vista used the Aero windows scheme. To
stabilize WMC in Vista, you can turn
Aero off. To do this, right-click the
Desktop and select Personalize from the
pop-up menu. Click the Windows Color
And Appearance link and then the Open
Classic Appearance Properties For More
Color Options link at the bottom of the
window. In the Color Scheme box, click
Windows Vista Basic and then OK.

Super-Sized Menus
There are two types of right-

click contextual menus in Vista.
In addition to the standard right-
click pop-up menu in any Explorer
folder, you can press the SHIFT key
as you right-click to add extra actions
to take on the file. Some additional
actions include Pin To Start Menu, Add
To Quick Launch, and Copy As Path.
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Convert Amarok To Use MySQL

M
usic aficionados in the
Linux world are typically
familiar with Amarok
(amarok.kde.org), the

Swiss Army Knife for listening to music
with Linux. By default, Amarok uses a
database called SQLite, but not everyone
is happy with this option. Those who pre-
fer a more substantial option or want to
be able to work directly with the database
prefer to convert Amarok’s summary of a
music collection into a real database for-
mat, such as MySQL or PostgreSQL. 

There are many reasons to want to work
directly with your database. For example,
maybe you want to create a report of what
music you have so you don’t repurchase it
or so you can share it with your friends.
Maybe you want to edit the data Amarok
has on your music. Those who want to
edit or run reports but hate using the com-
mand line might want to check out GUI
tools such as phpMyAdmin (www.php
myadmin.net) and OpenOffice.org Base
(www.openoffice.org). You’ll find even
more tools if you go to the Graphical SQL
Tools and Designers for Linux page
(linas.org/linux/db-rad.html).

Set Up MySQL
Before starting this process, you will

either need root access to your own
MySQL server, or you will need to ask
your MySQL server administrator to do
some of this for you. Either way, you
should only have to use root once. After
that, you should be able to work with the

Fig. 1. Use ps and grep to 
quickly see if your
MySQL server 
is running. 

Fig. 2. When configuring
Amarok, your settings
should look similar 
to these.

Before proceeding, you need to have
MySQL installed and running. To see if
MySQL is installed, access a command
prompt and type locate mysqld. For
many versions of Linux, the server control
scripts all live in /etc/rc.d/init.d; if you
receive an output listing files such as
/etc/rc.d/init.d/mysqld, then you have the
server installed. If you receive an error
saying that the locate database has not
been created, type find / -name mysqld
2> /dev/null to run your search, looking
for the same results. If you still can’t find
mysqld, you’ll need to use your distribu-
tion’s package management tools to
install the server before continuing.

Once you have the server installed,
you need to make sure it’s running. At a
command prompt, type ps aux | grep
mysql. The output shown in Fig. 1 indi-
cates you have the server running. If you
only see the last line, with “grep mysql,”
then you are not running the server.
You’ll need to use your server’s service
management tools in order to start the

MySQL database under your own user
account. If you prefer PostgreSQL, you’ll
need to set up the server and Amarok
account themselves before converting
Amarok’s database. The PostgreSQL page
on the Amarok wiki (amarok.kde.org
/wiki/Postgresql_HowTo) is a great place
to start with PostgreSQL.

t i p s  &  t r i c k s
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database server. In this example, with
root access at a command prompt, you
would type /etc/rc.d/init.d/mysqld start
to start the server. 

Next, use your service management
tools to make sure that MySQL will
launch at boot time. In many Red Hat-
based and other Linux systems, this
means making sure that there is a soft
link from /etc/rc.d/init.d/mysqld to a file
in /etc/rc.d/rc5.d. (For many Linux sys-
tems, the control scripts for a full GUI
boot of Linux are in this directory.) To
properly configure MySQL to launch at
boot time, access a command line as root
and type ln -s /etc/rc.d/init.d/mysqld
/etc/rc.d/rc5.d/S64mysqld, where the S
means the service should start when
entering this run level and the 64 tells the
service to start in the numeric order it
appears among the other S’s in this direc-
tory. If you aren’t sure how to assign a
number to this, it might be best to use
the GUI-based service control tools.

Once you know that the server is
installed, running, and set to launch
at boot time, you need to
make sure that your SQL

server is configured. To do so, access a
command line as root and type mysql -u
root. You will find yourself at a blank
prompt inside the server. Type the follow-
ing series of commands, pressing ENTER
after each semicolon: set password for
root@localhost = password(xxxx); flush
privileges; quit;. (There will always be a
semicolon at the end of MySQL com-
mands.) Replace xxxx with the password
you want the superuser to have when ad-
ministering the server. Finally, you have
MySQL ready to work with Amarok.

Convert Your Database
With MySQL ready to go, access a com-

mand prompt as root. Then, type mysql -p
-u root and press ENTER in order to
access the server’s interface. Once you are 
at the blank server prompt, type the follow-
ing series of com-
mands, pressing
ENTER after each

semicolon: CREATE DATABASE
amarok; USE mysql; GRANT ALL ON
amarok.* TO amarok@localhost IDEN-
TIFIED BY ‘xxxx’; FLUSH PRIVI-
LEGES;. Replace xxxx with the password
that you want to use in Amarok but retain
the single quotation marks. 

Once you’ve done this, open Amarok.
Click Tools and Configure Amarok. When
the dialog box opens, click Collection.
Toward the bottom, select MySQL from
the Collection Database drop-down menu.
(You can also choose PostgreSQL.) In the
Configuration section below, enter the
information for the computer hosting your
music collection database (the one running
MySQL or PostgreSQL), the database
server’s port, and the name you gave the
database (amarok in the example above).
Then, enter the username (again, amarok)
and the password you gave the Amarok
user. See Fig. 2 for an illustrated view.

Click OK or Apply, and Amarok begins
converting your data from its internal
SQLite database to your MySQL or
Postgresql database format. Amarok takes
care of the rest of the conversion automati-
cally. If you want more information on this
process, making backups, and so on, see the
MySQL page on the Amarok wiki.  ▲

by Dee-Ann LeBlanc

LLeett  TThhee  MMuussiicc  
UUssee  YYoouu
Sony has applied for a patent for a new
type of wireless headphone system.
Instead of using Bluetooth or IR, it will
send signals directly through the user’s
body. The device would send the signal
from one point (a conductive piece of

cloth worn on the wrist that charges
the body slightly) to another (the
same type of material imbedded in
the headphones). No word yet on
the side effects of music, literally,
coursing through your body.  ▲

Now that you have a MySQL
database, you can connect
to it as an Amarok user
from a command line by
typing mysql -p -u amarok.
In order to work with your
Amarok database, you have
to tell MySQL to open it by
typing use amarok;. A data-
base contains a collection of
tables, and you can see a
list of the tables in your
Amarok database by typing
show tables;. 

There are many ways to
view what’s inside a table,
depending on what you
type. Typing describe
album; will show you that
there are two fields inside
the table album—id and
name—and information

about those fields. To see
the contents of a table, say,
everything in the album
field, you would type select
* from album;, where the
select command tells
MySQL that you want to
select data from inside a
table, and * tells MySQL that
you want to select all of it.
The from command tells
MySQL that you’re about to
indicate which table you
want to view, and album
specifies the particular table.

The Amarok database 
is made up of individual
tables for each piece of
data, rather than a single
table or groups of tables
containing more than one
type of data; for example,

album names and artists are
in separate tables. However,
there are certain intratable
commands you may find
useful. For example, if you
wanted to count how many
artists whose works you
have, you would have to
make sure that your data-
base didn’t have any acci-
dental duplicates, such as
an artist spelled more than
one way, to get an exact
count. You could first type
describe artist; to see the
names of the fields and then
type select distinct name
from artist; to tell MySQL
not to count duplicates.  ▲

For more help in MySQL, go to

dev.mysql.com/doc.
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Graphics Card Inquiry Is
Storm In A Teapot 
II don’t know why the Department of Justice

sent letters out to AMD (ATI) and Nvidia
last December, aside from previous investiga-
tions it made into DRAM manufacturers
(which resulted in it netting nearly $750 mil-
lion in fines and prison sentences for execu-
tives in the memory companies).

The difference between the markets couldn’t
be clearer. The DRAM market is controlled by
a number of manufacturers, and they conspired
to fix prices, which led big PC manufacturers
like Dell and HP to protest.

DRAM chips and DIMMs are commodities
traded on an unofficial, worldwide stock mar-
ket. The graphics chip market is very different,
and is of course dominated by ATI (AMD as it
is now) and Nvidia. The rivalry between the
“reds” and the “greens” is well-known to every
reader of CPU magazine; despite the fact that
they market their products highly aggressively,
they remain at heart fabless semiconductor
manufacturers. That doesn’t appear to be
changing, even after AMD’s takeover of ATI.
The graphics engineers design their chips and
send those finished designs to outside manu-
facturers, such as Taiwan’s TSMC or IBM’s
Microelectronics division.

The other big difference is that ATI and
Nvidia’s methods of distribution are radically
different to memory firms or even CPU man-
ufacturers. Each has a clutch of favoured
“partners” who have to take reference designs
from Nvidia and ATI and do all the market-
ing, rebranding, and selling of products to us,
sometimes through distribution deals and
sometimes directly. Names like Sapphire,
Gainward, Asus, and Gigabyte will be familiar
to readers; each of these and the many others
compete very aggressively against each other
while also receiving technical and marketing
support from Nvidia and ATI.

Major firms can swing big deals with multi-
national firms like Dell and HP, but the fulfil-
ment of such big design wins, as they’re called
in the jargon, don’t involve much activity on
the branding side—at least not as far as people
who buy machines in the shops are concerned.

It’s largely down to choice by people which
graphics flavour they buy. I’m reliably informed
by Terry Makedon, a senior software guy at
ATI-AMD, that he’s been to LAN parties and
other events where individuals behave like sup-
porters at ball games, polarised between support
for the “greens” or for the “reds.” But unless
you’re a real enthusiast or a high-end gamer, it
seems to me that the difference between the two
big graphics cards players is marginal at best. It’s
also a fact that when Nvidia or ATI seek to keep
the pole position by offering a brand new
graphics chip, the sales of cards using these
semiconductors is very slight indeed. The firms
make their money by selling entry-level or mid-
level cards, and these are what constitute the
vast majority of sales and therefore profits.

Despite the fact that neither Nvidia nor
AMD have fabrication plants, their gross profit
margins hover around the 30% mark, while
until recent years Intel was considered to be
doing badly when its gross margin fell below a
staggering 60%. If you have factories, there are
huge labour and machinery costs associated;
that largely explains CPU makers’ high margins.

A class action filed by some individuals
shortly after news broke of the DoJ’s interest
in graphics chip makers alleged that both
Nvidia and ATI had engaged in secret price
fixing, but that seems rather unlikely to me.
Essentially, each firm is engaged in a bitter
fight to be the No.1 player in the market, and
there are design, marketing, and other costs
associated in playing that game.

Nor is it a coincidence that there are few
players left in the GPU and CPU markets.
The cost of entry is very high, the continued
investment is very expensive, and the market
is cutthroat. There are many other industries
where only a handful of players are left, car
components being a prime example. Who
cares which brand of spark plug is in your
automobile these days? And the majority of
PC buyers couldn’t care less about Nvidia,
ATI, AMD, or Intel, either. It’s only the
enthusiasts who care about the components,
whatever the industry.  ▲

DRAM chips and 

DIMMs are 

commodities 

traded on an 

unofficial, 

worldwide 

stock market.
Send rumours to “Mad Mike” Magee at mike@cpumag.com.

Shavings From The Rumour Mill

Mike Magee is an industry veteran.
He cut his teeth on ancient products

like the Dragon and the Japanese
PC platforms long before the IBM-

PC won. He worked for a corporate
reseller in the mid-’80s and saw the

Compaq 386 sandwich box and
every GUI known to humankind.

Mike decided that the way to go was
the Interweb around 1994 after

editing PC mags in the late ’80s and
’90s. A co-founder of The Register,

Mike started the chip-driven
INQUIRER (www.theinquirer.net)

in 2001. He has contacts from top
to bottom in the business, spanning

the entire chain, who help him 
root out interesting rumours 

and speculation.
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Turn Your Angry Customers Into
Evangelists Before It’s Too Late

AA couple weeks ago, I flew to Chicago on a
quick reconnaissance mission with some

colleagues from HP. The plan was to arrive on
Tuesday afternoon and leave Wednesday
evening so I’d arrive back in Calgary in time
for an important family event. It seemed sim-
ple enough; I would get home in time to
spend a few days with my family before I
headed back to California on Monday. 

Everything went without a hitch until the
flight back. I went to the Chicago airport with
two hours to spare, and we all checked in for
our flights. My flight was scheduled to leave at
5:35 PM so we went to the United Red Carpet
Club. Upon entering the club I went to the
front desk to double-check the arrivals board,
and my flight was delayed by 55 minutes. It
didn’t take a calculator to figure out that I’d be
departing at 6:30 p.m.

At 5:58 p.m. I started to pack my things,
and I went to the front desk to make sure
the flight hadn’t been delayed again. This
time the lady at the counter said, “Oh, your
flight is leaving now! They changed the
delay to less of a delay.” I freaked. I begged
her to call the gate and stop the flight while
I ran to my belongings.

I hurriedly swept everything I had into
my bags, ignoring the fact that my laptop
was still on. I ran like a madman to the gate,
where the attendant told me, “Sorry sir, your
flight is closed.” 

I desperately tried to explain my situation
to her but she would hear nothing of it. She
snapped, “The flight has left, sir!” But clearly
she had forgotten the concept of windows
because a glance outside made it abundantly
clear that the plane was still there. She then
informed me, “The gangway has been
removed!” I pointed out that it hadn’t and
was in fact still hooked to the plane. The gate
attendant then claimed that she had paged me
five times, including attempts to reach me in
the Red Carpet Club. 

Trouble is, at O’Hare there is no way to
page people in the Red Carpet Club. She lied

to me, she exhibited zero flexibility, she was
insensitive, and it was painfully obvious that
she hated her job. 

She also totally destroyed my plans . . . I
ended up taking a flight to Seattle instead of
Calgary just so I could get out of Chicago. 

I think it’s fair to say that most folks in my
situation would be pretty upset, and although
one guy’s business might not be a make-or-
break proposition for a major airline, in the
future when given a choice I won’t fly United.
The fact that my gate attendant did nothing
to try and make my experience better was real-
ly disappointing. Of course, no company is
complaint-free; it’s how you deal with the
complaints that truly matters.

I’ve said it before; we are living in a com-
pletely different age where the “vocal minori-
ty” has new methods of communication to
get the word out. Gone are the days when
customers merely told a few friends and for-
got about their problems. Today’s consumer
blogs, he participates on forums, and he very
quickly emails scores of friends and col-
leagues about his experiences. Turning off
one customer in the Information Age has a
far greater impact on a company’s bottom
line than just that person’s business. 

It’s time for companies to start leveraging
the power of the Internet and communicating
with their customers. It’s nice to see some of
our competitors are following Voodoo’s lead
and starting corporate blogs. It’s a great step—
but it’s still a small piece of the puzzle.

A year ago this month I wrote a column
entitled “I Live In A Glass House” about
Voodoo’s open customer communications.
You don’t need to tell me about angry cus-
tomers being vocal; we get this all the time on
our forums, especially during the busy season.
Sure, I’d love for these problems to disappear,
but that’s just not realistic. 

Instead, we will work to create evangelists
by ensuring that our customer-facing team
treats everyone with the utmost respect, care,
and attention. ▲

. . . we are living in

a completely 

different age

where the “vocal

minority” has new

methods of 

communication to

get the word out.

Send your opinions to this opinionated guy at rahul@cpumag.com.

Rahul Sood's love for computers
started at the young age of 11.

Much to the shock and dismay of
his parents, he ripped apart his

brand-new Apple //c and painted
it red before turning it on. His

parent’s dreams of having a doctor
for a son were shattered when 

college drop-out Rahul founded
what is now one of the most
respected high-end computer 

companies in the world, 
Voodoo Computers.

Wagging The Dog
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CPU: Why did you start BameBanshee? 

Birnbaum: I’ve always been a huge role-
playing game fan. I started playing Dun-
geons & Dragons when I was seven. When
Ultima Online came out in 1997, I was
playing that, and then I went on to play
EverQuest. There I met several guys that
worked for Games.net, and at that time
they had the largest EverQuest spoilers site
out there. It was called EQ’Lizer and was
extremely popular. They told me I could
help them out with it since I was playing
the game extensively. I started an Ever-
Quest equipment database, and then I
moved onto Planescape: Torment for
them. That was right before I decided to go
out on my own and start GameBanshee. I
saw a need for a Web site that focused on
game spoiler information. At that time,
there was GA-RPG, RPG Vault, and a site
called RPGDot. But aside from basic game
FAQs, none of them really offered any
spoiler information—something that I’d
enjoyed providing to players. 

CPU: Where did you get your computer
background to create the site?

Birnbaum: I’m 100% self-taught. I
knew nothing whatsoever about how to
develop a Web site, maintain it, build the
server for it, etc. I’m very computer liter-
ate, and I’ve been working with computers
my entire life. I actually had a job at UPS

doing network administration at the time,
but I knew nothing about Linux and
Apache and everything that it takes to 
run a site. Fortunately, there was an in-
tern working with me that did have some
knowledge about how to get it started 
up. We built the server in my basement
and got it running in May of 2000. We
went live in September [of that year]. 

GameBanshee was up and running
for perhaps five to six months with
sparse returns before Baldur’s Gate II
came out. Once that appeared, things
got instantly out of control. I started
doing the walk-through, the equipment
database, and then traffic spiked, and
my server couldn’t possibly handle it.

CPU: What kind of numbers did the
site have pre-Baldur’s Gate II and after
you put up the spoiler info on the game?

Birnbaum: It was probably a few hun-
dred unique visitors a day. Then overnight
it jumped to a minimum of 10,000 and a
maximum of 15,000 a day. The game’s
publisher named us the only official fan site
for both Baldur’s Gate and Baldur’s Gate 
II and then Throne Of Bhaal when that
came out. It was a lot more popular than I
thought it would be right off the get-go.

At the time the server was running off
my personal Internet connection—a fast
cable, almost a T1—but it couldn’t han-
dle the traffic. At that point I decided that

I needed dedicated server hosting. I went
to Verio basically because that’s what
Games.net used. I was familiar with them
and had a contact there, so I rented a
server for $500 per month. This let the
site maintain its traffic.

CPU: Were those numbers a result of
essentially operating in a vacuum? Was no
one providing the same kind of coverage
you were?

Birnbaum: I think so. It takes a lot of
dedication to cover games as extensively
as we’ve done in some instances. I sus-
pect a lot of sites simply don’t think it’s
worth it—and judging by how much
time it does take, it probably isn’t, not if
you’re doing it for any kind of revenue
expectations. It’s something that I enjoy
and have a passion for.

CPU: Is running GameBanshee your
main source of income these days?

Birnbaum: I worked for UPS for 11
years. In the last few years, I literally
hated my job. I’d gotten married. We
had our first son. I went to work in the
daytime and was running GameBanshee
in the evening. It was too much. I had
no time for my family. Finally, in April
2006 I decided to quit UPS and do
GameBanshee full time. I’m still doing
that, though the income it’s bringing in

J on Birnbaum is the site owner of GameBanshee (www.gameban
shee.com), one of the highest-traffic independent role-playing

game Web sites, with 30,000 to 40,000 unique visitors per day.

by Barry Brenesal

Technically
Speaking

An Interview With Jon Birnbaum,
Owner Of GameBanshee.com

WWhhaatt’’ss Cooking . . .
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CPU: What kind of server did you use
initially for GameBanshee, and what are
you using now?

Birnbaum: There wasn’t much to it,
at first. I believe it was a 350MHz P3 at
the time, maybe 512MB RAM; I don’t
even think I had that much, but it was
back in 2000. Right now, I’m using a
dual Xeon 3.2GHz server with 4GB
RAM, running RAID 1. The two drives
are being mirrored by two SCSI
10,000rpm drives—Seagate Barracudas.
It’s a hefty system. 

CPU: Do you foresee that you’ll need
to improve your server at some point in
the future?

Birnbaum: Yes. It is almost inev-
itable: Every year my stats go up. The
thing that’s probably the biggest perfor-
mance issue is MySQL. I have a lot of
game-specific databases, and it takes
power to drive it all. I may even have to
go to two servers, eventually. I’ve been
upgrading about once a year or 18
months to a new server. 

really doesn’t compare to UPS. But it’s
something I love doing, and it does pro-
vide enough revenue to pay the bills and
keep the board running.

CPU: You say you ran the site at night.
Was the board online during the day-
time, as well?

Birnbaum: Yes. It was very inefficient
because everything that happened dur-
ing the day I had no control over. There
were many times when I would come
home, 5 p.m. or 5:30 p.m., and some
nightmare would have happened—
somebody had posted porn to the
forums, etc. At least at the beginning,
when there weren’t a lot of moderators,
it was very tough to juggle and also to
produce content. 

CPU: Returning to something else you
just mentioned, it sounds as though the
board doesn’t give you the kind of eco-
nomic security you had with UPS. Have
you ever thought of seeing a financial
planning manager?

Birnbaum: I have. But my wife makes
pretty good money for where we live,
and Fargo doesn’t have a very high cost
of living. We built our house; we have
all our bills under control. We don’t
have any real debt. So I’m in a position
at the moment where the board revenue
is enough for me to get by for a while.
Right now I have a contract with UGO,
it provides my advertising and main
source of income in exchange for brand-
ing my site with its logo. I’m considered
a ‘contributing editor’ by UGO. For the
most part I don’t actually contribute
anything, and it has no ownership in 
the site whatsoever. Still, UGO could
decide to not renew my contract when
it’s up, or something might happen
forcing me to go to work elsewhere in

the gaming community. I could work
maybe as a community coordinator or
running a Web site for a game devel-
oper. But we have a lot of money saved
up. I am still able to put away money
for my sons’ college education. If I need
to go back to work, I will, though I’m
really enjoying this.

CPU: You say, ‘if you need to go back to
work.’ Do you see GameBanshee then as
other than work?

Birnbaum: A little of both, fun and
work. I can’t say that I like it at all times
because there are points where I get
burnt out on a game and really get tired
of writing a walk-through, or the site
can have problems. There have been
many times when I’ve had to work
through the night trying to get things
resolved. Also, some of these games are
just so epic—in Oblivion, trying to
write walk-throughs for hundreds of
quests is a daunting task. But I get a
sense of enjoyment and accomplishment
when I finish a walk-through or when a
game is ‘feature complete’ on the site. 

WWhhaatt’’ss Cooking . . . Technically Speaking

I’m 100% self-taught. I knew nothing whatsoever about how to develop 
a Web site, maintain it, build the server for it, etc. 

—Jon Birnbaum
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CPU: You would expect the kiddies to
show up, the ones who ask game questions
that have been asked five times before and
have minimal skills in any language known
to mankind. But what brings in the adult
professionals to SYM that we’re told by
some game companies don’t play games?

Birnbaum: Assuming people are putting
legitimate ages into their online forms, we
have three registered users that are under
the age of 13. The vast majority of the rest,
over 90%, are 18 or older. I don’t have any
statistics to back me up, but out of any
game genre, the RPG has the most adult
draw. It’s a matter of their content and use
of dialog. I mean, I’m almost 30 years old,
and every time I get an RPG, I feel like a
kid again. A lot of people, especially in
their adult lives, don’t really have time to
deal with problems when they’re stuck in a
game, so that draws them to the site. If we
covered first-person shooters, I suspect we

probably wouldn’t have the age statistics
that we do. 

CPU: Do you think that RPGs are
becoming an acceptable form of enter-
tainment for adults today?

Birnbaum: Absolutely. Statistics that
appear each year right around the time of
E3 claim that video games bring in more
revenue than major league baseball, the
NFL, and the NBA put together. I don’t
know if that’s 100% true, and it probably
does count worldwide sales, but video
games in general are definitely becoming
acceptable for people in their adult years. I
would say that more adults probably play
MMORPGs than any other genre.

CPU: Your site does more than offer
spoiler information in the form of data-
bases. It also supplies forums. When did
they start up?

Birnbaum: The forums available from
day one were actually coded by the UPS
intern that I was working with at the
time. He created some really rudimen-
tary forums, basically posting and reply-
ing. They didn’t have a lot of usage, and
it was a lot of work for him, so I licensed
UBB (Ultimate Bulletin Board). For the
time it was probably considered the
biggest and the most popular forum sys-
tem. But everything I was doing was in
PHP and MySQL, and UBB was in
CGI. I eventually decided that wasn’t
going to work, and we went to vBulletin
in 2002. It’s been great: very streamlined
when we put it in, and since then it’s
gotten better and better.

CPU: One of the responsibilities of
running a bulletin board is playing gate-
keeper. As you noted about porn posts,
these problems seem endemic among
game boards. Some periodically close
down to ban hoards of trolls or prune
tons of spam advertisers and repeti-
tive messages. Have you noticed this 
on GameBanshee? 

Birnbaum: It’s gotten better. There
was a time when pruning messages had
to be done one at a time. In the admin
control panel that I use, I can search for
certain criteria and wipe out every post
that meets those criteria. You couldn’t
do that when I first moved to vBulletin.
So over the years it’s definitely improved
and has gotten to the point now my
administrative tasks are pretty minimal.
My moderating staff does an excellent
job, but I don’t think the problem itself
will ever go away. The board’s always
going to need moderation.

CPU: How many moderators did you
have then and now?

Birnbaum: When GameBanshee origi-
nally started there were two: the UPS
intern, who helped me out for two to

three months while the site was live, 
and myself. For a long time there were
less than four, but now we are up to 
20. It is a big increase, but this is true as 
well for the numbers of forums. In the 
beginning I had maybe a half a dozen.
Now we have over 70.

CPU: You have some forums on Game-
Banshee that focus on non-RPGs and
other types of entertainment. Do you see
any increases in these areas as a future
possibility for GameBanshee?

Birnbaum: I’ve thought about it, but
I don’t think it will ever happen. I like
where the site’s at. I like that it’s what I
would consider the best role-playing
game site on the Internet. If I were to
move into other areas, the RPG side
would have to suffer, especially since it
is just me that’s running it all. I don’t

want to see that happen, so I think it
will always stay RPG-specific. 

CPU: You also include a forum for peo-
ple with a range of professions, from
attorneys to artists to neurobiologists, for
serious discussion.

Birnbaum: Yes, Speak Your Mind, the
forum you mention, is pretty amazing.
That’s something I never expected. I
originally started it up when Baldur’s
Gate II was very popular. The game’s
forums were just overrun with people
talking about everything. Rather than
just try to weed out all the nongame dis-
cussion, SYM was created. It’s been a
wild ride since then.
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that video games bring in more revenue 
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the NFL, and the NBA put together.
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by Kristina Spencer
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GG PS navigational systems
have been a godsend in

helping the directionally chal-
lenged make it from point A to
point B. But the systems don’t
work indoors, and their value
to people with visual impair-
ments is limited. 

With this in mind, a team 
of researchers at the Georgia
Institute of Technology have
designed an all-auditory navi-
gational system for use when
vision is limited either due to
physical (blindness or other
visual impairments) or envi-
ronmental (darkness, thick
smoke, and so forth) condi-
tions. Called SWAN (System
for Wearable Audio Naviga-
tion), the device uses a wide
range of sensing technologies
and nonspeech sounds to guide
a user to a destination while
providing information about
the immediate environment.

The SWAN prototype runs on a lap-
top that a user can carry in a backpack,
though the team is developing a ver-
sion that will run on handhelds or cell
phones for greater portability. The sys-
tem captures information about the
user’s location and environment from
a variety of built-in sensors (such as
GPS, compass, RFID, inertial sensors,
cameras, pedometer, and others) and
uses maps and floor plans to plot a
course the user can follow to reach the
his or her destination. 

Bone conduction headphones (called
bonephones) are worn behind the ears
and transmit 3D audio signals by creat-
ing vibrations against the head, keeping
the ears free to listen for other environ-
mental sounds. A high-pitched naviga-
tion sound, called a beacon, guides the
user toward a waypoint, beeping faster

as the listener approaches it. SWAN also
provides special sounds to indicate ob-
jects, such as doors or bus stops, and
changes in walking surface. It also gives
users the ability to record brief speech
annotations if they want to note any-
thing special about a location along the
route for future reference.

“We are working carefully to under-
stand the kinds of information that the
users really need as they move around,”
says psychology professor Bruce Walker,
one of SWAN’s creators. “To provide
that information, we need to closely
integrate the localization system, the
GIS [geographic information system]
database system, and the auditory cues
presented to the user.” 

The research team plans to package a
consumer version of the system and bring
it to market within the next few years. ▲

Under DDeevveellooppmmeenntt
A Peek At What's Brewing In The Laboratory

Navigating By Ear

JJ ust five months after first revealing a theoreti-
cal blueprint for creating an invisibility cloak,

a team of Duke engineering scientists have demon-
strated a simple working model. The structure, less
than 5 inches wide, is capable of almost completely
deflecting microwave beams around an object
placed behind it, rendering the object almost com-
pletely invisible, to a certain degree.

The team created the structure using a new class
of artificial composites called metamaterials. These
metamaterials interact with electromagnetic waves
in ways that natural materials can’t. Duke scien-
tists arranged a series of concentric copper rings in
precise shapes on fiberglass sheets to cloak a small
copper cylinder. By bending the micro-waves
around it, the cloak reduced the reflection and
shadows caused when the electromagnetic waves
hit the cylinder. It appeared as if the waves were
passing through unoccupied space. 

Much to the disappointment of those wanting
their own invisibility garments, the creation of a
cloak that works with all visible wavelengths sim-
ultaneously is not yet achievable. Although the
researchers don’t rule out that possibility sometime
in the future, it would require the use of far more
elaborate metamaterials than Smith’s team (or any
other) has yet devised.

So what are the practical applications of the
Duke experiment? “We don’t really have a good
application in mind for the cloaking, yet,” admits
David Smith, Duke engineering professor. “The
broader question might be, ‘Will there be metama-
terial applications soon?’ and there I think we can be
more optimistic. I believe that initial entry points
could be RF optics for communications applications
and enhanced, or ‘smart,’ antennas.” ▲

Duke Scientists
Tackle Invisibility
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detailed annotation of the
scene, with characters labeled.

“The main thrust of this
work is to use whatever avail-
able text we can find to learn
how to recognize things visual-
ly, without having to manually
label video ourselves,” says
Everingham. “We concentrate
on the key problem of extract-
ing the names of the characters,

but we also want to extract the
locations, emotions, actions,
and interactions of the people.”

Everingham says that while
there are no current plans to
commercialize the software,
there are industrial collabora-
tors who are interested in the
technology. The team next
plans to apply its tools to
“Seinfeld” episodes. ▲

Video Search Made Easier

WW hat if you could fast-
forward through a

DVD episode of your favo-
rite TV show and jump to a 
scene just by describing “the 
scene where Meredith and Mc-
Dreamy meet in the bar”? How
about searching through your
own digitized home video col-
lection and quickly finding all
of the clips where your kids are
with their grandparents? These
scenarios may one day be possi-
ble thanks to research at the
Universities of Oxford and
Leeds as part of the EU-funded
project CLASS (Cognitive-
Level Annotation using Latent
Statistical Structure).

Working with episodes of
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer,”
Dr. Mark Everingham (Uni-
versity of Leeds), Dr. Josef
Sivic (University of Oxford),
and Dr. Andrew Zisserman

(University of Oxford) have
developed software that can
automatically identify charac-
ters’ faces that appear on-screen
with an accuracy rate of up to
80%. This ability to correctly
label faces is an important step
toward achieving more com-
plex video search capabilities.

The system uses a combi-
nation of original TV scripts
(which contain the characters’
names) and time-stamped
closed captioning information
to determine who’s speaking in
a scene and when the person 
is doing so. Then, the software
processes the video so that 
it can extract and describe char-
acter faces. It also tracks fa-
cial landmarks to determine
whether a character is speaking
on- or off-screen. Finally, the
system combines the text and
video analyses and produces a

II f you’re in the market for a
digital camera, you’re likely

looking to buy one with as
many megapixels as you can
afford. After all, the more sen-
sors you have to work with, the
more data your camera cap-
tures. In theory, the resulting
image is that much sharper.
But in reality, most consumer
cameras end up discarding 
up to 99% of that data by
compressing the images into 
a manageable file size. It’s an 

inefficient process that wastes
both data and battery life.

Researchers at Rice Univer-
sity are attempting to combat
that inefficiency by developing
a camera that creates the equiv-
alent of a 1MP image using the
data a single pixel captures.
The camera replaces the photo-
diode array of a conventional
digital camera with a DMD
(digital micromirror device),
which is a computer chip cov-
ered with thousands of tiny

mirrors. The mirrors
turn so they appear
either bright or dark
(they become 1s and 0s
when a computer sees
them) and flip ran-
domly up to 100,000
times per second. 

An image that is
coming into the cam-
era bounces off the
DMD, and a second

lens directs it onto a single
pixel. Each time the mirrors
flip, the camera collects and
focuses a new set of data. The
data then runs through an
algorithm that builds a high-
resolution image from the 
randomly sampled data, a tech-
nique known as compressive
sensing. In effect, the DMD
and lens are doing the image
compression that a conven-
tional camera’s power-thirsty
microchip normally handles.

“Thanks to some deep
new mathematics developed
just a couple of years ago,
we’re able to get a useful,
coherent image out of the
randomly scattered measure-
ments,” says Professor Rich-
ard Baraniuk in a recent Rice
press release. Baraniuk, along
with engineering assistant
professor Kevin Kelly, devel-
oped the camera over a two-
year period. 

Don’t expect the technology
to replace conventional digital
cameras anytime in the near
future. The prototype currently
requires five minutes to take a
picture and fills up a large part
of a lab table. But in the short
term, the camera has potential
applications in capturing pho-
tos at wavelengths outside the
visible spectrum that can’t be
imaged with conventional digi-
tal camera arrays. ▲

WWhhaatt’’ss Cooking . . . Under Development

One Pixel Paints A Million
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JJ
im Kahle is the chief architect
behind the Cell microprocessor
architecture that Sony is using
in the PlayStation 3. Cell archi-
tecture uses a general-purpose

PowerPC processor as its control processor
and has eight subprocessors, dubbed SPEs
(synergistic processing elements), that han-
dle multimedia and vector processing tasks.
A fellow at IBM, Kahle has been designing
microprocessors since the 1980s and holds
about 160 patents, mostly in processor
design. On Cell, he headed the collabora-
tion between Sony, Toshiba, and IBM as
they jointly created the first version of the
Cell chip for the PS3. Kahle also hopes that
Cell architecture will become popular in a
variety of applications. At the heart of these
all his efforts is Kahle’s belief that a new
generation of chips is necessary to tackle the
computing problems of the 21st century. 

QQ Several companies are planning to
use or are now using Cell. Did you

intend for this to happen?

JJKK We planned for that. We wanted
to make this broader. Cell is spe-

cialized in terms of the applications that
it’s designed for, but it’s also appropriate
for other applications. [These projects
are] an initial validation that Cell is useful
for other types of applications besides just
a game console. In our effort to design
something that was reasonable to pro-
gram, Cell is showing off a lot of its capa-
bilities and looking promising. I’m very
encouraged. I’m very pleased with where
we have gotten. I would have been disap-
pointed if we had just one success. That is
how I measure our success: make sure we
get a successful PlayStation 3, but also
influence the rest of the industry.

QQ Are there reasons why the Cell 
project will have a better chance at

spreading out than some of other projects?

JJKK IBM has a direction it set us on:
try to be open, set standards, that

kind of stuff. As we launched the Cell
project, we had a long-term vision: Let’s
open up the operating system with Linux;
some of our tools and stuff, let’s open
those up to help the enabling. Those are
things that show we planned ahead. The
thing we were anticipating and were more
hopeful about was seeing that single-
thread scaling was
going to slow down
over time. If people
really wanted to gain
performance, they
would have to use dif-
ferent techniques.
We’re intersecting
again—when I say
again, other
people have
tried tech-
niques like this.
Asymmetric proces-
sors didn’t succeed in
the long-term. You can
ask if they didn’t suc-
ceed because they did
not have a volume base
or was the industry not ready. I think a
lot of it was the single-thread performance
kept gaining. It was easier to program sin-
gle-thread machines. So single-thread
machines kept catching up, and they had
an easier programming model. But now
single-thread gains are slowing down.
People still need performance. It becomes
worth the effort to program something
that is a little more challenging. 

QQ How do you think the entire Cell
project turned out? What do you

think was notable and challenging?

JJKK It was a grand challenge. It’s the
second real big collaborative effort

I’ve been involved in. It turned out very
positive. The collaborative innovation was
very beneficial. I don’t think we would
have succeeded without the collaboration
of bringing these three companies together.
That was strong. Many people doubted

that you could define a whole new architec-
ture and get the benefit that we did. The
team was very motivated to define a chip
like this. There is continued support for the
techniques we used. We had basic princi-
ples for attacking the power wall, the fre-
quency wall, and the memory wall. 

QQ As Cell plays out, is there more to
the vision and strategy?

JJKK I think we are learning from the
Cell point of view there are other

markets. We are investigating where it can
go. You’ll also see techniques as we go to
eight-plus cores on a chip and apply them
back to our other systems. By 2010 we
will hit a teraflop. ▲

Subscribers can go to wwwwww..ccppuummaagg..ccoomm
//ccppuuffeebb0077//kkaahhllee for bonus content.
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